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60 cents

ready
for
STEREOPHONIC

records

GLASER -STEERS GS -77
With the availability of stereophonic records, the requirements for turntable and record changer quality become
more critical than ever before. Yesterday's 'bests' may no
longer be good enough. All previously acceptable units must
now be re- examined in the light of the new quality demands
imposed by stereo.
That the Glaser -Steers GS -77 should be ideally suited for
stereo is no mystery. It is simply the result of strict adherence
to rigid precision standards, and permitting no compromise
in quality. This is evident in every feature of the GS -77.
The Tone Arm, by reason of optimum mass distribution and
free pivot suspensions, exhibits no resonance in the audible
spectrum. And tracking error is virtually eliminated. In
addition, the arm counterbalance is so designed that the
stylus pressure between the first and tenth record in a stack
floes not vary beyond 0.9 gram. These characteristics virtually eliminate vertical rumble (to which stereo is sensitive).

Turntable Pause is an ingenious GS -77 innovation designed
for added record protection. During the record- change cycle,
the GS -77 turntable comes to a complete halt, and doesn't
resume motion until the stylus has come to rest in the lead groove of the next record. This completely eliminates the
grinding action which takes place where records are dropped
onto a moving turntable or disc more important than ever
because of the delicate grooves of stereo records.
The GS -77 is the perfect record changer for stereo as it is
for conventional monaural high fidelity. It brings with it
traditional turntable quality at its very best plus the most
modern automatic conveniences. And does it all with incredible mechanical simplicity. $59.50 less cartridge and base.
See the new GS -77 at your hi -fi dealer today, or write to:
GLASER- STEERS CORP., 20 Main Street, Belleville 9, N. J.

-

-

-

In Canada: ClaserSteers of Canada. Ltd.. Trenton. Ont.
Export: M. Simons & Sons Co.. Inc.. N.Y.C.
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Have the best in Hi -Fi Sound

... and save

with a

Jensen

High Fidelity Speaker
Nov you can have famous Jensen authentic high fidelity loudspeaker
performance plus the fun and satisfaction of building your
own speaker system (and save money) with any one of Jensen's
eight Hi -Fi loudspeaker kits. Choose from kits ranging from the
modest KDU -12 two -way Budget Duette to the superlative
KT-31 Imperial 3-way system. You can build your own enclosure,
build into your custom home music installation, or install in a
Jensen factory-built cabinet. In every speaker kit you get the same
high quality matched components used in Jensen's factory assembled
reproducers-and at far less cost, too. Select the kit that best fits
your budget and space, follow simplified plans, and enjoy the finest
in sound reproduction. Send for our free Catalog 165 -B.

KT-x1

INSTALL A JENSEN SPEAKER KIT
IN A JENSEN ENCLOSURE.

If you don't want to build your own

enclosure, you can install a Jensen speaker
kit in one of Jensen's many fine furniture
speaker cabinets. Catalog 165 -B gives complete details and suggestions for cabinet -kit
combinations.

KDU-10

36 PAGE JENSEN MANUAL 1000
This i9 your guide to Ut selection and enclosure
construction. Complete data and instructions for
all Jensen Speaker Kits from me famous 3-way

-

"Imperial- System to the budget cost

2- way

"Duette

syalen, Describes Bass-Ultralles and Back -loading
Folded Horn enclosures in complete detall with exploded ylvws and sImplilled wiring Instructions.
JENSEN MANUAL 1060- Not Each
50c
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The antic doings on the cover were sketched for us by the
well -known British cartoonist and bass -tuba player,
Gerard Hoffnung, who also illustrated
Ronald Eyer's article on humor in music.

`4904.7!

,...
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Johansson Blocks, used for high -precision measurements,
are accurate to within one millionth of an inch. Their surfaces
are ground so perfectly flat that, when one is placed
on top of the other, molecular attraction and atmospheric

pressure wring them firmly together.
In high fidelity "JBL" is the symbol of highest precision.
JBL loudspeakers are used most often to demonstrate
the quality of other components. The tight electrical coupling
and rigid piston assembly that give JBL cone speakers

"MIL" MEANS JAMES

B. LANSING SOUND, INC.
3249 CaslIas Avenue. Los Angeles 39. Calpurnia

their distinctive. crisp, clean sound can only be achieved by
manufacturing to the closest tolerances. Painstaking precision
in forming diaphragms, winding voice coils, and machining
phasing plugs gives JBL high frequency drivers their smooth,
peak free performance. The unexcelled efficiency and
transient response of JBL transducers are directly related to
-the precision with which the units are made. Write for your
free copy of the new JBL catalog and the name of the man in
;:your community who can demonstrate the difference precision
makes -your Authorized JBL Signature Audio Specialist.
.
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HERE IS HOW YOU CAN

AUTHORitatively- Speaking
Ronald Eycr, author of The Musical
Funnyhane," is editor of Musical America. In fact, he has been editor of Musical America twice, front 1943 to 1947 and
from 1952 to the present. Between lines
he went back to Grand Rapids, his home
town, where he bought and operated a
motel. This was the second of his nonliterary, nonmusical endeavors since, before joining Musical America to begin
with, he was vice-president of a real estate company. He is married, owns a
house in Greenwich Village, and drives
a Volkswagen. His writings have appeared
in many magazines and, for two years, in
a syndicated newspaper column entitled
-Manhattan Nocturnes."
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Edward Lockspciscr, whose word portrait
of his lifelong friend Francis Poulenc begins on page 35, is an Englishman widely
considered one of the world's foremost
authorities on French music. As Foreign
Liaison Officer of the British Broadcasting Corporation's Music Department during World War 11 he secured for the BBC
the first performance of Poulenc's Figure
11 unline,
composed to celebrate the
liberation of France. For his services to
French music he has been made an officer of the French Academy. Books
which bear his name as editor include
The Literary Clef, an anthology of writings by French composers from Berlioz to
Satie, and a collection of heretofore
unpublished
Debussy correspondence,

Lettres inédites a André Caplet.
Louis E. Garner, Jr., whose two- article
series on the tending and running of tape
recorders begins on page 38, is no newcomer either to audio experimentation
and research or to writing about it. His
interest in high fidelity began, he says,
back in the 1930s, when a super -fi amplifier used a pair of 2A3 tubes -now but
a memory -in push -puli
at the output stage and delivered a staggering ten
watts. He has been writing fairly steadily since then, and his published articles
now number somewhere around three
hundred. They have appeared in publications ranging from the how- to -do -it
genre to the scientific-Popular Science,
Science and Mechanics, Electronics, various professional journals. His own liveliest literary interest is indicated by his
being a past president of the Washington
Science Fiction Association. He lives in
Silver Spring, Maryland, is father to five
children, and is a life member of the National Rifle Association. His published
books include two basic works on transistors: the Transistor Circuit Handbook
and Transistors and Their Uses.

Our genial tape expert Joel Tall, who
tolls the death knell of print -through on
page 41, put the finishing touches on his
manuscript under adverse conditions
couldn't keep awake. The CBS technicians, of whom he is one, were on strike
(all settled now) and Mr. Tall had
drawn picket duty from 4 a.m. to 8 a.m.
daily! It is not now and never will be, he
says, his favorite time of day.
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HERE'S HOW THE
STEREO -DAPTOR

volume (tool

WORKS

x.uP.,

coati.

STEREO -DAPTOR
Updates your present
H. H. Scott System
for Stereo records and tape.
Lets you buy a monaural
H. H. Scott System
now; convert later.
Just add the Stereo -Daptor and a new H. H. Scott
amplifier to your present H. H. Scott system and you
can play the new stereo records, stereo tape, stereo
AM -FM or stereo from any source.
The Stereo -Daptor permits control of two separate
amplifiers from a central point. A Master Volume Control adjusts the volume levels of both channels simultaneously. Special switching lets you play Stereo,
Reverse Stereo, use your Stereo Pickup on Monaural
Records, or play monaural program material through
both amplifiers at the same time. This
gives you the full power of both amplifiers. No internal changes are required
when used with H. H. Scott amplifiers.
IMPORTANTI Stereo -Daptor works with
All current H. H. Scott amplifiers and
most older models . . . with any system
having separate pre -amplifier and power

amplifier . . . and with complete amplifiers
having tape monitor input and output provisions.

Complete
Information Now

Send !or
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NEW H. H. SCOTT
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SPECIFICATIONS
H. H.

Stoll Slereo -Daptor

StoreomaslerControl Center
Compatibility: Any amplifier in any of
the groups shown below may be used
with a second amplifier IN THE
SAME GROUP for best results with

the Stereo -Captor.
Group I: 99- A.8,C,D; 210 -F; 120-A,
120

-B;

210 -C.

II:

121.A.B.C; 210-D.E.
Any systems with separate
preamplifiers and power amplifiers
Group IV: Twc identical complete
amplifiers havi-lg lape monitoring.
input and output connections.
Controls: Master Volume: Loudness Volume' Function Selector (with
these positions
Stereo; Reverse
Stereo; Monaural Records; Monaural
Channel A; Monaural Channel B)
Tape Monitor: Power off (on volume
control).
Connecli ng Cables: Four two -foot
shielded cables are supplied for all
Group
Group

III

:

-

MaYimunt
necessary connections.
recommended cable length 3 feet.
Custom Installation: The Stereo -Captor
is easily custom mounted, and no
special mounting escutcheons are

required.
Prim: 524.95 completely enclosed.
Accessory eases extra
aliphlly Iriphy Wcse al thy Rookie.

H. N. Scott Inc. 111 Pewdormlll Road. Maynard. Mass.
Export

:

Tetesco International Corp., 36 West 40th Street, New York City

Rush me complete information on the New
H. H. Scott Stereo- Daptor and your new catalog 11F
NAME
ADDRESS
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A worn

needle

70

o

.,,...
Abroad

ruins records
,ftetitai

You can't see the damage, but a worn needle
ruins records just as surely as a cigarette
burn. Any needle that's been played too

long develops chisel -like edges that grind
away the delicate sound impressions. But
your ear can't hear the damage until it's too
late
the change in sound quality is too
gradual.
That's why it's wise to check your needle
often. When it's time to replace, be wise
again replace with a Fidelitone Diamond.

-

FIDELITONE LASTS LONGER
A Fidelitone Diamond is your soundest
needle buy. It gives you more hours of safe
record playing time for your money than
any other type of needle
costs you less

...

than It an hour.
Every Fidelitone Diamond point is cut from
the heart of a true gem stone. Then Fidelitone takes an extra step to give you extra
hours of playing time. The Diamond point
is oriented in the stylus to put the hardest
planes of the Diamond in contact with the

record grooves. Then a precise, ball -like
point that fits your record grooves exactly
is ground on the point. The point is then
polished to mirror-like smoothness to minimize friction wear. Next, the point is Pcrmolite mounted to keep its precise position
throughout the life of the needle.
DON'T GAMBLE WITH YOUR RECORDS

Take your present phonograph needle to
your Fidelitone Dealer and ask him to check
its condition. If it's worn to the point of
damaging your records, don't gamble with
substitutes
be sure to replace it with a
new, genuine Fidelitone Diamond
the
quality needle that gives you more hours of
true hi- fidelity sound.

-

-

FREE Fidelitone will send you without
charge a pamphlet that helps you determine the type of needle you need.
Plus important information on record
and needle care. Send name and address
to: FIDELITOKE
RECORD CARE BOOK..
LET, Chicago 26, Illinois.

-

Fidelitone
"Best Buy on Records"

LONDON -The largest record library
in the world is that of the Library of
Congress, to which leading American
companies voluntarily donate copies
of their products. In France and in
Italy, two copies of every published
record must by law be deposited
with, respectively, the Phonothèque
Nationale and the Discoteca di Stato
founded in 1928. But in Britain we
have been negligent, and there is no
scheme analogous to that by which
printed books are deposited with the
British Museum, and the Bodleian
Library in Oxford. The largest record
collection in this country is that of
the BBC; but while its custodian,
Valentine Britten, is unfailingly helpful towards researchers and discographers, it cannot in the nature of
things be open to consultation by the
general public. Neither, obviously,
can the library of the Gramophone
magazine, the second largest in the
country, in which are preserved all
records reviewed in its pages since its
foundation in 1923.
But we have now a public discothèque, the British Institute of Recorded Sound, founded and kept going by the enthusiasm of a handful of
people-among them Lord Esher,
Frank Howes, music critic of the
Times, Sir Robert Mayer, head of the
English Jeunesses Musicales, and
Desmond Shawe -Taylor. Its secretary
is the devoted Patrick Saul, whose
energy and determination supply the
life force of the Institute itself.
Founded back in 1951, it acquired a
home only two years ago, a large
Bloomsbury house ideally situated beside the British Museum. But it
started late. People clearing out their
78- collections to make way for LP
presented records, and now the
B.I.R.S. owns something over 30,000
discs (including a complete run of
the HMV D series) -a tiny start. The
Arts Council, the London County
Council, the Pilgrim Trust, and various other bodies granted some money;
but the B.Lit.& still runs precariously

Continued on page 8
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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ADDS OCTAVES TO YOUR SOUND SYSTEM
New Toroid Tweeter design lets the sound grow right out of the voice

disperses clean, brilliant highs through

a

coil...

full 100° angle! Developed by Bert

compact.
cary to install

Berlant and the Stephens Trusonic engineering staff, the new Toroid Tweeter
adds octaves to your system. A distortion free 5000 to 25000 cycles per second

brings you thrilling new treble clarity and transient response. Hear new realism

from your sound system. Try it --at your audio dealer's now.

Listen...you'll always hear more troni:
'r
I-1
1NT
8538 Warner Drive, Culver City, California

S

tI

NI C

INC.

adjustable brilliance

control network!

...

STEREO

with WEBSTER'S

NEW TAPE DECK
MODEL

...

Now in development
a new stereo
playback equalizer and a stereo
preamp equalizer and control center

ELECTRONICS

WEBSTER

DIVISION
ELECTRIC

Continued from page 6
on a staff comprising Mr. Sanl and a
half-time girl. The big companies do

not present their products (and they
would have to pay purchase tax on
then) if they did). There are two listening rooms, a lecture room where
the Institute rains an enterprising series of lectures and recitals, a couple
of offices, and plenty of storage space
waiting to be filled. Mr. Saul hopes
these words may strike the eye of
some generous .americans -for one of
the few governmental concessions
made to the Institute is freedom from
having to pay purchase tax and import duty on records that come in
from abroad. Serious collectors may
want to become Friends of the
Institute (annual subscription one
guinea, or $3.00) simply for the sake
of its quarterly Bulletin. which publishes vital discographies (address:
3.5 Russell Square, London WC. I).

London's Widow. In March Decca
moved its headquarters from a shabby
old place in South London to a big
new building on the South Bank of
the Thaines, opposite the 'Tate Gallery. It has no merit as architecture
the plainest kind of unimaginative
nine -story office building -but offers
the staff pleasant vistas of barges going by, sunlight sparkling on the water (occasionally), or Whistlerian
fog effects. Here John Culshaw, head
of Decca's classical repertory, was
cagey about his company's future
recording plans, but enthusiastic
about a Merry Widow he had just
made in Vienna: Hilde Gneden in
the tide. role, Emmy Loose as Valencienue, Waldemar Kmentt, Per Grimden, Peter Klein, and Karl Diinch
as Zeta. The conductor is operetta
composer Robert Stolz (White Horse
Inn), who conducted the première for
Lehár, and the edition used is an
Ur -test, without cuts and %vith original
keys (unlike Columbia's Schwarzkopfled version which is cut and adapted
to allow a baritone, Erich Kunz, to
undertake the tenor lead of Danilo).
It is to be a two -disc set, and has
been recorded, like Die Walkiire, in
simulated stage conditions. In stereo
you will be able to track the path of
the hero and heroine as they sway to
the strains of the Merry Widow Waltz.

-

340

When you go stereo, go with Webster's new stereo tape deck.
Then you'll be sure to have one of the finest, most precise tape
handling mechanisms in the industry ... and Webster's acclaimed
"true- life" stereophonic reproduction.
The new tape deck is easy to install and operate. Monomatic
central control eliminates tape loops. On -off switch and speed
control are combined to neutralize drive mechanism when in
"off" position.
Model 340 has in -line stacked heads. And, with the proper preamp
and amplifier it is possible to record and play back stereo as well
as monaural sound. Either channel can be erased independently
The price? Just $99.50! Deluxe unit (Model 342) with tape out switch and program selection -finder is slightly higher. Both
units are beautifully finished in gold and black panels with
matching controls. Ask your dealer to show you this new
Webster stereo tape deck. Do it soon!

Ekotapé

NOTES FROM ABROAD

-

ANDREW PORTER

See yellow pages for
your nearest Ekotape dealer
the man from Webster.

RACINE WIS
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*

Advanced Design, Performance and Styling
For Superior Musical Quality
* You Get the Very Finest For Less
* Each Unit Guaranteed For One Full Year
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EASY TERMS

AVAILABLE

Phooey!

There is scarcely a week that passes
without some publicity release crossing our desk and making us see red
for awhile. Most such items land in
the Wastebasket, where they belong,
but some we have set aside because
we feel they are ridiculous to the
point of being dangerous.
Most of the "danger" goes back to
the same basic problem which has
confronted the high -fidelity industry
and its adherents ever since day one.
That is the problem of definitions.
Nevertheless, there are certain accepted definitions; and when we say
accepted, we mean accepted by audio
engineers, leading and ethical manufacturers, record companies, and possibly as many as half a million of
what we just called adherents.
Today, of course, stereo comes in
for the worst abuse. We have harped
on this so many times that the subject
is no doubt boring to our regular
readers. But for newcomers let us say
once again -and again -that to meet
the accepted definition of stereo. there
must be two of everything. Furthermore, to meet this same accepted
definition. it is completely and utterly
and absolutely impossible to produce
stereo from a monaural source such
as a standard LP record.
Him FIDELITY Magazine already
has refused a substantial amount of
advertising from companies that wish
to sell remarkable devices giving
"true" stereo from your "old" records,
and we will continue to do so. We
will continue to deride in public
companies which announce the development of a new device that "enables ordinary records, tape, or FM
radio to give stereophonic reproduction." The particular device referred
to in the quotation achieves its socalled stereophonic effect by the timeworn metluxl of separating bass from
treble sounds. It apparently utilizes
some sort of a biamplifier arrangement; we don't really know how it
works, and we'll be delighted if the
manufacturer will not submit a unit
for a "Tested in The Home" report.
Which reminds us that we are

NEW

knight

Stereophonic -Monaural Preamplifier
flexible, high -gain 2- channel preamplifier, for use
with any monaural or stereo Hi -Fi System. litent
switching from monaural to stereo; channel reverse
switch. Separate gain controls; Master volume control;
separate Bass and Treble; full phono and tape equalization; response. * 1.0 db, 20.20,000 cps; inputs
G.E., Pickering, Ceramic Phono, Tape Head A, Tape
Head B, Mic., Tuner A and B. Tape Pre and Aux.;
outputs-A and B Recorder (20.000 ohms imp.). A
and B Main Outputs (cathode followers). Size: 15 x
454 x 7X". U.L. Approved. Shpg. wt., 10 lbs.
Mods! KN -700. Net, F.O.B. Chicago, only

Features:

A

For Stereo or Monaural Use
2- Channel Tape or FM -AM

-

2- Channel

Stereo Discs
Channel "Reverse" Switch
DC on All Tube Filaments
Full Equalization
Scratch Filter
Loudness Switch

NEW

knight

32 -Watt Bask Hi -Fi Amplifier

Model KN -632

$7450

Variable Damping Control
Amazing value -ideal for use with preamp above, either
singly for monaural use or in pairs for stereo. Response,
± .5 db, 20 to 40.000 cps. Harmonic distortion at rated
output, 0.5% (at mid -frequencies); never exceeds 1S4%
from 30 to 20,000 cps. Intermod. distortion at full output.
2 %. Sensitivity, S4 volt for rated output. Size: 734 z 14%
K 5W. Shpg. wt., 24 lbs.
174"
Model KN -632. Net F.O.B. Chicago, only
Only $7.45 down

SELECT FROM

Slew
Monaural

A

COMPLETELINE

57950

3! w,rI Basic

Hrn

Preamplifier

Amplirel

e

Tl

A
euu IMAM
59950

Mal(i

Bantam

IMAM

57450

OF MONEY -SAVING

Dnl.rr

$9950
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11,n Tuner
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30.W.Il aelae
Hi( Amollber

$7450

(less

cue)

NI-El COMPONENTS

15.WaH

$9450

fM-AM

Tunr-

"Bantam" $6450
O

Hi.FI Ampl.fier

S4215

16Matl

$11950

"Minifi"

Hi-ri Amplifier

PrMmpliaer
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ALLIED
Fit-ft
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ALLIED'S

6"

LATEST

¡j4 ¿

:Er

1.1

¡

ALLIED'S STEREO TAPE CATALOG!

stereo, recordera, Public Address
-bargains on everything in Electronics. Write also for our complete catalog of latest Hi -Fi Stereo

Tepee. FREE -une coupon!

ii

our

37th
ea,

year

111.

Ship the following KNIGHT Hi -Fi Components:
enclosed

$

IARGAIN SUPPLEMENT!

Send for both! See our latest big
value Supplement for the beet buys
in Hi -Fi systems and components,

Cgea

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 49 -GE
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago

o

Send FREE ALLIED Supplement No. 175
Send FREE ALLIED Stereo Tape Catalog

Name
Address
City

Continued on next page

More Power For Your HI -Fi Dollar
Ideal For Stereo Systems
Distortion: 0.5% Mid -Frequencies

Zone

Srate

MI
q

WHAT OTHERS ARE DESIGNING...

TANDBERG

-

HAS ALREADY

BUILT IN!

NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from preceding page

snickering a bit these days. About
six months ago a manufacturer of
television sets and console phonographs macle almost an identical announcement- stereo from monaural
sources. Some people got so mad
about this one that the whole matter
was reported to the Better Business
Bureau. Now that stereo discs seem
to be a fairly safe bet, this company
can get into the act; therefore its
busy denouncing attempts to produce
stereo except from true stereo discs
and stereo tapes. So it goes!
Continuing clown into our mad
here's a letter from a speakpile
er manufacturer taking us and Jolla
Newitt to task for insisting that, to
merit the definition of true coaxial, a
loudspeaker must have two voice coils.
Frankly, we thought this ghost had
long since been laid, and at this late
date in high -fidelity history we see no
reason to bring it up again. But we
do feel strongly that a clear distinction must be made between speakers
with multiple cones, all of which
must operate together because actuated by the same voice coil, and
speakers with multiple cones which
may operate independently of one another because they are driven by separate voice coils. Therefore. for the
latter classification we-and again
nearly everyone else in the hi -fi universe- reserve the appellation "coaxial.'
And, while on the subject of speakers. there is one which is claimed to
have a nonresonant cone. No resonances, anywhere!
And here's a letter from a reader
in Grand Rapids saying that at a recent department store demonstration
of stereo -true stereo -the clerk said
that one microphone was used for low
frequencies and the second for high
frequencies. That's a new twist!
.

Model

3- Stereo Reproducer /Monaural
Recorder
Complete with fine luggage
case, high fidelity Goodman Speaker,
matched quality crystal microphone, and
reel of lape for only $369.50.

-

FREE with every Stereo -3 Recorder
low -speed pre -recorded Tape. Proof
positive that Tandberg's low- speed
means quality reproduction.
A

now

TANDBERG

o

has TAPE
To Meet the Highest American Stand-

low speed stereo quality cuts tape costs in half

Unique design creates a performance quality
at Pis ips and 33/4 ips so far only achieved at
more
71/2 ips. You have more listening time
listening pleasure and you pay less for prerecorded tape.

-

3 -speed

-

versatility covers any application

Records half -track

... plays back half- track,

full-track and stereophonic tapes. Can be
used for public address or as power amplifier
for any sound source.
lowest tape tension and smoothest tape motion

Low wow and flutter assures perfect tonal
pitch
10 gram operating pull reduces head
wear to a minimum and tape stretch and
breakage becomes practically non- existant.

-

compact and portable in luxury-styled carrying -case

and the Traditionally high
Tandberg design requirements.

Can be console mounted on a slide drawer
assembly or easily removed and used as a
portable recorder.

A

complete line of Mylar and Plastic
Tapes is available. Whatever your

simplicity of design makes it so easy to operate
Minimum of controls assures freedom from

recording requirement, you will find a
TANDBERG TAPE to meet your need.

common servicing problems of intricate pushbutton mechanisms.

ards

-

-

For the most advanced in recording equipment, look to

irandbtrt, of AMERICA inc.
10 E. 52nd Street

New York 22, New York

The Tandberg Incorporates Electronic Automatic
Shutoff that works through metalized strip on Tape
Leader and Bass Boost Switch that Imparts greater
fullness to the Low End.

adds up to
-lraCderg four track conversion kit will
be available for Model 3- Stereo.

a

TANDBERG

with better value than ever!

.

.

Guzzle in Hi -Fi
Now you can guzzle in full fidelity.
Hi Fi ginger ale is being made by
the Hi Fi Bottling Company in Brooklyn, so we hear.

Speaker Service
Just for once we're not talking about
the kind of a speaker you may think
we arc. This is a service through
which a speaker manufacturer will
provide a speaker . .
Let's start over again. Altec Lansing
has announced the formation of a
Speakers' Bureau. .
There we go
again; but anyway, it's a man who will
.

.

Continued on page 12
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the

say...

experts

Fidelity the best buys

¡n High

IRED
KITS afflict,

_

are
BETTER ENGINEERING

Since 1945 EtcO has pioneered the

-

concept of test instruments in easy -to -build kit form has become world- famous
for laboratoryprecision instruments at low cost. Now EICO is applying its vast
experience to the creative engineering of high fidelity. Result: high praise from such
authorities as Canby of AUDIO, Niarshall of AUDIOCRAFT, Holt of HIGH FIDELITY,
Fantel of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Stocklin of RADIO TV NEWS. etc.
as well as from the critical professional engineers in the field.;

-

SAVE 50%

Mass purchasing, and a price policy deliberately aimed to encourage mass sales,

make this possible.

EASY INSTRUCTIONS
EICO kit

You neat no previous technical or assembly experience to build any
the instructions are simple, step-by-step. beginnertestedt.

-

DOUBLE 5 -WAY GUARANTEE

Both EICO, and your neighborhood distributor,
guarantee the parts, instructions, performance ... as well as lifetime service and
calibration at nominal cost
. for any EICO kit or wired unit.
.

,

BEFORE YOU BUY, COMPARE

At any of 1200 neighborhood EICO distributors
coast to coast, you may examine and listen to any EICO component. Compare
then you judge.
critically with equipment several times the EICO cost
You'll see why the experts recommend EICO, kit or wired, as best buy.

-

;Thousands of unsolicited testimonials

on

file.

HFS2

Speaker System

o
a
HFT90 FM Tuner

with

" electronic"

HF61

tuning

HFS2 Speaker System: Uniform loading & natural
bass 30.200 cps achieved via slotloaded split
conical bass horn
of 12 -ft path. Middles & lower
highs from front side of 81/2" cone, edge- damped
& stiffened for smooth uncolored response. Suspen
sionless, distortionless spike- shaped super -tweeter
radiates omni- directionally. Flat 45- 20,000 cps, useful
to 30 cps. 16 ohms. HWD: 36 ", 151/a ", 111/2 ".
"
rates as excellent
unusually musical ..
really non-directional"
Canby, AUDIO. "Very
Impressive"
Marshall (AUDIOCRAFT). Walnut or
Mahogany, $139.95. Blonde, $144.95.

...

...

-

-

.

HFT90 FM Tuner equals or surpasses wired tuners
up to 3% its cost. New, pre- wired, pre- aligned, tem-

perature- compensated "front end"
Sensitivity, 1.5 may for 20 db quieting,

other kit tuners.

DM -70

-is driftfree.
6X

that of

traveling tuning eye.

;1 db. Cathode follower &
multiplex outputs. Kit $39.95'. Wired 565.95 ". Cover
less cover, excise tax Incl,
$3.95.

HF60, HF5D Power

Preamplifier

Amplifier with extremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Trans.
former. Identical In every other respect to HF60 and
same specifications up to 50 watts. Kit $57.95. Wired
$87.95. Matching Cover E -2 $4.50.

HF6IA Preamplifier, providing the most complete
control & switching facilities, and the finest design,
. rivals the
most
offered in a kit preamplifier, -'
is an example of high
expensive preamps
engineering skill which achieves fine performance
with simple means and low cost."
Joseph Marshall,
AUDIOCRAFT. HF6IA Kit $24.95, Wired $37.95, HF6I
(with Power Supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95.
.

-

HF60 60 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier, with Acro
TO -330
Output Transformer, provides wide band
width, virtually absolute stability and flawless transient response. "
. is one of the best-performing
amplifiers extant; it is obviously an excellent buy."

-AUDIOCRAFT Kit Report. Kit $72.95. Wired $99.95.
Matching Cover E -2 $4.50.

12-Watt Integrated Amplifier, absolutely free of
"gimmicks ", provides complete "front end" facill
lies & true fidelity performance of such excellence
that we can recommend it for any medium -power high
fidelity application. Two HF12's are excellent for
stereo, each connecting directly to a tape head with
no other electronic equipment required. Kit $34.95.

HF50 50 -Watt Ultra- Linear Power

11F12

HF30 30 -Watt Power Amplifier employs 4 -E184
high power sensitivity output tubes in push-pull
parallel, permits Williamson circuit with large feedback & high stability. 2 -EZ81 full -wave rectifiers for
highly reliable power supply. Unmatched value In

Wired $57.95.

Two -Way Speaker System, complete with fee tory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen
compression -driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth
clean bass; crisp extended highs, 70- 12,000 cps ± 6
db. Capacity 25 w, Impedance 8 ohms. HWD:
11" x 23" x 9 ". Wiring time 15 min. Price $39.95.
HFS1

mediumpower professional amplifiers. Kit $39.95,
Wired $62.95. Matching Cover E-4 $3.95.

HF32 30watt Integrated Amplifier Kit $57.95.
Wired $89.95.

Response 20. 20,000 cps

HF52

50 -Watt

Integrated Amplifier

"front end" facilities

with complete

t-

and Chicago Standard Output

Transformer. Ultra- Linear power amplifier essentially
identical to HF50. The least expensive means to the
highest audio quality resulting from distortion.free
high power. virtually absolute stability, flawless
transient response and "front end" versatility.
Kit $69.95. Wired $109.95. Matching Cover E -1 $4.50.
HF20 20 -Watt

Integrated Amplifier,

Amplifiers

complete with

finest preamp -control facilities, excellent output
transformer that handles 34 watts peak power, plus
a full Ultra- Linear Williamson power amplifier circuit.
Highly praised by purchasers. it is established as
the outstanding value in amplifiers of this class.
Kit $49.95, Wired $79.95. Matching Cover E.1 $4.50,
I 'fires 5,; hirher in We \Vest

MAIL COUPON FOR CATALOG

EICOO 33 -00 Northern Blvd., L.I.C. I, N.Y.
Show me how to SAVE 50% on professional Test Instruments and High Fidelity.
Send me free catalog and name of neigh-

borhood distributor.
Name
Address

City

Zone

State
13F -7

Power Amplifier
HF52, HF20

Integrated Amplifiers

33 -00 Northern Boulevard,
Over

1

Million

N. Y.
world over

1. I. C. 1,

EICO instruments in use the

HFSI

s

Speaker System

199
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NOTED WITH INTEREST

JansZenGrZ

Continued from page 10

i
"

,
.

...

-...

Uncanny smoothness and un-

...

a spaciousness
obtrusiveness
of sound which sets it apart from
most other tweeters. There is no
audible pattern of directivity in

\\

1
i

the horizontal plane. With the

JansZen speaker, the entire apparent sound source broadened
sparkingly different from
out
other tweeters. Instrumental cornbinations which had been submergedon other speakersemerged

1

I

...

t

ttt

j

r
J

with startling clarity."
'1/4
'1/4\

Model 130

Audio League Report.
Authorized quotation No. 52
The

.``'

-i

Plug-Switch
A cute gadget from Is Waber of CBC
has nothing to do with high fidelity
but should be worthwhile for a dozen
applications around the house. including high -fidelity equipment. It's sim-

JansZen*
YNAM IC

ply a glorified extension cord. Has ten
feet of heavy-duty cord attached to a
small outlet box containing four outlets plus four switches. Thus each
outlet is controlled by a separate
switch. Dream up your own uses.
The address is 2601 North Howard St., Philadelphia 33, Pa.

The JansZen Dynamic sets new
standards in cone woofers.
Unique design concepts, combined with new materials has
resulted in awoofer system which
can be used singly or in pairswith
the JansZen Electrostatic.

The Z -200 System

.

Tape Predictions
A while back, Edward Altshuler, Business Analyst for the Magnetic Recording Industry Association, clambered boldly out on a limb and predicted: stereophonic tape sales of

Modes 250 measures only 183A" high
(exclusive el legsj by 24%" wide by

14" deep

45,000,000 for 1958. By 1960, 3.000,000 tape recorders in use. Total high fidelity equipment sales in 1955:

i

...

$240,000,000
and add $120,000,000 for tape recorders and accessories.

`sue

A complete

rangeloudspeakersystern using the incomparable JansZen Electrostatic mid and high
range speaker (Model 130U1 with
the new JansZen Dynamic.

The JansZen Z -200 was picked by
the Institute of Contemporary Art
as The high quality loudspeaker in
ils price class and above for exhibit at the U.S. Pavilion of the
Brussels World's Fair.
N

Model Z.200 measures only 32" high
(including 4" legs) by 24'/." wide
by 14" deep

'Oerigned by Arlhvr A. lamxen

NOW more than ever.

e

.

Hear the Music, not the Speaker
Write for literature and the name of your nearest dealer
Product& of

NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP.,

Export Divi.ion: 25 Warren Street, N.Y.C. 7

12

\t

deliver a lecture and give demonstrations of component high -fidelity
equipment from a practical hone engineering standpoint. Altec Lansing
says the lecture and demonstration
will be suitable only for technical or
semitci-Imical audiences and can be
made available only when the audience is sufficiently large to justify
Navel and equipment transportation
expenses. Interested groups should
write to Altec Lansing Speaker Bureau, 161 Sixth Ave., New York 13,
N. Y.

Neshaminy, Po.

Coble Simontrice, N.Y.

1

i/

/

Organ -Phonograph
The Thomas organ people have come
up with a neat one: they've built a
phonograph finit into their organ
console. The organ has a full 49note keyboard and a 13 -note pedal
bass. And then it has a four -speed
record changer, ceramic cartridge,
preamplifier, 20 watt amplifier, and
a four -speaker system (one 10 -inch,
two 6 -inch, and one 5 -inch tweeter).
Record btdexing, Cont'
d
It shouldn't be long before all conceivable methods have been reported
on, but meantime
here's one
more. Reader \Vonmser simply snips
out the appropriate lines from
Schwann's catalogue and sticks them
on the spine of the record jacket with
Scotch tape. Naine of composer, composition, etc.

...
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WHY DOES T HE FIS NE R

USE A GOLD GASCODE?
Everybody Knows... that only a GOLD CASCODE FM
tuner CAN be the best! And the world's only FM
tuners using the costly GOLD CASCODE are those made by
FISHER. No amount of wild claims by envious competitors can change that simple fact! The costly GOLD
CASCODE achieves the highest possible gain with the lon'en

possible noise, accounting for its amazing sensitivity. Its
inherent gain is twice that of the RF tubes used in other
FM tuners. On this type of tube, with its gold -plated grid
-and ONLY this type of tube -is it possible to have the
microscopically small gap between grid and cathode necesTHE FISHER

Everybody Knows...
that only Gold Cascode

RF

amplification brings

FM

Everybody Knows...
that four IF Amplifier stages
are necessary for maximum
maximum selectivity, plus a
vast increase in gain.
Only FISHER has it!

tremendous distances.
FISHER has

it!

IN

a

bandwidth coupled with

sensitivity to the theoretical
limit, allowing reception at

Only

FM -90X

sr

Everybody Knows...

Everybody Knows...

that Zero -Time-Constant,

that two tuning meters permit micro- accurate tuning
plus orientation of the antenna for highest possible
signal strength.
Only FISHER has it!

Dual- Dynamic Limiters operate instantaneously, eliminating any possibility of
impulse and random noise.

Only

FISHER has

if

!

sary to achieve absolute -maximum sensitivity,

You can spend more, but you cannot buy a finer instrument than a FISHER GOLD CASCODE tuner. The superior
claims made for FISHER tuners are based on actual production units exactly like the one you can buy, not on a
hand -tailored 'laboratory -pet' sample. Listed at the left
are other important features, found ONLY in THE
FISHER. If you have any doubt about the superiority
of FISHER tuners, ask your dealer to permit a home
trial, under identical conditions, alongside any other make
of tuner, regardless of price. YOU be the judge!
WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLET -E SPECIFICATIONS

21 -25

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

44th Drive

1:1
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On

o
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Tim Counter
University's versatile Debonairc
¡S
available in
SYSTEM
three forms: the Model S -3 Debonaire12 three-way system; Model S -4 Deb onaire-15 three -way system; or the
enclosure alone (costing $63 or S69
depending on finish). Adapters allow
the use of either 12- or 15 -in. woofer
or full -range speaker, and there are
cover plates for the tweeter and super tweeter holes.
Fisher Radio has announced a new
CATALOGUE containing complete information about all Fisher consoles.
The Celoso Hi -Tone TAPE RP:
conIEn weighs only 731 lb., and
measures 9% by .5% by 531 in. It may be
operated at 1% and 331 ips; will plug
into any standard storage -battery outlet. Controls include record, rewind,
playback, and stop, fast forward, and
volume. Price is $179.95.
The KLH Model Six is a two -way
bookshelf-size SPEAKER SYSTEM. The
woofer is a 12 -in. acoustic- suspension mechanism with a claimed fregnency response of 45 to 1,2(10 cps It:2
db. The tweeter is a small cone-type
direct radiator, response stated as
1.200 to 20,000 cps i-2 db. Price is
$ 124 with a choice of mahogany.
walnut, or birch finish.
Altec Lansing has published a comprehensive BROCHURE on the con struction and design of high- fidelity
loudspeaker enclosures. Included are
construction diagrams, comparative
bass -performance charts of several
popular enclosures, and information on
proper phasing.

SPEAKER

GOODMANS
"The
Goodmans

speakers are ..

,

one of the uniformly
hest lines on the market today."
Audiospeuker Bulletin

Write for free 12
page brochure on
Goodmans extended
range loudspeakers,
multiple speaker
systems, speaker
enclosure kits and the
famous Goodmans
Acoustical Resistance
Units. We will also
send you the name of
your nearest dealer.

Rockbar'Corp. Dept.

RG -19

series of professional TAPE RE(Series 800) has been announced by Presto. Special features
include provision for remote control
and room for four separate heads.
A

CORDERS

Mamaroneck, N.

Y.

1

There are three speed ranges for
rewind and fast forward. Mocicls
range in price from $1.375 to $2,094.
Great Western Furniture's Hi -FiPak is a unique idea for RECORD
STORAGE. It is a hassock upholstered
in plastic, in which up to 100 records
may be stored vertically. Under $30.
H[CFr FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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THE

I

ASSEMBLING, WIRING, SOLDERING a FISHER instrument is far more than
the purely mechanical process it may seem at first glance. Equally with
design and testing of the instrument, the production assembler is making MUSIC,
for in his skilled hands, lies the responsibility for the reliable performance of the
actual instrument you buy, and for the years of service it will give you.

THE FISHER

Model 90 -R

AM
FM sensitivity of 0.85 microvolts.
Gold Coscode
sensitivity of 3 microvolts.
Four IF Amplifier
RF Amplifier stage.
Zero- Time -Constant Dual- Dynamic
stages.
MicroRay Tuning indicator.
Limiters.
Pushbutton FM muting and pushbutton AM
Frequency response uniform
selectivity.
from 20 to 20,000 cycles within 1 db. s Harmonic and IM distortion completely inaudible.
Handsome,
FM dipole antenna included.
Chassis, $199.50,
brushed -brass panel.

i

How well this responsibility is discharged is evidenced by the superiority of the
specifications of FISHER instruments. These specifications are based on actual
production units, exactly like the one you can buy -not on the performance
of a 'laboratory-pet' sample. You can rely on FISHER specifications to provide
you with an accurate, meaningful index of quality.

A

case in point is THE FISHER FM -AM Tuner, Model 90 -R, shown above.
Because of its GOLD CASCODE RF AMPLIFIER STAGE, its signal -to -noise ratio is
measured at 0.85 microvolts, making it the world's most sensitive FM -AM tuner.

Slightly Higher in the For West

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21 -25

44th DRIVE

LONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y.
1:,
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'Books in
The Naked Face of Genius. Although
neither a biography nor an analytical
musical study, this stranger- than -fiction account of Bartók-'s last years
(1940 -45) in the United States, as
told by his idolizing friend and summer hostess Agatha Fassett, is a quite
unique portrait of one of the most introverted and tragic composers of all
time. Almost intolerably nerve- wracking at times, at others almost boringly
prolix in its prosaic details of apartment hunting, financial straits. and illnesses, it still cannot be missed by
anyone who has ever been moved by
Bartók's late works but who has never
before fully realized what the final
masterpieces actually cost their creator. Nor should audiophiles miss the
few more cheerful pages dealing with
the arrival in this country of the already engineering -minded youngster,
Peter Bartók, who has since become
outstanding in recording his father's
-and many others' -music (1Ioughton Mifflin, $5.00).
Richard Rodgers. The triumphal, but
more or less conventional career of the
currently reigning monarch of tune smiths is pretty much a stereotyped
American "success story." David Ewen
already has dealt effectively with the
high points of the Rodgers -Hart/
Rodgers- Hammerstein saga in his Panorama of American Popular dlvsic,
(reviewed here Sept. 1957); this
full -length biography merely fills in
background and peripheral details.
The 14 pages of candid photographs,
two -page facsimile reproduction of an
early composition, and 57 pages of
lists of works, recommended discography, bibliography, and index are similarly useful rather than enlightening
(Holt, $4.95).
Count Basie and His Orchestra. It has
taken a Britisher, Raymond Horricks,
not merely to write the first book length account of Basie and his old
and new bands but to achieve what
is undoubtedly the most substantial
and judicious biography of any jazz
luminary to date. Moreover, Horricks'
solidly documented story of Basie's
rise is enriched by discerning analyses
of his influence and style, both as
leader and pianist. The book also includes remarkably detailed and perceptive biographical sketches of all
Basic's sidemen, major and minor,

Rf VIE W

and is crowned by Alun Morgan s
fabulously comprehensive 39 -page
chronological discography (Citadel
Press, $4.00).
Jam Session: An Anthology of Jazz.
Ralph J. Gleason, of the San Francisco Chronicle, obviously makes no
pretence of covering the whole work
of jazz for either laymen or hipsters;
but even so there are curious omissions here ( Louis Armstrong and
Duke Ellington among them) which
seem more glaring than they might
have been had the editor been more
sparing in his own contributions -eight
out of the total 35 by some 22 authors or collaborating pairs. Nevertheless, I surely won't be alone in blessing Gleason for resurrecting a couple
of the irreplaceable Otis Ferguson's
masterpieces, Lillian Ross's deadpan
New Yorker piece on the Newport
Jazz Festival, Irving Kolodin's tribute
to the greatest of jazz impresarios
and propagandists-John Hammond,
and several other outstanding articles. And Gleason's own pieces. especially those on West Coast activities,
well warrant more permanent form
than their original periodical appearances (Putnam's, 84.95).

Sound (Basic Science Series). Audiophiles who have forgotten basic acoustical principles learned in high -school
physics courses, yet who lack courage
to tackle a textbook or professional
handbook, should be able to obtain
a maximum of useful information at
minimal
effort
from
Alexander
Efron's 72-page liberally illustrated
syllabus. Its "introduction to Sound"
and "Hearing, Speech and Music"
concisely survey fundamental objective and subjective aspects; and in
the "Wave Nature of Sound" Efron
clarifies the problems of "interference"
and "resonance" which -usually unsuspected by laymen -play such vital
roles in home- listening experience.
(John F. Rider, paperback, $1.25).

How to Read Schematic Diagrams.
Another area where many audiophiles, especially those who have attempted wiring their own "kits" or
who endeavor to keep up with semi technical literature, are keenly conscious of their own ignorance is that
of electronic-circuit
"schematics"
those seemingly mysterious wiring

-

16

diagrams essential to clear understanding of any electronic equipment's operation as well as to its
construction and maintenance. A
comprehensive instruction book has
been long overdue; happily David
Mark's fills the need with considerably more than mere competence. He
writes clearly, illustrates illuminatingly, and organizes his materials so well
that even the complete novice ha
studies these some 147 pages and 94
diagrams will be able to cope at
the end with schematics as complex
as those of TV circuits. He also will
have acquired in the process a new
comprehension of just how amplifiers,
power supplies, tuners, equalizers,
tone controls, etc., actually work-as
well as an enhanced understanding
of the wiring and switching complexities of his own home power and
car ignition and lighting circuits
(John F. Rider, paperback, $3.50).
High Fidelity Simplified, 3rd Ed.
Tempora mu antur!- Harold D. \Vciler:s pioneering explanation of home
sound -system functions in terns meaningful to nontcehnicians remains a
constant best seller. But since 1952
the standards for such didactic primers
have been markedly raised and to
meet them High Fidelity Simplified
properly should be substantially revised, expanded (to cover stereo in
particular), and reset in a format less
suggestive of component -sales catalogues. Unfortunately, the present
third edition has only minor changes.
mainly in commercial-equipment illustrations, and most of the original errors (including many typographical
slips) are uncorrected. \Veiler deserves
better than this. since despite all such
shortcomings his "first reader" still
nvarrants a niche in every serious
home -listener's library ( John F. Rider,
paperback, $2.50).

i'lcProud High Fidelity Onmibook.
Like the well -known series of Audio
Anthologies edited by C. C. MeProud, the present collection is drawn
from the files of Audio (formerly
Audio Engineering) magazine; but
in this case the articles chosen arc
confined largely to nontechnical
pieces (including the humorous
"Theory and Practice of Hi- Fi -Nia n-

Continued on page 19
HIGH FIDELITY NIAC.A7.INE
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the Tuner that
keeps the

AM SPECIFICATIONS
I.5 microvolts

Selectivity':
Position

4

Bandwidth.

C.

K

FM SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity:

Sensitivity:

Narrow

the 6Pti,fieltG4'É MR -55

-10 K.C. from center down 53 D.B.
Medium Position 13 K C Bandwidth,
10 K.0
from center down 20 DB.
20 K.C. Bandwidth
Broad Position

Now, for the connoisseur, a tuner that surpasses all recognized standards. Over two years of
diligent research has produced a tuner that is
virtually distortion free, a tuner that sounds as
good as phonograph records.

('

Microvolts at 100% modulation -75 K.C. Dev.)
for a total of less then 3% total noise and dis tortipn. (Based on I.H.F.M. (proposed) standards for

3

measuring F.M. Tuners.)

Capture Ratio:
1

to 0.8

I.F.

Amplifiers:

I.F.

Bandwidth:

four

A.V.C.:
Exceptionally strong; less thon 4 D.B. audio out
put change with input changes from IO microvolts
to 100,000 microvolts

Distortion:
Less than 1%

at 100% modulation

Hum:
50 D.B. below Full Signal guaranteed.

I.F. @ 600 K.C.
,i 600 K.C.
R

-

21

(q)

1600 K.0

1600

K C

K

C.

-

-

20 K.C.
23 K.C.

Audio Bandwidth:
Broad Position

'3

Medium Position
Narrow Position

'-3
'-3

D.B.

20 to 10 K.C.

-

-

D B.

D.B.

20 to 6.5 K.C.

20 to 2.0 K.C.

Sensitivity Selector:
Three Positions

Front End:
21 K.C.

200 K.C.; riot on ion.

1.F.

Limiters:
Two; zero time constant gated beam followed by
0.5 microsecond pentode limiter.

2

For a complete demonstration of all the new
and outstanding advancements incorporated in the
McIntosh Tuner, visit your favorite franchised
dealer. You, too, will enjoy the difference.

f

±308;

-

& LIM" St«h±Il...

A.F.C.:
Separate detector; strong, distortion free, complete.
ly variable.

Drift:

'30

K.C.

without A.f.C., 'regllgible with A.F.C.

Antenna Input Impedance:
300 ohm balanced: 72 ohm unbalanced

positions. None on wide pusition.

4 Chambers St., Binghamton, N. Y.
range.

20. 20,000 cycles.

Hum:

Whistle Filter:

includa R.F. and
F. ciecwts. Character
istks substantially unchanged over amen R.F. tummy

Megacycles

75 D.B. below full signal guaranteed; typical production
80 D.B.

70 D.B. rejection 10 K.C. on narrow and medium

I

a

Frequency Response:

Constant bandwidth, band pass input.

'Measurements

Transformers:

Mechanicelly captive, assuring alignment in your
home.

Limiter and Detector Bandwidth:

Bandwidth:
20 K.C.

Critical tuning with ease and simplicity is a
reality for anyone with the `Mc Tuner.' The strongest,
and only distortion free automatic frequency
control (A.F.C.) used in any tuner, coupled
with McIntosh developed ultra -sonic muting, enhances tuning simplicity and increases listening
pleasure.

Export Division: 25 Warren St., New York 7, N.Y.
Coble: SIMONTRICE N. Y.

liliufosh
LABORATORY,

www.americanradiohistory.com

INC.

Radiation:
Substantially below F.C.C. requirements.

BOOKS IN REVIEW
Continued from page 16
ship" by Charles Sinclair and George
L. Augspurger's "The Languad Expert
Looks at Hi -Fi ") and those of pri-

mary interest to the practical lay
audiophile: Greene and Radcliffe's
series on home music installations and
furniture building; Klipsch's "Experiences in Stereophony "; six papers on
speaker designs and enclosures, etc.
(Radio Magazines, paperback, $2.50).

North Carolina Folklore, IV. Probably only specialists are familiar with
the formidably extensive documentation (eventually to be a seven -volume
series) of the late Frank C. Brown's
collection of Carolinian folk -song and
ballad transcriptions and recordings;
yet the present midway publication,
The Music of the Ballads, edited by
Jan Philip Schinhan, richly deserves
a wider audience. Professor Schinhan's
minute critical examinations and statistical analyses of the musical characteristics of the ballads are certainly
not easy reading; but both his commentary and the some 200 tunes
(many with several variants) given
here in musical notation, along with
exact documentation of their sources,
fill a serious gap in the existing ballad
literature (Duke University Press,
$7.50).
How to Bring Up Your Child to Enjoy
Music. As a nonparent myself, it has
always been easy for me to assert
that the less 'bringing up," musical
or otherwise, children have to endure,
the better off they will be; and that
in music especially the only sure way
to blight their natural capacities for
enjoyment is to inflict "children's
pieces" or unwanted lessons on them.
The music editor of the New York
Times, Howard Taubman, is a parent. He doesn't dare (or has better
sense than) to go quite as far; but he
evidently sympathizes with prejudices
like mine, as well as with the practical predicament of parents who
hope that their children can avoid
some of their own difficulties in finally coming to a true and catholic
relish for good music. At any rate,
his 113 -page booklet of general suggestions and graded discographies
(the latter prepared with the assistance of Harold C. Schonberg) strikes
even my jaundiced mind as good
common sense and an invaluable
source of specific help when parents
are at a loss for what to play next
either for the kids' or their own benefit (Hanover House, $2.50). R. D. D.

-
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Robert Bell, assembly Iotemon of AR

FACTORY INSl'EC'l'It)N

for AR SPEAKERS
Astethoscope is used in the production testing of every Acoustic Research
speaker system, to detect possible air leaks in the cabinet. The speaker
is driven by a twenty -cycle signal, and if there are any leaks a ch.3racteristic
rushing sound can be picked up at the trouble spot.
This test procédure is necessary because the sealed -in air of an
acoustic suspension enclosure is a basic working element of the speaker
system. In conventional speakers the cone works against the springy
stiffness of its mechanical suspensions; in AR speakers this stiffness is
missing, and the cone works instead against the springiness of the enclosed
air- cushion. Like the new air -suspension cars, the speaker literally rides on air.
The patented AR system requires a small cabinet, so that the enclosed air
be springy enough. And since the air-cushion does not bind or reach its
elastic limit as do mechanical springs, the AR-1 has created new industry

will

standards in the low-distortion reproduction of music. The "bookshelf'
size of AR enclosures is associated with an absolute advance rather than
a compromise in speaker bass performance.

.:j

speakers have been adopted as reference standards, as test instruments
for acoustical laboratories, and as monitors in recording and broadcast studios.
Their most important application, however, has been in the natural
reproduction of music for the home.
AR

The AR -I and AR -2, two -way speaker systems complete with enclosures,

are $185 and $96 respectively in either mahogany or birch. Walnut or cherry
is

slightly higher and unfinished

Literature

is

lir

is

slightly lower in price.

available on request.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC. 24 Thorndike

St., Carnbrid9e 41, Mass,
JO

NEW WOLVERINE
series by

a&o.yofcc°
SELECT SPEAKER

COMPARE ALL FIVE

LS -12

12" Full -Ronge

S19.50

loudspeaker

LS -8
WOLVERINE
LS -12 and LS -8

SPEAKER

SPEAKER

SPEAKER

SPEAKER

A

B

C

D

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Rodox Cone

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Edgewise Wound
Voice Coil

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

4

Gloss Coil Form

Yes

No

No

No

No

5

Low Silhouette

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Long Throw
Voice Coil

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Slug Type Magnet

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

"" "''
LS8 $18.00

$23.75

$19.50

$33.00

359.40

1

2
3

6
7

Die Cast Frame

Frame

NET

PRICE

8" Full -Range
Loudspeaker

$18.00

Visit your Electro -Voice dealer. Compare the Wolverine system. Whether you're starting from scratch
meet your budget.
or converting to stereo, Wolverine components will suit your taste
Write for complete Wolverine brochure..

...

www.americanradiohistory.com

popular- priced components for true high fidelity and su erb stereo
i';oc k at the Wol.ver$ne £ea.ti,Ire chart.
Compare the Wolverine Series' quality features with any high fidelity speak -r
or enclosure. And, compare the PRICE! You can actually get a complete stere system
at the price of a single monaural system.
Only Electro -Voice with its corps of 60 engineering personnel and vast
precision manufacturing facilities can give you so much more value.

CHOOSE FROM THREE MAGNIFICENT
AUDIO -ENGINEERED ENCLOSURES

Step up your system with Wolverine
treble or high frequency kits.

LORAINE
Direct radiator, folded -horn
corner enclosure for 12 -inch
speakers plus Step-Up Kits.

Overall size: 27" high
wide e 14" deep.....

LANCASTER

e

20"

$48.00

Direct radiator, olong- the -well, controlled
baffle, for 12 -inch speakers plus Step -Up Kih...
note flexibility for horizontal or vertical use.
Overall size: 25" high x 20" wide x 14" deep.

$48.00
$8.00

Model (IO Accessory Legs

r

The Lancaster, Loraine, and

lindon are

E,ttende's7g!(frequSncy performance beyond limits of
audibility, for silky precise definition of all string and woodwind instruments. Use with
Lancaster, Laraine or Lindan.
Includes TW -3S VHF driver and
CR -3S crossover network.

finished in Blonde, Mahogany. or Walnut.

k

620.00

Giv

yes complete

3

-way

speaker system with increased
oulttut in vital "presence"
range and smooth, peak -free
response Use with Lancaster
and Loraine.

Includes MII10 treble driver
and Cl -I0 crossover network.

$25.00

'

41111111r

y

A

W LVERINE

LINDON
Direct radiator, shelf -type enclosure
for 8 -inch speakers and 2 -way
separate speaker systems. Overall
size: 11" high e 23Ví" wide x 10" deep.

$34.50
Linden also available ready -to- finish.

$29.00

FOREMOST IN ELECTRO- ACOUSTICS- Microphones, Phono- Cartridges,
High -Fidelity Loudspeakers and Enclosures, Public Address Speakers,
Marine Instruments, EVI Professional Electronic Instruments and Military Material.

www.americanradiohistory.com

THE TRIO, Model A -224, Stereo

-

Amplifier actually embodies
Three excellent instruments in
one handsome, compact unit.
The Trio is: A complete stereo
preàmplifier with two separate
12 watt power amplifiers (24
watt peaks each.) A complete
24 watt monaural amplifier (48
watt peak.) A 24 watt monaural amplifier with complete stereo preamplifier arranged to
convert an existing monaural
amplifier to stereo. Outstanding

features include: Separate
ganged treble and bass controls,
balance control, mode switch,
speaker selector switch for local
and remote speaker systems,
contour control, tape output
for recording application and
rumble filter.

$99.95

THE Tnro, Model A -224
the Cage (AC -24) optional 7.00

THE DUET, Model T -224,
Stereo Tuner: Monaural! Binaural! Whatever the application, this new tuner is designed
to give maximum performance.
A superb monaural tuner -the
T -224 incorporates separate AM
and FM channels for receiving

stereo broadcasts through this
one unit. Rear jack makes it
adaptable for multiplex reception.
Mire the DUET is an ideal .gat/
FM monaural tuner -it's specifically designed for the growth in
stereo broadcasting. As stereo
broadcasting grows the value
of the DUET multiplies for you.
Costs just a few dollars more

-

than conventional monaural
tuners! (The DUET incorporates
a simple indexing scale to permit easy identification of five
pairs of "stereo'' stations).
THE DUET, Model

Harman - Kardon stereo instruments are the most

$ 114.95

flexible on the market today. Intelligent design assures

ease of operation. The new Duet stereo tuner and
Trio stereo amplifier
make stereo attractive,
effective, inexpensive
and sensible.

-

T -224

-

Prices slightly higher on the 1Vcst Coast.

For additional information on Harman Kardon stereo and monaural units, simply send a postcard with the word stereo
on it to Harman -Kardon, Dept. 111.O7.
Westbury, N. Y.

harman kardon
Him
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LETTERS
Resurrection Recording Requested
Though

I

am only sixteen, I have deproud to admit -a

veloped-I am

keen taste for classical music. Proceeding from the flamboyant Russian
composers, to the more subtle Bach
and Mozart, and finally on to Beethoven, I have now reached the Romantic and contemporary composers,
such as Schubert, Schumann, Bruckner, and Mahler.
It is about this last great composer
that I am writing. I feel that a great
injustice is being done to him, one of
our most interesting contemporary
composers. I admit that his reputation has definitely increased within
the past few years: bis song cycles and
his symphonies receive frequent performances by most of the major orchestras of this country. But what of
recordings? Schwann lists seven First
Symphonies, five Fourths, etc.
Yet the fabulous Second Symphony, the Resurrection, my prime
concern in this letter, has received but
one single performance on records,
and, in my opinion, it is not worth
considering for a collection.
Why are the great recording companies, like Columbia, RCA Victor,
Angel, London, all so afraid of it?
Granted it is not a well -known, nor,
it seems, a well -liked work here in
America, but who else is to introduce
it to the Western public?
I address this small criticism to you
particularly, Mr. Bruno Walter, who
in your youth were companion, follower, and confident to Gustav Mahler, and who also, in the past, helped
to spread his music throughout the
large centers of Europe. What Mahler
recordings you have made are superb,
but it seems a pity that his "Resurrection" is not among your "Master works." I was under the impression
that Columbia had recorded your
three performances of this work, last
February '57, during concerts in New
York. Surely they were suitable for
transcription on records. Is there any
explanation for this serious delay?
I notice, too, that you, Mr. Oppenheim, who are Columbia's a & r man,
have not made a very great effort to
figure your company in the Mahler

READERS

catalogue -would this be a prejudice,
a hesitation, or simply a neglect?
I ask all of you, in particular, Maestros Kletzki, Wafter, and Van Beinum:
are you going to let this masterwork
fall into oblivion? Who will light the
torch of Wisdom and take the lead
with a rousing performance of this
great masterpiece?
André Auger
Ottawa
Canada
Baker Street Minutiae
SIR:

wish to express my appreciation for
Mr. Herbert Kupferberg's article,
"The Adventure of the Bodiless Virtuoso" in the May issue. I hope that
one or two critical notes will not make

But the estimate is far off. If one
reads aloud the pertinent conversation, but omitting Watson's narrative
between the spoken sentences, it will
be found to take only two minutes
and about forty seconds. Hence it
does not follow that the record must
have been an LP. It is true that The
Master took the chance that the record
might end before he learned what lie
wished to know, but in that case he
could have slipped hack and turned
it on again from the beginning.
Ernest B. Zeisler
Chicago, Ill.

I

nie appear ungrateful.
(1) On page 35, the article says:
"When we consider that there are
forty -nine such \-tendelssohn Lieder
and that Holmes could presumably
play them all 'in quick succession,' his
feat becomes all the more impressive."
But Dr. Watson had merely said
that The \faster played "in quick succession i whole series of my favorite
airs," and never implied that such a
series consisted of all forty -nine Lieder ohne iVorte. it is unnecessary to
guild The Master!
(2) Concerning the case of the
Mazarin Stone, the author says:
"Holmes authorities, on the basis of
internal evidence, give it (the date of
the events) as 1903, a few years before Holmes's retirement to beekeeping on the Sussex Downs."
This should say a few months (not
years), for the (late of the case is in
Summer of 1903 and The Master retired from active practice the following Autumn.
(3) This point is of somewhat more
importance. The author states on page
122 that the Barcarolle proper takes
only two minutes and forty -one seconds to play, but that "not quite five
minutes elapse from his departure to
the moment he seizes the gem," the
estimate being based on "reading
aloud for yourself the conversation
between them (the Count and Sam
preMerton) while Holmes is ,
sumably playing the violin."

..

Coal -and-Potato Detector
SITU

A hastily written note to tell you how

much 1 enjoyed reading John T.
Frye's article [ "Hi -Fi Doctoring Without Instruments "] in the March issue.
Incidentally, according to Jack
Cashel, an old radio experimenter
with whom I worked in 1923 or 1924.
a lump of coal pressed against a cut
raw potato makes a good detector.
Joel Tall
New York, N. Y.

Mechanical Springs
Srn:

In the March issue of your magazine
I read some statements that i feel you
would like to correct, or at least clarify. Part VII of "A Hi -Fi Primer" by
John H. Newitt states that mechanical

springs are not inherently linear, and
then goes on to say that an acoustic
spring is completely linear. These
statements are further illustrated by
Fig. 3, which pictures the two spring
systems and shows a graph supposedly
giving the relationship between force
and displacement.
Those who have worked with the
design of mechanical springs know
that it is possible to design such a
spring so that the force /deflection relationship may take a number of
forms. It is possible to design such a
spring so that this relationship is linear
within an extremely small margin of
error. . .
I was a little surprised at the words
.

Continued on next page
2'3
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LETTERS
Continued from preceding page

Jilake

mistakes

choosing LPs
The Third

HO

Fiddin

lnnul

and tapes?
To select the best
invest in

. . .

ti

Review

The Third High Fidelity Annual
Edited by Joan Griffiths
Associate Editor, HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

This book, the only one of its kind, contains over 900 reviews of
classical and semiclassical music, and the spoken word, that have
appeared in HIGH FIDELITY Magazine from July 1956 through June
1957. The reviews cover the merits of the performance, the quality
of the recording, and make comparative evaluations with releases of
previous years. They are written by some of chis country's most
distinguished critics.

-

alphabetically by
The reviews are organized for easy reference
composer and, when the number of releases for any given composer
warrants, are divided further into classifications such as orchestral,
chamber music, etc. An index of composers is included. The book
is printed in clear type on fine quality paper, attractively bound
and jacketed.
RECORDS IN REVIEW is published by The Wyeth Press, an
affiliate of HIGH FIDELITY Magazine.

Th. Wvnh Prose

Gaol Barrington, Messachos.Mi
enclose 5........._.........., for which alcase send me
_.__._ -_. cocks of :he new RECORDS
IN REVIEW. INo C.O.D.s er charge orders please! Foreign orders seer or bryer's !irk. Add 55%
per book for possoge en foreign orders e.ceer Conodion,

NAME
ADDRESS _

.

S.

Bliss

Albuquerque, N. M.

Records

I

comes...

Donald

.

1957

and illustration concerning an air or
acoustic spring. The mathematics for
this device are rather straightforward,
and the restoring force can readily be
expressed in terms of the air volume
in the enclosure and the displacement
of the piston or speaker cone. This relationship is anything but linear. It is
true, however, as the ratio of piston
displacement to total volume approaches zero, the deviation from a
linear relationship decreases; but so
does the restoring force approach
zero or become considerably less the
more linear the relationship be-

Ninny limes, by mentioning all the ramifications of a situation which properly
define each and every condition of opera-

tion, one can make a relatively simple
explanation so complex that the generalized picture is lost to the nontechnical
reader.
Through omission of such data I purposely tried to keep the analogies and
To do this reexplanations simple.
quires some generalizations that are not
always rigorously true for all phases and
applications of the situation, although,
within the restricted range of the explanation, they should be true or at least
reasonably accurate.
To get down to cases, we all know
that n mechanical spring (especially of
the type used in loudspeakers) is inherently nonlinear over its possible range of
operation since it does not follow Ilooke's
Law over this entire range. It is quite
possible to make a mechanical spring
very linear by special metallurgical technique and by restricting it to a limited
range of operation. I did imply this when
I slated that a limited excursion of the
diaphragm could give high -fidelity results
on a normal speaker. In the case of a
loudspeaker another problem exists; we
are involved here with an annular spring,
and a very large nonlinearity exists when
we try to push this device beyond the
spring limit since we are then trying to
stretch the material of the spring itself.
This nonlinear action is obviously way
beyond the point at which Hooke's Law
ceases to operate. Unfortunately we cannot keep the device within the linear
limits unless we simply drive it lightly
enough to assure the fact that the diaphragm sloes not enter the nonlinear
spring region. In relation to my acoustic
spring explanation, if the parameters of
the actual situation rather than a particular hypothetical case are examined you
will fincl the statements to be true.
In the acoustic system we have simply
provided a spring that isn't driven into
a nonlinear region under practical operating conditions. Any residual nonlinearity is microscopic compared to that of an
overdriven mechanical spring.
-John I-I. Newitt
.

..
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stereo sound equipment ... owl kete.
stereo
tape deck kit
MO

EL

Enjoy the wonder of Stereophonic sound in
your own homel Precision engineered for fine performance. this tape deck provides monaural- record /playback and stereo playback. Tape mechanism is supplied complete. You build only the
preamplifier. Features include two printed circuit boards -low noise EF -86 tubes in
input stages -mic and hi -level inputs -push -pull bias -erase oscillator for lowest noise
level -two cathode follower outputs, one for each stereo channel -output switch for
instantaneous monitoring from tape while recording. VU meter and pause control for
editing. Tape speeds 3% and 7'% IPS. Frequency response *2 db 40.12,000 CPS at 7%
IPS. Wow and flutter less than .3 %. Signalto -noise 55 db at less than 1% total harmoni c
distortion. NARTB playback equalization. Make your own high quality recordings for
many pleasant listening hours.

DELUXE AM -FM

TUNER KIT

HEATHKIT
MODEL PT -1

58995

Here is a deluxe combination
AM-FM tuner with all the advanced design features required
by the critical listener. Ideal for
stereo applications since AM
and FM circuitsare separate and
individually tuned. The 16 -tube
tuner uses three circuit boards
for easy assembly. Prewired and
prealigned FM front end. AFC
with on /off switch- flywheel
tuning and tuning meter.

stereo equipment
cabinet kit

S14395

TRI 1D

HEATHKIT MODEL SE -1
(Price to be annoi need soon)

Beautifully designed, this demo equipment cabinet has
ample room provided for an AM -FM tuner-tape deck
preamplifier
amplifiers -- record changer
record storage and speakers. Constructed of '/,' solid core Philippine mahogany or select birch plywood.
beautifully grained. Top has shaped edge and sliding
top panel. Sliding doors for front access. Mounting
panels are supplied cut to fit Healhkit units with extra
blank panels for mounting your own equipment. Easy to- assemble, all parts are pecut and predrilled. Includes all hardware. glue. legs, etc. and detailed instruction manual. Speaker w ngs and center unit can
be purchased separately if desired. Overall dimensions
with wings 82' W. x 37' H. x 20' D. Send for free details.

-

WATT HI -FI
AMPLIFIER KIT

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT

55

HEATHKIT MODEL SP -1

HEATHKIT

(Price lo be announced soon)

MODEL W -7M

First time ever offered -a 55watt basic hi-fi amplifier for St
per watt. Features EL -34 push pull output tubes. Frequency response 20 CPS to 20 KC with
less than 2% harmonic distortion at full output throughout this
range. Input level control and

built -in power supply.

ohm speakers.

-

-

-

12 WATT HI -FI
AMPLIFIER KIT
HEATHKIT
MODEL UA -1

s549a

This unique two-channel con
trot center provides all controls
necessary in stereo applications.
Building block design lets you
buy basic single channel now
and add second snap-in channel
later for stereo without rewiring.
12 inputs each with level control -NARTB tape equalization
-6 dual concentric controls in-

cluding loudness controls

ld

"on -off" switch provided on
front panel. Unity or maximum
damping factors for all 4, 8 or 16

g21B6

Ideal for s :ereo applications, this
12 -watt power package repre-

sents an outstanding dollar

value. Uses 6ßO5 /EL84 push pull output tubes. Less than 2%

total harmonic distortion

throughout the entire audio'
range (20 to 20.000 CPS) at full
12 -watt output. Designed for use
with preamplifier models WAor SP -1. Taps for
ohm speakers.,
P2

4, 8

For complete information on above }tats -Send for FREE FLYER.;
HEATH COMPANY

a

subsldlary[Q

C/

ystrom, Inc.

juLY 195S
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Benton Harbor 8, Mich.
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easy -to -build

high quality

Look...

how simply you can
assemble your very own high fidelity
system! Fun -filled hours of shared

pleasure, and an everlasting sense
of personal accomplishment are
just a few of the rewards. Heathkits
cost you only HALF as much as
ordinary equipment and the quality
is unexcelled. Let us show you

how easy it really is!

...
Step -by -Step
Assembly

(a/

install

a .1101 old due tondenuer from socket
ound lue titi INS). Cut me
87 IN51 lo
lead. ao thet r they are lust long enough to
achanddr.as the condenecr close to Ova

,e,
(

)

over Ine vires already present.

Connect

a

470

xn re.lstor fyellos.-vlolet-

rollo.') from .octet DI. (S) (2) to 85 14:51. .'
Mount ae close to tie socket as poaalele. r

Instructions
Read the step

...

.

perform the operation
.. and check it off
it's just that simple!
These plainly-worded,
easy -to- follow steps
cover every assembly
operation.

-

HEATHKIT

Easy -to- follow

Pictorial
Diagrams

...

bookshelf 12 -watt
amplifier kit

Detailed pictorial
diagrams in your Heathkit
construction manual
show where each and
every wire and part is
to be placed.

MODEL EA -2

NEW

Learn -by -doing
Experience
For All Ages

...

Kit construction is not
only fun -but it is
educational too! You
learn about radio,
electronic parts and
circuits as you build
your own equipment.

There are many reasons why this attractive amplifier is a tre.
mendous dollar value. You gel many extras not expected at this
price level. Rich, full range, high fidelity sound reproduction
%'eith low distortion and noise ... plus "modern" styling, malting it suitable for use in the open, on a bookcase. or end table.
Look at the features offered by the model EA -2: full range Ire
db) with less than 1%
cluency response (20-20.000 CPS
distorticn over this range at full 12 watt output -its own built-in
preamplifier with provision for three separate inputs, mag
phono, crystal phono, and tuner -RIAA equalization -separate
bass and treble tone controls -special hum control -and its
easy -to- build. Complete instructions and pictorial diagrams
show where every part goes. Cabinet shell has smooth leather
texture in black with inlaid gold design. Front panel features
brushec gold trim and buff knobs with gold inserts. For a real
sound t -irill the EA-2 will more than meet your expectations.
Shag. Wt. 15 lbs.

t

Top Quality
Name -Brand

Components
Used in All Kits

$2795

-

.

-

Electronic components
used In Hoathklts come
from well-known manufacturers with established

rlputatiuns. Yuur
assurance of long life
and trouble-free service.

TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE
ON ALL HEATHKITS
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS
Hlcii
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chairside enclosure kit

NEW

This beautiful equipment enclosure will
make your hi -fi system as attractive as any
factory -built professionally- finished unit. Smartly designed for maximum flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive appearance, this enclosure is intended to house the AM and FM tuners
(BC -1A and FM -3A) and the WA -P2 preamplifier, along with the
majority of record changers, which will fit in the space provided.
Adequate space is also provided for any of the Heathkit amplifiers
designed to operate with the WA -P2. During construction the tilt -out
shelf and lift -top lid can be installed on either right or left side as desired. Cabinet is constructed of sturdy, veneer-surfaced furniture grade plywood X" and a/." thick. All parts are precut and predrilled
for easy assembly. Contemporary available in birch or mahogany,.
traditional in mahogany only. Beautiful hardware supplied to match
each style. Dimensions are 18" W x 24" H x 35'/a" D. Shpg. Wt. 46 lbs.

1

):r
CE -1C Mahogany
CE -ICB Birch

CONTEMPORARY

Be sure to specify
CE -IT Mahogany

model you prefer

TRADITIONAL

$4395

each

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

high fidelity FM tuner kit

broadband AM tuner kit

For noise and static free sound reception, this FM tuner is your least
expensive source of high fidelity material. Efficient circuit design
features stablized oscillator circuit to eliminate drift after warm -up
and broadband IF ciruits assure full fidelity with high sens.tivity. All
tunable components are °realigned so it is ready for operation as soon
as construction is completed. The edge -illuminated slide rule dial is
clearly numbered for easy tuning. Covers complete FM band from
88 to 108 mc. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

This tuner differs from an ordinary AM radio in that it has been designed especially for high lidelily. A special detector is incorporated
and the IF circuits are "broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sen.
sitivity and selectiviy are excellent and Quiet performance is assured
by a high signal -to -noise ratio. All tunable components are prealigned
before shipment. Incorporates automatic volume control, two outputs.
and two antenna inputs. An edge -lighted glass slice rule dial allows
easy tuning. Your "best buy" in an AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 9 lbs.

MODEL FM -3A $25.95 (with cabinet)

MODEL BC-1A $25.95 (with cabinet)

HEATHKIT

master control preamplifier kit

pioneer in
"do -lf- yourself"
electronics

HEATH

Designed as the "master control" for use with any of the Heathkit
Williamson -type amplifiers, the WA -P2 provides the necessary compensation, tone, and volume controls to properly amplify and condition a
signal before sending it to the amplifier. Extended frequency response of
1% db from 15 to 35,000 CPS will do full justice to the finest program
material. Features equalization for LP, RIAA, AES, and early 78 records.
Five switch -selected inputs with separate level controls. Separate bass
and treble controls, and volume control on front panel. Very attractively
styled, and an exceptional dollar value. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

MODEL WA -P2 $19.75 (with cabinet)
&s

lJr

bsIdiery of Days from, Inc.

COMPANY

- RENTON HARBOR 8,

MICHIGAN
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HEATHKIT 70-WATT

HEATHKIT 25-WATT
MODEL W -5M

$5975

high fidelity amplifier kits

To provide you with an amplifier of top-flight performance,
yet at the lowest possible cost, Heath has combined the
latest design techniques with the highest quality materials
to bring you the W-5M. As a critical listener you will thrill
to the near- distortionless reproduction from one of the
most outstanding high fidelity amplifiers available today.
The high peak -power handling capabilities of the W -5M
guarantee you faithful reproduction with any high fidelity
system. The W -5M is a must if you desire quality plus
economyI Note: Heathkit WA -P2 preamplifier recommended. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.

HEATHKIT DUAL -CHASSIS
MODEL W3 -AM

$4975

MODEL W -6M

$10995

amplifier of increased power to keep pace with the
growing capacities of your high fidelity system, Heath
provides you with the Heathkit W -6M. Recognizing that as
loud speaker systems improve and versatility in recordings
approach a dynamic range close to the concert hall itself.
Heath brings to you an amplifier capable of supplying
plenty of reserve power without distortion. If you are looking for a high powered amplifier of outstanding quality,
yet at a price well within your reach, the W -6M is for you I
Note: Heathkit model WA -P2 preamplifier recommended.
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs.
For an

HEATHKIT SINGLE -CHASSIS
MODEL W4 -AM

$3975
'14""

HEATHKIT

high fidelity amplifier kits
One of the greatest developments in modern hi -fl reproduction was
the advent of the Williamson amplifier circuit. Now Heath oilers
you a 20 -watt amplifier incorporating all of the advantages nt
Williamson circuit simplicity with a quality of performance considered by many to surpass the original Williamson. Affording you
flexibility in custom installations, the W3-AM power supply and
amplifier stages are on separate chassis allowing them to be
mountéd side by side or one above the other as you desire. Here
is a low cost amplifier of ideal versatility. Shpg. WI. 29 lbs.

In his search for the

"perfect" amplifier. Williamson brought to

the world a nowfamous circuit which, after eight years, still atmints for by far the largest percentage of power amplifiers in use
today. Heath brings to you in the W4 -AM a 20 -watt amplifier incorporating all the improvements resulting from this unequalled
background. Thousands of satisfied users of the Heath kit Williamson -type amplifiers are amazed by its outstanding performance. For many pleasure -filled hours of listening enjoyment
this Heathkit is hard to beat. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs.

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

high fidelity
amplifier kit

electronic
crossover kit

MODEL A -9C

$3550

For maximum performance and versatility at the lowest
possible cost the Heathkit model A -9C 20 -watt audio

amplifier offers you a tremendous hi-fi value. Whether for
your home installation or public address requirements
this power -packed kit answers every need and contains
many features unusual in instruments of this price range.
The preamplifier, main amplifier and power supply are all
on one chassis providing a very compact and economical
package. A very inexpensive way to start you on the road
to true hi -fi enjoyment. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

MODEL XO -1
One of the most exciting improvements you can make in
your hi -fi system is the addition of this Heathkit Crossover
model XO -1, This unique kit separates high and low frequencies and feeds them through two amplifiers into
separate speakers. Because of its location ahead of the
main amplifiers, IM distortion and matching problems are
virtually eliminated. Crossover frequencies for each channel are 100. 200, 400, 700, 1200. 2000 and 3500 CPS. Amazing versatility at a moderate cost. Note: Not for use with
Heathkit Legato Speaker System. Shpg, Wt. 6 lbs.
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"LEGATO"

high fidelity speaker system kit
Wrap yourself in a blanket of high fidelity music in its true form. Thrill to
sparkling treble tones, rich, resonant bass chords or the spine -tingling
clash of percussion instruments in this masterpiece of sound reproduction. In the creation of the Legato no stone has been left unturned to bring
you near-perfection in performance and sheer beauty of style. The secret
of the Legato's phenomenal success is its unique balance of sound. The
careful phasing of high and low frequency drivers takes you on a melodic
toboggan ride from the heights of 20,000 CPS into the low 20's without the
slightest bump or lade along the way. The elegant simplicity of style will
complement your furnishings in any part of the home. No electronic knowhow, no woodworking experience required for construction. Just follow
clearly illustrated step -by -step instructions. We are proud to present the
Legato -we know you will be proud to own it! Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs.

MODEL

$3995
39 95

MODEL HH -1 -C
(imported white birch)
MODEL HH -I -CM
(African mahogany)

$32ROO

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

BASIC RANGE

RANGE EXTENDING

high fidelity speaker system kits

A truly outstanding performer for its
size, the Heathkit model SS -1 provides
you with an excellent basic high fidelity speaker system. The
use of an 8 mid -range woofer and a high frequency speaker
with flared horn enclosed in an especially designed cabinet
allows you to enjoy a quality Instrument at a very low cost.
Can be used with the Heathkit "range extending" (SS -1B)
speaker system. Easily assembled cabinet is made of veneer surfaced furniture -grade .Ç plywood. Impedance 16 ohms.
Shpg. Wt. 25 lbs.

HEATH

Free

r

eatalog 1

pioneer In

"do-It-yourself"
electronics

Designed to supply very high and
very low frequencies to fill out the
response of the basic (SS -1)
speaker, this speaker system exMODEL
tends the range of your listening
SS-1B
pleasure to practically the entire
range of the audio scale. Giving the appearance of a single
piece of furniture the two speakers together provide a superbly integrated four speaker system. Impedance 16 ohms.
.Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs.

$9995

COMPANY
Dc

BENTON HARBOR
beldlarÿ of aaystrom,

$,

MICHIGAN

InC,

Please send the Free HEATHKIT catalog.

Enclosed Is 25e for the New HI -FI book.
name

Don't deprive yourself of
the thrill of high fidelity or
the pleasure of building
your own equipment any
longer. Our free catalog
lists our entire line of kits
with complete schematics
and specifications.

address
city

&

state

ALSO SEND THE FOLLOWING KITS:
QUANTITY

ITEM

MODEL NO.

PRICE

Send for it today)

Please enclose postage for parcel post- express orders are s loped delivery
S
charges collect. AR prices F.O.B Benton Harbor, Mich. NOTE: Prices subject to change without notice.
Enclosed find
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Garrard models change. Garrard ideals do not. Meaningful new features are added.
Time -proven features are carefully retained. Gadgets, for the sake of gadgetry, are sternly rejected.
The all- important fact to remember is that thirty -five years of experience in designing, testing,
and building fine record players, guide us in offering you the present Garrard models.

ORLD'S FINEST

RECORD PLAYING

EQUIPMENT

idel3

c''

1

PRÓt1sstoHet.

TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Each speed variable!
Each unit with Its own

Model RC99+.spteo

-

SUPER

AUTO-MANUAL CHANGER

variable
Continuous -- or
control on all speeds. S57.50

performance test report. $e9.00

ÿ

Model TPA /10

bere! a Garrard forever). high fidelity system

TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARM

-Professional performance.

Jewetlike construction
and exceptional

T

Fully wired for stereophonic
and monaural records

versatility. 524.50

T Mark n
4 -SPEED MANUAL PLAYER

Model
A

superior unit for quality
budget systems. $32.50

Model RC88 4-SPEED DELUXE
AUTOMANUAI CHANGER

Exclusive pusher platform
protects your recores. $54.50

Model RCI21

II

4 -Speed
INTERMIX

AMU MANUAL CHANGER

fier pale mrnn nits
see ramn> hest

maim

542.30

For information write: GARRARD SALES CORPORATION, Dept. GG28, PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.
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The Eagle as Songbird
THE BRIGHT TIME between the equinoxes, from
spring to autumn, seems to be when American music
comes forth and flourishes. Festivals lull of it follow the
season north and across the continent -Teas, Alabama,
the District of Columbia, New York, Massachusetts,
Illinois, Washington, California. At each of these enthusiasts convene, a lively time is had by all, and line
hopeful sounds are heard.
This observation is provoked by my recent attendance
at the twenty- eighth festival of the oldest of all concert
series devoted to American music, that given annually
at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, Ncw
York, under the direction of Howard Hanson. As a
presentation, it was quite beyond criticism. It shone with
the evidence of devoted preparation. Every performer
was patently in love with his endeavor; seldom have I
witnessed a wcekful of such fond intensity of effort.
Not every musical work offered was engaging or consequential, some frankly were not intended to be, bitt none
suffered any remissness of attention. And the effect on
anyone who could attend the whole festival -no matter
how unreceptive he may have been to begin with-must
have been both broadly and deeply stirring.
The Rochester festivals, by virtue of their financing,
arc longer and more elaborate than most others can
afford to be. And all the festivals differ somewhat in
their musical emphasis and content. But in my experience they have all in common this quite extraordinary
esprit and musicianly finish; you will never hear American
musicians play more nearly at the very top of their
form than they do during an American music festival.
These excellences apart, the question remains. I suppose, of what the festivals really accomplish. By their
nature, they must have two aims. In one they are
undoubtedly successful. In the other I think they aren't,
quite, though this is not entirely their own fault.
to afford
The first aim -and perhaps the lesser
an exchange of musical ideas among the creators of today's
and tomorrow's serious American music. This is achieved;
both the audience and the music attest it. The hard
constant core of the audience always consists of students
and composers, volubly analytical of what they hear.
And the music -the new music, I mean, of course -re-

-is

flects their presence. Much of it is plainly and primarily
intended by its writers for the cars of their professional
compeers-be it to impress, to demonstrate technique, or

even simply to entertain with novelty. "The boys are
always up to polytonal pranks," as Dr. Hanson remarked,
"but I don't suppose it does any harm."

I'm not

so sure

is where we deal

it doesn't

do any harm, and here

with the second aim of American music

festivals. This is to reach and enlist the American listening public. And I do not mean the Elvis Presley public
or the Lawrence \Vclk public; I mean the Bach- Bccthoven- Tchaikovsky- Vagncr public, I use this nomenclature

with

a clear purpose, to hint at the possibility that the
proponents of American music have on their hands a
tougher task than they realize. To be blunt. I am far
from sure that there now exists any sizable American
audience for American music. If one is to exist, it must

be

built.

The America of a century ago was not a musical nation. The musicality of today's America owes largely
to people of German, Italian, and Russian origin and
tradition (a dash of French may belong in there, too).
They furnished the performers and the first nucleus
of haying listeners. for which we are in their debt.
But they also impressed upon us their attitudes, including a sort of benign contempt for the native product.
It is strange how strong this influence is: I still feel quite
daring and embattled when I say that I very much prefer
Virgil Thomson's Cello Concerto to Robert Schtttnann's,
that I find Porgy and Bess far more moving than Un Ballo
in nmschera, that I am just as easily and thoroughly
entranced by the Grilles Piano Sonata as by Gaspard de
kr ,alit. (I haven't heard Baby Doe yet, but I am reasonably sure I am going to enjoy it more than La Sonnambula, Andrea Chénier, Prince Igor, Mignon, and quite
possibly Lohengrin.)
Howbeit, I came by this appreciation the easy way:
being peripherally in the business, I had to listen to the
music; the delight carne as a surprise. If the average
listener makes the venture, through attendance at a
festival, and is greeted with a string quartet written
by an assistant professor of composition for the edification of his fellow craftsmen, what happens? The subtleties confound him; be perceives nothing musically recognizable or seizable; he is confirmed in the opinion that
American music is tuneless, academic, not for him. He
goes home to Piotr Ilyich and he never tries again.
\Vhat I am plugging for, in essence, is that American
music festivals (and recording projects) should separate
and clarify their aims. Programing and proper publicity
can achieve this. The experimental and the accessible
should be kept apart, and the latter vigorously advertised
as what it is. Indeed, more of it might be written, if
there were some assurance that people would come to
J.M.C.
hear it.
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by ronald eyer

the

musical
funnybone
attempting to be humorous," to paraphrase Dr. Johnson, "is like a dog standing on its
hind legs; it is not well date, but the wonder is that it
should be donc at all."
That was to have been the opening theme of these
'ruminations, but I find I disagree with it, on second
thought. The fact is that music can be one of the most
hilarious of the arts, and the remark would be a libel
upon a number of witty people who, from time to time,
have practiced it.
Any composer, at the drop of a hat, will entertain
company by parodying another composer
preferably
a contemporary or a particularly vulnerable old master
whom historical perspective has made a cinch for counterfeiting, such as Bach, Mozart, Wagner, or Debussy.
Pianists delight in playing in the style of their peers,
their betters, or anybody you care to mention; violinists
love to make their instrument talk (they can, you
know!); and wind players are much given to bird and
animal imitations, lecherous caterwaulings, and indelicate noises of one kind or another.
Singers have the widest scope. They too delight in
mimicking other singers: a certain operatic baritone
ee

A

MMUStc!AN

-

3?

who, with handkerchief drooping from little finger, sings
Lieder in the style of Elisabeth Schumann leaves even
the stiffest deplorer limp. And, of course, they have the
help of language. or languages, to make their point
precisely, whether said point is satirical, salacious, or
just plain scatological.
The late Antonio Scotti had some real masterpieces
in the two latter classifications, which he could be induced to sing at intimate gatherings. Some of them were
bits of doggerel sct in impeccable prosody to the famous
themes of the Tchaikovsky symphonies, and to this clay
I cannot listen to these pieces with anything like the
proper reverence. The lofty respectability of this publication unfortunately does not permit their reproduction
in these chaste pages.
There arc two species of humor in music, each with
subdivision.
a
One is the guffaw, or baggy -pants, variety
dear to the hearts of performing musicians; the other is
the satirical, or witty, most common to composed music.
These in turn are divided into scherzi readily understood
by the layman and a precious, and therefore rather dull,
type intended for, and appreciated by, musicians only.
There is, properly speaking, a third species, which might

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

be called the good-humored, genrütlich, or "isn't -it -afine- day -for -snipe- hunting ?" kind of thing that musicologists insist upon calling "unbuttoned." It had
quite a vogue, particularly in German music, from Bach
to (but not including) Mozart; and one of its inveterate
practitioners was Haydn. Another was Beethoven. But

more of that later.
An elaborate specimen of the guffaw, or baggy-pants,

type is last year's Angel recording of the "Hoffnung
Music Festival Concert," a numbing clambake that took
place in London's Royal Festival Hall and is here preserved for a probably incredulous posterity. Billed as
"An Extravagant Evening of Symphonic Caricature
Devised by Gerard Hoffnung," this mad gavotte was
described by some reviewer as "a sort of highbrow Spike
Jones "; and that, I guess, about sums it up. It goes in for
improbable instruments such as vacuum cleaners, rifles,
floor polishers, hose pipe, and hurdy -gurdy; it offers a
"Grand Grand Overture" which is all coda from about
the second bar and contains the most protracted perfect
cadence in history; and there is a "Concerto Popolare,"
listed as a piano concerto to end all piano concertos, in
which the familiar themes of Grieg, Tchaikovsky,
Rachmaninofl, et al. stumble over, and into, each other.
And so on. It is a virtuoso performance of its kind, although some of the pieces exhaust their laugh potential
well before the end -one of the besetting embarrassments in this kind of hokum.
In the same category are the platform antics of such
pantaloons as Anna Russell, Victor Borge, Henry Scott,
and, in much milder form, Alec Templeton, with their
athletic jibes and jeers at serious music. These arc
very funny people. They also are very sophisticated
musicians -so much so that the full flavor of their
badinage sometimes goes over the heads of a lay audience.
For instance, you might not get the full import of Anna
Russell's "clear- white, or nymphs- and -shepherds" style
of singing if you didn't know something about early
English music. But everybody can
laugh when Borge runs off the cnd
of the piano keyboard, or Scott
gets his neck caught between the
lid and the strings.
Some pretty respectable composers have toyed with the gimmick too. There arc, for example,
Mozart's Musical Joke (K.522)
and the Duetto from Stravinsky's
Suite for Small Orchestra. Here the
composers as well as the performers
commit every technical mistake,
every musical gaucherie in the
book, to produce a lurching cacophony that never fails to stir
visceral laughter, at least the first
time around. Nobody has been
able to ascertain, in the Mozart

piece, whether he was caricaturing the inadequacies of
his fellow composers. most of whom he regarded in a dim

light, or whether he was lampooning the notoriously
poor technique of many of the orchestral musicians he
had to sufler day alter day. 1 like to think it was both.
One of the admitted liabilities of this species of
buffoonery is that once you've heard it, generally speaking, you've had it. Personally, I never get tired of watching Borges hands lose their footing, so to speak, and
carry him off the stool, nor of hearing .\nna Russell
expound the vagaries of Wagner's Ring; but the search
for new material must be never ending. Composers have
a bit the better of the deal, but not much.
AL this point I suppose we may as well dispose of
the inevitable question of the bassoon as the clown par
excellence of the entire instrumental family. There is
no getting around the fact that the bassoon, actually the
most mournful voice ever created out of wood or any
other musical material, can be amusingly grotesque when
its inherent lugubriousness of tone and awkwardness of
technique are subverted for comic effects. innumerable
composers have harassed it and its luckless operators with
this end in view.
You will recall, of course, the tipsy bassoon in the
Scherzo of Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, the .mturous
double bassoon in Ravel's Ma Mère l'Oye, the bassoons
(three of them this time) that play the part of the walking broom in Dukas's The .lpprenthe Sorcerer, and many
other instances where the instrument has bc_n brilliantly
cast as Pagliaccio. Hardly known at all is the Pig's
Quartet in Eugene d'Albert's opera Flauto Solo, in which
four bassoons represent the pigs and a piccolo is thrown in
to represent a piglet. I never have beard this bit, but
it sounds like a gem. No other instrument has been
so consistently identified with a particular forms of
schizophrenia, and I have heard audiences laugh uproariously and automatically at the poor fellow even
when he wasn't trying to be the Itnst bit funny.
I hardly think we need go very
far into opera since comic opera
is a whole industry by itself; its
humor is self-evident and generally arises from the libretto, abetted more or less successfully by
the music. The Italians, with Rossini and his Barber of Seville at their
head, were great h ;mds at this
naive merriment until they went
in for verismo; but Adozart, with
such dazzling romps as The Marriage of Figaro (with Three Blind
Mice in the overture) and The
Magic Flute, which arc musical
jewels as well as jests, easily outdistanced them on their own track,
Wagner, with Die Meistersinger,
and Richard Strauss, with Der
33
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the musical funnybone
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Rosenitavalier, are the German cochampions. I submit
that there is nothing in music more solidly risible than
Beckmesscr's serenade, punctuated by Sachs's whacks
on the shoemaker's last, or the solo waltz of Baron Ochs
with one arm in a sling. These are verities of humor which
never fail of their effect no matter how often, nor how
poorly, they arc done.

Latter-day composers have brought to the genre
sophistication of wit and satire of a quasi- literary nature
sorely needed if musical humor is to be perpetuated in
this dour age. Everybody knows things like Prokofìcv's
Love for Three Oranges; and it is to be hoped that everyone will become familiar with such choice cups of tea as
Virgil T'homson's Four Saints in Three ;ids and The
Mother of Us ill), which make wonderful sense of the
otherwise largely incomprehensible Gertrude Stein.
Unless you were out of knee pants over twenty years
ago, though, you probably have never heard Shostakovich's Lady Macbeth of :11zcnsl¿ (and you arc not likely
to, in its original form at least, since the Soviet cultural
commissars long ago viewed with alarm this master stroke
of sardonic mockery, and Shostakovich is reported to
have "revised" it). In any cast it is, or was, a withering
satire, presumably on the mores of the czarist regime;
but it could just as well have been aimed at the Communist system, so far as any Western eye could sec.:\
celebrated scene in this opera is one wherein Katerina
and Scrgei consummate their love more or less in view
of the audience, the while the trombone whoopingly
describes in detail the part of the action mercifully covered by a hastily drawn drape.
The American performances of Lady Macbeth were
given in 1935 by the Cleveland Orchestra. I was fortunate enough to catch one in Philadelphia, for by the
time the show reached New York the furor created by
this scene had caused it to be toned down considerably. A
popular suggestion at the time was that the opera be
rechristened "Up in Katcrina's Room."
Wit and satire, as distinguished from slapstick comedy,
have been on the ascendancy in all forms of music since
Mozart, an extraordinarily intelligent young man with
a fast mind and a sharp tongue. Ferruccio Busoni has
said of him: "I-Ic has a witticism ready to meet any
situation, even the most tragic; in the merriest he can
present a solemn mien." He was not completely above
the "unbuttoned" brand of humor mentioned above,
but he brought an added grace and subtlety to the fun
that more Germanic writers, such as Beethoven and
I iaydn, could never achieve.

Oh, the Iumberings of the string basses in the Trio
of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony arc amusing, after the
manner of the bassoon; the Scherzo of the Eroica, with
its staccato mysterioso punctured by the calls of the
hunting horns, may have some bucolic mirth in it; and
the Rondo Capriccio, "Anger over a lost penny," is sufficiently graphic to be diverting if you know the subtitle.
But Beethoven was too morose and crusty a personality
to have many pixilated moments; and his levity, when
it dOCS appear, tends to be homespun and more than a
little ingenuous.
Some people say Bach could be humorous and they
point to the so- called "comic" cantatas. But these
works, so far as the music is concerned, are not intrinsically comic at all. Their humor rests only in that the
texts arc on light, secular subjects. The Coffee Cantata,
for instance, is about a small contretemps over learning
to drink coffee -an issue you never would guess if you
didn't follow the words. I will agree, however, that some
of Bach has a bouncy jollity and good humor that probably were pretty gay for Leipzig in his day, and I am
forced to admit that I always get a chuckle out of the
Two -Part Invention in F major.
Haydn was another bucolic humorist, but of the
foxy -grandpa persuasion. He ran to little practical jokes
-like the forte chord in the Surprise Symphony --and a
kind of childlike gaiety. as in the Toy and Clock symphonies and in the minuet and scherzo movements of
most of the major works including symphonies, sonatas.
quartets, and the like. One of his jokes was the Jacob's
Dream Sonata for violin and piano, which he dispatched
to a fiddler who was tediously vain about his execution
in the higher position. The fiddler was chamed with the
opening: "Here is a composer who understands the violin!" quoth he. But, compelled to ascend Jacob's ladder
higher and higher without ever coming down again, he
began to sweat, and finally exploded: "What sort of
composition is this? The man obviously knows nothing
of the violin!" Or so the story goes.
A rich vein of humor runs through a large body of
music written in more recent years for, or about, children. Here the French have been particularly simpatico.
The classic in this field is, of course, Saint- Sactu's Carnival
of Animals, of which there are a dozen recordings. It contains adult raillery in the baiting of pianists, music
critics, and so on, but the members of the animal
kingdom are so adroitly drawn that even very young
children recognize them quickly. Not so widely known,
perhaps, is the complete Children's Corner Suite by
Debussy, dedicated to his little daughter, "Chou- Chou."
Every piano student plays Golliwog's Cakewalk, but
there are five other numbers, including Dr. Graders art
Parnassum and Serenade for the Doll, that arc equally
droll and captivating.
Ravel got into a frightful row with the Parisian public
over the first performance of his Histoires naturelles,
Continued on page 93
a set of five songs describing in
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You

IMNIIDIATELY catch sight of

Francis Poulenc looking like an overgrown
schoolboy, hair en brosse, the strong. sensitive
features suggesting a sophisticated Fernande I.
sending everyone in his corner into fits of
laughter. l-le has been telling one of his racy
talcs. heavily spiced with native argot and sailing perilously near the wind. The composer of
the world- famous Monuments Perpetuels is a
Frenchman sure enough. and as thoroughbred
a Parisian as you arc nowadays likely to find.
Poulenc boasts. in fact, of having been born in
the very heart of Paris, a few yards from the
Presidential Palace of the EIvs&. Paris is his
spiritual as well as his actual home, the Paris of
the rire drone that is to say, or more precisely
the old aristocratic quarters of the Marais
and the Ile St. Louis. Indeed there is one aspect

of his music. almost intoxicating in its elegance.
which is as impossible to resist as the heady
wine of the Parisian scene itself.
I hasten to add that this is not the whole
of Poulenc, nor even the main key to his complex personality. When I first met him, introthose days a young
duced by Jean Cocteau
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Edward Lockspeiser

and relatively unknown poet who used to gather around
him the young bloods among composers at a small boite
called Le Boeuf seer le Toit- Poulcne was busily writing
Les Biches. his first ballet, commissioned by Diaghilev.
The son of a wealthy industrialist (the Etablissement

Poulenc Frères shares arc regularly quoted on the Paris
Bourse), he lived then in an elegant apartment off the
Parc Monceau and had not written more than half a
dozen youthful works. But already everything he
touched turned ro success. Stravinsky had taken him
up and gotten his first works published in London, and
so had Ravel. When. in 1924. Diaghilev put on Lcs
Biches (the French title has the intriguing double meaning of "hinds," the female of deer, and "darlings ") at the
rose and gold Théâtre des Champs-Elysées and the exquisite Vera Nemtchinova appeared sur Ics pointes, the
Paris world swooned at the delights of Poulenc's quicksilver score, so unashamedly tender and melodious yet
spiced with ironic and slightly rakish twists.
There we have it. There is a delicious lyrical poet
in Poulenc; and at the same time an incorrigible wag.
He is the purest of innocents who will listen quietly to
what you say with an almost spaniel -like expression of
wonder and sadness on his big doggy face; and he is also
a raconteur to the manner born, a master of what a
French friend insists should be called "le leg-Poulenc."
He habitually moves among the Parisian four hundred,
but he is equally at hone at the bals nutsrurs and is something of a connoisseur of the coarse picturesqueness of
the Paris suburbs. Several of his major works have been
commissional for performance at the sumptuous homes
of his friends the Vicomte de Noailles and the late
Princesse de Polignac, but other friends have included
an amateur boxer with whom he used regularly to crowd
into the cheaper seats of the Paris vaudeville shows along
with two pretty young ladies. one of them a shoe stitcher
and the other a feather dresser.
As with the man so with the music. Poulenc is a true
melodist as, with duc sense of proportion, Chopin and
Schubert and Tchaikovsky were mclodists; at the same
time he is a subtle and sometimes a malicious musical
ironist. He worships the full- bkxxlcd Romantic composers, Tchaikovsky and 'Richard Strauss; and he adores
the quaint, racy ditties of Parisian folklore and the
music -hall hits of Maurice Chevalier. As a matter of
fact this double strain of innocent purity and something
approaching Rabelaisian humor has a well -known ancestry in French music. It reaches back to the quaint
figure of Erik Satie, bon oncle of the group of composers
known as Les Six to which Poulenc belonged, once described as "a sweet, medieval musician who has strayed
into our century by mistake." Poulenc owes to this Alice in- Wonderland composer the primitive simplicity of
certain of his early works, notably Le Bestiarie, Cocardes,
and the Sonata for Horn, Trumpet and Trombone: and
he also owes to him a vein of wildly extravagant humor.
Satie it was who, anxious that his appearances in the

Paris musical world should never go unnoticed, once
turned up on a concert platform in a fireman's shining
brass helmet.

Even more striking to my mind are Poulenc's affinities
with an earlier Composer, Emmanuel Chabrier. Ever
since the vivacious Chabrier burst on the musical scene
( "He's my real grandfather," acknowledges Poulenc),
some kind of deliberate vulgarity crept into music and
was conscientiously cultivated in an ironic spirit of defiance. It seems as if the treatment of overblown music hall tunes in Chabrier's Valses romantiques (a work particularly admired by Poulenc) was a musical equivalent
of what Verlaine called la nostalgic de la boue.* Like those
flowers of melody of Poulenc himself, the engaging music
of Chabrier is the easiest to succumb to; and it is the
easiest to misunderstand. For this chubby -faced composer. the friend of Verlaine, Manet, and Renoir -the
worshiper of Wagner too, though this didn't prevent him,
on a visit to Wagner's palatial home, from mischievously
stuffing a large, unpalatable cake into a drawer of the
Master's stiff shirts -was the first of the inscrutable race
of musical ironists. Their very nature is a mask.
I reproduce these anecdotes to emphasize a strain in
Poulenc's Gallic ancestry that, in all these composers,
has long been peculiarly sensitive to any kind of sham.
And so it came about that these butterflies, these children of music, were condemned to a tireless search for
an identification that would fit. Who were they. what
were they? In their eyes sincerity is not exactly a virtue;
but agility, a faithless agility of the heart, is. And they
thus resign themselves to making a note of beauty where
it is to be found and sadly, infinitely sadly, making a
joke of it. Is this not, paradoxically speaking, as touching
a form of sincerity as any other? I am sure that the
race of these Chabriers and Poulencs, so simple at heart,
so suspicious of bombast and pretense, saw their vocation
as Anatole France, in the Garden of Epicurus, saw his,
inspired by an irony that was "gentle and kindly disposed, mocking neither love nor beauty, disarming anger,
teaching us to laugh at rogues and fools whom we might
otherwise be so weak as to hate." I don't wish to overstate my case for Francis Poulenc, genuinely inspired
as I believe him to be. I merely say that once these ironic
associations of his work are recognized, I cannot imagine
one's failing to be taken back, in his uniquely melodious
works, to one or two of the simple musical wonders.
On the face of it, an extraordinary thing happened
in Poulenc's career about twenty years ago, when he
unexpectedly branched out into a series of religious
works. The imposing list began with the Mass, it included the Litanies and the remarkably beautiful Slabat
Maier, and it now includes the largest and most consistently inspired of all his works-the three -act opera
The Carmelites. i have known Poulenc ever since his
early works were beginning to spread from France to
Literally, nostalgia for the mud.
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"Paris is his spiritual as tue /l as his actual honte, the Paris of the rive droite ... the old aristocratic quarters of the Marais...."
England and America, and I have frequently asked him
how he was able to reconcile the spirit of irony in his
secular music and the mystical inspiration demanded
in his works of religious association. Always the answer
has been the same: "I have no means of knowing what
the source of my inspiration may be. I can only say that
the religious subjects that have inspired me have brought
no fundamental change in my .style." And he has gone
on to declare that his work in the sphere of sacred music
would never mean that he could forsake what he indulgently calls his adorable snauvaice nu sique.
It was the death of an intimate friend, the composer
and critic Pierre -Octave Ferroud, that prompted this
unexpected development. Though a Roman Catholic,
Poulenc's early upbringing had not been marked by any
strong religious inclinations. But he felt now the need to
visit the ancient Sanctuary of Rocamadour near the
ancestral home of his father in the department of
Aveyron. "Perilously situated alongside a winding road
up a rocky path," runs the composer's graphic description of this visit, "this almost unknown place of pilgrimage, one of the oldest in France, is a retreat inspiring in
those who have been privileged to visit it a feeling of
unbelievable peace." The Litanies to the Black Virgin, inspired by the sight of the Virgin at Rocamadour carved
out of ebony, were followed by the lour Penitential
Motets, the Four Lade Prayers to St. Francis, t he Christmas
Motets, and the beautiful Ave Verum Corpus for three
female voices.
There were also purely musical reasons for this new
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orientation in Poulenc's work. In his early training
tinder Charles Koechlin he had made an intensive study
of the chorales of Bach, from which he claims to have
acquired his technique of vocal writing. Now he was
becoming a fervent admirer of the works of Vittoria and
Buxtehude. The modal technique of the Renaissance
masters greatly appealed to him, though he was not inclined to reproduce it in any kind of pedantic fashion.
Sometimes the pure -of-heart composer crosses the religious boundary in the spirit of the juggler performing
his tricks before the Virgin at Notre -Daine. But more
often. in offerings like the Motets and the Stabat A1'ater,
a telling simplicity comes into Catholic religious music
which has simply no antecedent. If pressed for an
analogy. I should look to the ingenuous Saint Theresa,
the innocent girl from Lisieux usually pictured playing
with her ball and colloquially named the "Little Flower"
among the saints.
Among Poulenc's vocal works. ton, are well over a
hundred songs. nearly all of them neatly filling the
framework of the perfect vignette. Not since Gabriel
Fauré has such a corpus of original and beautiful songs
been added to French music. or indeed to the sor.g literature of any country. They are remarkable as illustrations
of several interesting contemporary poets and also for
their sensitive approach to the problems of musical
prosody, a lyrical exuberance and a warmth of feeling
for the human voice that nowadays has become extremely
rare. An interesting point is that Poulenc learned the
Continued on page 91
art of song writing from ac-
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The Well-Tended Recorder
This is the first of two articles on the
care and operation of tape recorders.

ACCORDING TO the Theory of Rapid Obsolescence, the world's economic health can be assured
if all manufacturers produce goods which wear out rapidly or become obsolete with the introduction of newer
models. The basic idea, of course, is that this will insure a
steady demand for manufactured goods and, hence, full
employment and general prosperity. If you arc an advocate of this theory and would like to practice what you
preach, you can achieve a short life for your tape recording (or playback) machine simply by ignoring the suggestions made in this article -or, better yet, by doing
just the opposite of whar is recommended.
On the other hand, if you feel that your tape machine,
as an important component of your high- fidelity installation, deserves the type of treatment that %sill insure continuing top quality performance and maximum service
life, then you'll find it wise to adopt a few basic, but important, operating rules. By so doing, you can maintain
the value of your cash investment in a tape machine for
quite a long time. In addition, by following sensible
maintenance procedures. you may keep future repair bills
to a minimum and may save yourself a goodly bale of
that long green commodity so handy for paying bills.
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Most gtxxl tape machines arc ruggedly built devices.
Like all fine instruments, however, they should be handled with reasonable care to avoid damage and to insure

continuing satisfactory performance. Proper operation
and maintenance of a tape machine, like that of any
piece of electromechanical equipment. is largely a matter
of common sense, coupled with a modicum of technical
knowledge. Certainly, you don't have to be a high-level
technician or design engineer to know that dropping an
instrument down a flight of steps could cause mechanical
damage -or that excessive operating voltages might cause
electrical breakdowns.
it should be obvious that anyone who can operate a
modern home sound installation, and especially a de luxe
preamplifier with its multiplicity of controls, switches,
inputs, outputs, and adjustments should have little or
no trouble operating the average tape machine, which is,
by comparison. a rather simple instrument. Nonetheless,
some people do have trouble with their machines.
Perhaps this is not always the fault of the operator(s),
but can be blamed conveniently on natural scientific
"laws." There are several accepted "laws" encountered in
research and development work with corollaries applying
to the operation of audio equipment and, particularly, to
tape machines. Several of these, known as Finagle's Laws,
have been described in recent issues of sundry technical
and scientific publications. The first law, dealing with
scientific experiments, is stated rather simply: Ifanything
can go wrong with an experiment, it mill! A corollary to
HIGH FIDELITY MAGA %I \E

this law is applicable to the operation of tale machines:
If it is impossible to operate a machine incorrectly, some-

will find a way to do id
To avoid proving this important natural law, what you
had best do is obtain and study a copy of your tape
machine's Instruction Manual. Even if you've owned
a dozen different tape machines in the past, don't assume
blithely that your new machine operates exactly as all
the others. If you do, chances arc you'll be wrong.
one

Tape machines used in home sound installations generally fall into two categories: (a) portable tape recorders,
which arc connected into the system from time to time,
and (b) permanently installed tape decks. If yours is a
portable machine, you may wish to store it in an out -ofthe -way place when not in use. Choose the storage place
with care. The machine should not be stored near a source
of heat. such as a stove, furnace, or radiator, nor should it
be stored in a damp basement or other humid location.
Remember, too, that dust and dirt can clog a machine;
don't store it, say, in a workshop with a Sand saw,
sander, or other dust producing equipment.
On the other hand, if your system includes a permanently installed tape deck, you are more concerned with
its proper initial installation than with storage problems.
Naturally, you'll want to place the tape deck in a
convenient operating position. So far, so good. But be
sure to observe general precautions concerning the
physical installation of the instrument. Follow the manufacturer'ssuggestions explicitly. Pay particular attention
to the mounting position-some machines operate best
when mounted in a vertical position, others when
mounted horizontally. In a few machines, for example, a
friction clutch drive is used for the take-up reel. There
must be downward pressure against the spindle plate
for the drive to operate; this pressure is supplied by the
weight of the reel only when the machine is in a horizontal position.
In a permanent installation the rape machine will nor
be subjected to severe mechanical shocks. Shock mounting may be necessary, however, to protect other system
components from vibrations produced by the tape
mechanism. Some tape decks designed for permanent installations will be shock- mounted to a separate mounting
plate which can be attached solidly to a cabinet or rack.
Occasionally the installer must design an adequate shock
mounting himself. This may consist of springs, heavy
rubber grommets and cup washers, or commercially
manufactured shock mounts. Again, if in doubt, check
the manufacturer's installation instructions.
While you'll want your tape machine located reasonably close to the electronic components in your system
in order to avoid very long interconnecting leads and
cables, you should avoid installations in which the machine is placed, say, directly over a power amplifier.
Under such conditions, the machine will be exposed to
heat from large output and rectifier tubes, and to the
strong magnetic fields produced by power transformers
JULY
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Ifa control should jam, forcing it is not

Use filter over

air intake for operation

likely softy it.

in dos!), locations.

You can buy adaptersfor all combinations ofpb,gs and jacks.

Spare fuses are a must, but

be

sure they're the

right kind.
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and filter chokes. Excessive heat may cause rapid deterioration of circuit insulation and rubber components, as well as dripping grease and rapid drying of
lighter oils and lubricants. :\C radiation may introduce
hum during recording and playback and may ruin
expensive recorded tapes.
Dust, dirt, and grime can cause accelerated wear of
the drive mechanism and can introduce noise when it
accumulates on the magnetic head or the tape. Dust
may even clog a machine and cause a change in operating
speed, with resulting deterioration of program quality.
To avoid such difficulties, you'll find it worth while to
provide an adequate dust cover for your machine.
A tape deck designed for "permanent" installations
may have to be moved from time to time -when the
owner moves to a new apartment or house, for example,
or when he decides to take part of his sound system over
to a friend's home to "try it with your amplifier." Certain precautions should be observed to avoid damage
in transport. The instrument should be carried in its
original shipping container. if possible, with all the original padding and bracing properly reinstalled. If you
can't find the original shipping box, pack the machine in
such a way that it is supported firmly by its mounting
plate, with no pressure against any rams, arms, drive
wheels, or other critical parts of the mechanism.
If a tape deck has to be shipped by common carrier,
or if you plan to carry it in your auto for some distance,
pack the machine inside a relatively small box. using
wooden blocks or heavy cardboard as supports. This box,
in turn, should be sealed and packed inside a larger
container, with several inches of shredded paper or
excelsior packed around all sides of the inner box. In that
way the inner box, containing the machine. is cushioned
against vibration and shock and, further, is protected
against accidental blows which may dent the outer box.
A portable machine is, of course, easier to transport.
But take the same precautions that you would with a
good quality portable radio receiver, portable typewriter,
camera, or a fine piece of luggage. Avoid bumping other
objects. dropping the machine, or putting heavy objects
on it. If the machine is put in a truck, auto trunk, or
cargo trailer, make sure that the packed machine is held
securely in position and can't shift, bang against other
packages, or crash into the sides of the compartment.
In general, there is one right way-and many, many
wrong ways to operate a tape machine. The operation of
the instrument, once in position and connected to a power
source. involves the installation and threading of tape,
adjustment of controls for recording and playback, and,
finally, tape rewinding and removal. Make sure that you
understand the procedure for your machine, rechecking
the original Instruction Manual as often as may be
necessary.

When setting up a portable machine for use, make sure
that the machine is placed on a level, solid surlace, and
that all ventilation openings arc free and clear. Exercise
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care in your choice of an operating location. Don't place
the machine on top of a radiator or hot air register or
next to some other source of considerable heat. And don't
a
operate the recorder in other hazardous locations
pool.
bathroom or next to a swimming
for example,
where it can be splashed with water; the machine may
be damaged by the water. and the operator may be
damaged by electrical shock!
In machines having a built -in fan or blower for cooling,
the air intake opening may be on the bottom. Thick
rubber or felt feet arc often provided to lift the instrument clear of the table or desk on which it is placed. permitting an even, steady flow of air to the intake. If the
machine is put on a layer of blankets or clothing, or if
magazines. books, or similar objects arc piled around it,
the flow of air may be restricted and the machine may
overheat. This, in turn, can result in component breakdown and shortened operating life.
Ifa considerable change in environmental temperature
has occurred. as. for example, when a recorder is brought
into a heated room from outdoors in winter, let the machine reach room temperature before attempting operation. Chilled and congealed oil or grease will cause
sluggish operation. In addition, moisture condensation
may occur, causing electrical leakage and other troubles
if the unit is used immediately.
When operating an instrument in a new location, make
sure that the proper type of electrical power is available.
Check this before putting the line plug into a wall receptacle. Tape machines generally are designed to
operate on 105 to 120 volts AC at 60 cycles. This is the
type of pour supplied in most areas. In some sections
of older cities, however, there may be areas where DC is
provided; such power may burn out the instrument's
motor and power transformer or, at the very least, may
cause the fuse to blow.
An inexpensive neon tester, available at most hardware stores and through electronic parts distributors,
may be used both for checking on the availability of
power at a particular outlet and for determining whether
AC or DC is supplied. The tester consists of a two-clectrodc neon bulb, a small current limiting resistor. and a
pair of test (cads, all mounted together in a pocket -sized
probe. In use, the leads arc simply inserted into a wall
socket. If both of the bulb's electrodes glow, the power is
AC; if only one electrode glows, it is DC; if no glow is
obtained. the outlet is dead.
In other areas, 25- or 50 -cycle AC may be supplied
instead of the more familiar 60 -cycle current. Check with
the local power company. A special converter is usually
required in such cases.
You'll find it good practice to adopt a regular schedule
of machine inspection to be performed just before operation. Such an inspection may require only a few minutes,
but can save valuable tapes while, at the same time, insuring top performance. Check all controls, making sure
they arc set for the mode
Continued on page 96
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PROGRESS AGAINST PRINT THROUGH...

RINT- THROUGH-variously called spurious printing, accidental printing, layer -to -layer transfer
print, and copy effect has been known to investigators
of magnetic recording ever since its invention and still
remains one of the major problems in tale recording.
As early as 1900, Valdemar Poulson, inventor of magnetic
recording, mentioned print- through in his description of
a recorder designed to use solid steel tape. He wrote that
"The steel ribbon passes from a roll to a second receiving
roll, where the layers of the ribbon may cover each other
without the writing (recording) being destroyed. As to
this last point, it has been proved by experience that

-

the magnetism does traverse the ribbon, though. as a rule,
there is sufficient air space between consecutive layers
to afford nearly complete protection." (From The Electrician, November 30, 1900.)
Although both machines and media have been improved tremendously since the day of the recorder described above, tape recording still proceeds in the same
general way. That is, tape is pulled off the supply reel,
past the magnetic heads, and onto the take -up reel; and,
JULY 1958

even today, "the magnetism does traverse the ribbon,"
although in minute quantities. The magnetic marks on
the tale, radiating weak magnetic fields, magnetize adjacent layers of tape in their own image. So, if the round
of rape already on the take -up reel has nothing recorded
on it, the sound from the round of tape covering it may
create a preprint that can be objectionable. Well, say
you, the preprint can be cut out, can't it? It can; but we
can't take out the second, third, and higher order preprints and postprints that arc inextricably mixed in the
recorded sound and in what is so conveniently called
"background noise." These prints arc not strong enough
to be heard identifiably through covering sound, or even
through the agglomeration of erase noise, bias noise, and
tape noise that we now lump with background noise.
But certainly there can be no denying that a piece of
recorded music, for example, would sound a whole lot
better without any half- audible intrusions at all.
If you think of print - through in the simplest possible
terms, it can be resolved to this: a magnet placed near
a magnetizable material will magnetize it. (If you think
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Print Through

of it in complex terms you may founder, as I did, somewhere in the profundities of crystal lattice theories.)
In simple terms, printing (as we may abbreviate print through) varies as a number of causative factors vary.
-l'he most important of these factors are: the clistance
between successive lavers, or rounds, of tape; the frequency of the recorded signals on the tape; the tape
temperature during recording; the length of time and
temperature at which the tale has been stored; the time
the tape rounds, or layers, are our of contact with each
other during rewind or reproduction; tape winding tension; external magnetic fields; and finally the cocrcivity
(i.e., the ability of a magnetic material to resist magnetiiation or demagnetization) and other magnetic properties of the tape coating. :\ single factor cannot always be
considered in isolation, however; for example. the distance between successive tape coatings depends somewhat on tape -winding tension. Also, printing increases
proportionately with recording current level. although
there is no advantage in reducing that level since the
ratio between signal and print is constant.. \s a matter of
Tact. there is a serions disadvantage in recording at too
low a level. since then not only the print but a good part
of the signal as well may be submerged in noise.
Let us review the way tape is made. Tape consists of a
plastic base (cellulose acetate or \{ylar, generally) to
which a coating of magnetic iron oxide. chemically very
similar to rust, is applied. In general. except for special
applications. the iron oxide is one of medium cocrcivity,
making it unnecessary to consider the differences in printing due to differing coercivity of coatings. The plastic
base may vary in thickness from I
thousandths of an
inch to % thousandth of an inch. The coating is about
4 ten -thousandths of an inch thick, regardless of base
hie kness.
Now, as you would suspect, there would be little
printing from one layer of tape to the next if they were
separated by a distance comparable to the wave lengths of
t

recorded sounds that contain the most magnetic energy.
Because of the way recording on tape occurs, the magnetic impressions representing sounds between approximately 500 cycles per second and 3,000 cycles per second
contain the most energy and therefore are most likely to
cause printing. (Coincidentally, it is within this smte
band of frequencies that human hearing is most sensitive.) One way of preventing t hese magnetic impressions
from seriously affecting the next round of tape is the
cumbersome method of separating the two layers by
more than 5- thousandths of an inch. Two British scientists. L. D. Daniel and P. E. Axon of the BBC, found
-1?

out that separation by that distance reduced printing by
approximately 12 db. There arc probably very few tape
recordists who would want to interleave recording tape
with thick nonmagnetic paper tape in order to reduce
printing: but the expedient works, and has been used
quite recently in this country for special low -print
recordings.
Printing of the recorded signal to an adjacent round
of tape begins the instant the two tape layers arc placed
in juxtaposition on the take -tap reel. In overnight storage,
printing may increase by 5 db; an additional decibel
increase may take place during three days' storage; in
three weeks, probably 2 db more and -according to
C. J. LeBcl-probably another 2 db in the following
hundred years.
1- Iere's
a practical hint on how to reduce printing
caused by short-term storage: store the tape, reversed.
on the take -up reel. Just before playback, rewind it at
playing speed by "playing'' the take -up reel from the
supply reel position. Then reverse reel positions and
proceed as usual. This method will reduce printing by
a few db as a result of both the slight erasing action exerted by minute stray magnetic fields surrounding the
head gaps and the temporary separation of prints from
the recorded impressions.
Temperature of the tae, both during recording and
in storage. is probably the most important factor in
printing. -1-he same tape that, at 86 degrees Fahrenheit,
showed a print level of -53 db (after five minutes'
storage) was 10 db better in signal -to -print ratio when
recorded and stored at 50 degrees F. There are several
practical ways to keep tape temperature low without
having it run past a cake of dry ice! (Very low temperatures may make cellulose acetate tape brittle or even
cause it to fracture.) One way is to avoid the use of erase
heads that overheat. You may preërasc the tape. on a
bulk eraser. and let it cool before recording, bypassing
the erase head or removing it from the recording path.
Multiple low-current erase heads provide an ideal solution to the problem of overheated erase heads; let's hope
we'll soon find them in low -priced machines. It's a good
idea, for more than one reason, to position the erase
head (or heads) as far away from the record head as the
machine's physical layout hermits In addition, the old
idea of forcing a stream of cold air against the tape after
it leaves the erase head is helpful in reducing printing
caused by above- normal tape temperatures.
Troubles occasioned by poor design of tape recorders
motors that overhear and that spray strong magnetic
fields, overheating erase heads, poor head positioningcan be eliminated only by better design and by better
components. But correct, intelligent use of any recorder
in good condition will produce acceptable results. Use
any sensible means to keep the machine and the tape
cool. Store tape in a cool spot, in sealed metal filin cans
if storage time is very long. Cellulose acetate tape loses
moisture and may become brittle after long storage: seal-
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ing in metal cans preserves ordinary plastic tape. Mylar
is not affected to any noticeable degree by moisture or
Zack of it. Don't do what I've seen some people dostack recorded tapes on top of a hot radiator!
Also keep recorded tapes out of heavy magnetic fields.
Kccp them away from high -power transformers, motors,
and the like. A magnetic field, after all, is the mechanism
of bias, by which recording is effected. Although small

magnetic fields, such as those sometimes sprayed out
from transformers and motors. may hum -modulate the
bias current and acid to the over-all tape noise, it is not
likely that any well- designed modern recorder will have
stray magnetic fields of large enough value to cause any
rise in printing.
There is an important difference between bias-recorded signals and printed signals which are recorded
without benefit of bias. The spurious print, when separated from the "master" recording, tends to lade away.
That is why the rewinding operation mentioned previously is efficacious. The reason for this instability of
spurious prints may be found, by the physicist so inclined, in an exhaustive study of the behavior of crystals.
If it is true that a printed signal is unstable and will
fade away by itself, given the opportunity, why not help
disappear? We can do so, as a matter of Fact, by a
rather careful process of erasure. The technique is employed a great deal in Europe, not so much in this country as far as I know.
When a small high -frequency erasing current is applied to an erase head and a recorded tape moved past it,
more of the spurious printing will be erased than of the
bias signals. In actual practice, employing the correct
head and current, 14 db of print can be erased to only ;Z
db of master recording. (These figures were supplied to
me by Agfa Aktiengesellschaft of Leverkusen, Germany.)
Also, according to Agfa and confirmed by others, successive print erasure will not reduce the master recording
any further in level. A practical procedure. therefore,
would be to install a special erase head, supplied with
the correct current, in the tape path before the other
heads. I can't tell you what kind of head and how much
current to use with any particular machine or tape.
These arc matters for individual experiment, of which I
would like to know the results, incidentally. However,

it to

here are a few hints that may help you get started on the
right track. Daniel and Axon, in The BBC Quarterly,

Vol. V, No. 4 (unfortunately no longer obtainable)
wrote that best print erasure is achieved when the tape
is kept a slight distance away from the special erase head.
They recommend print erasing from the base sick of the
tape or "passing the tape through some form of solenoid."
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(L. J. Wiggin wrote, in the Journal of the S.b/.P.T.E.
for May 1952, that he had erased print effectively by
routing the normal bias current, in a Fairchild recorder,
through the machine's erase head.)
It will require individual experiment, as I said, to
find the proper values of erase components. Some six
years ago Daniel and Axon found that a current of 30
milliamperes through a normal erase bead reduced
print- through 10 db, with less than 2 db reduction of
recorded signal. A friend reported to me recently that he
had erased print by reducing the current in an Ampex
300 erase head to I /100th of its normal value by means
of a voltage divider. but he neglected to measure the
results. You must be warned that the identical value of
cut lent. activating different erase heads, will produce
varying degrees of print erasure, owing to differences in
the magnetic structures of the heads. Also, since the recorded magnetization evidently varies in depth with frequency, more of the surface high-frequency signals arc
likely to be erased than those of the low frequencies.
which perorate the tape coating more deeply. The difference between low- and high -frequency signal

erasure

db, and erasure
should not. however. be more than
through the tape base should eliminate this frequency
1

discrimination.
According to recordists who have employed print
erasing, the resulting reproduction sounds considerably
cleaner. Not only are the spurious prints reduced well
below audibility but the general background noise also
is considerably subdued.
Of course. the best way to eliminate print -through
in tape recording would be to find an oxide coating that
world not accept prints. Such an ideal tape might have a
recording ability somewhat similar to the "all or nothing" electrical action of the human nervous system. In an
admittedly far -fetched projection of this idea, the oxide
particles could be magnetized only by bias of the correct
intensity. 'Ile. would be completely insensitive to
printing fields, and even to bias fields of an intensity
less than needed to "trigger" the recording action.
Needless to say, the ideal no -print tape has as yet
not been manufactured. The first step towards this goal.
however, was taken not long ago by Audio Devices,

Incorporated, manufacturers of Audiotape. Their research
staff, after three years of work under the direction of
faster"
Frank Radocv, developed what they call
tape' Audio Devices claims that with the use of Master

''

Audiotape, printing

is

reduced

Continued on page 95
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cota Mining at Manufacturing Company followed suit with [heir
Scotch 4131 tape. claimed to have "the lowest print kvcl of any magnetic
tape on the market."
s
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This
is where
the music
begins
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*New Transcription -Type Tone Arm Makes Collaro
World's First True High Fidelity Changer
When you select your high fidelity system -an amplifier with
low distortion and low noise level. a speaker capable of reproducing the entire audible range -you want to make certain you
pick the right record player. Because that's where the music
begins. That's why today's fine high fidelity systems require the
all new Collaro -the turntable that changes records- featuring
the revolutionary transcription -type tone arm.

The new arm is one-piece, counter-balanced and will take any
standard cartridge. Resonances are below the audible level.
Between the top and bottom of a stack of records there's a
difference of less than 1 gram in the tracking weight as compared with 4 to B grams on conventional changers. This insures
better performance for your precious records and longer life
for your expensive styli.
It's worth noting that Collaro quality is so well recognized that
leading American manufacturers of fine console units incorporate Collaro into their instruments in order to achieve the best
possible performance in a record player.
In addition to the transcription -type arm, the Collaro Con-

tinental features:
Four speeds, manual switch that permits playing single record
or portion of a record; jam proof mechanism, hold the arm in
mid -cycle and it won't jam; automatic intermix, plays 7 ", 10"

or 12" records in any order; automatic shut -off after last record
has been played; wow and flutter specifications, 1/q (0.25%)
RMS at 3312 RPM, superior to any changer in the world;

milting switch and pop filter to eliminate extraneous noises;
extra heavy duty 4 -pole induction motor; heavy rim -weighted,
balanced turntable for fly wheel action; removable heavy rubber
turntable mat; pre -wiring for easy installation; attractive two
tone color scheme to fit any decor; factory custom- testing for
wow, flutter, stylus pressure and correct set -down position.
Reflecting their custom English craftsmanship Collaro changers
are tropicalized to operate under adverse weather and humidity
conditions. The base, in blond or mahogany, is optional at
slightly extra cost and the Collard mounts easily and quickly
on a pre -cut mounting board or base.
When you buy your Collaro, you're buying professional quality
equipment at a record changer price. Collard prices start at
$37.50. The Continental, featured above, is $46.50. (Prices are
slightly higher west of the Mississippi.)
FREE: Colorful new catalog. captaining guide Op
building record library plea complete Collaro Ilse.
WRITE TO DEPT. H-019.

ROCKBAR CORPORATION
MAMARONECK, N.Y.
Rockhar is the American sales representative for Colima Ltd. and other fine companies..
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BRUSSELS: The Expo 58 at Brussels
now been scrupulously dissected
in print, yet nowhere have I seen the
role of recorded music at the fair given
its proper duc. This is unfortunate. for
it struck me-an admittedly partial observer-in the course of an all too short
day at the Universal Exhibition that the
phenomenon of high fidelity was to be
encountered there at almost every turn.
The visitor's exposure to good sound
begins as soon as he approaches the fair
grounds from parking lot or tram stadon. From high above the entrance gates.
flanges of exponential horns radiare music
to all corners. The sound pursues you,
via closely spaced clusters of loudspeakers, as you pass through the turnstiles
and saunter up the broad avenues that
traverse the exhibition. It is perhaps debatable whether so immense a captive
has by

audience will necessarily relish the Bacchanale from Tarnhäuser in full hi -fi
splendor (it happened to be playing when
I entered the gates). Some visitors, I
suspect, must regret that Expo 58 has
not emulated the Chicago restaurant
whose motto used to be "No orchestral
din." Still, whether welcome or no, the
al fresco music at Brussels is extremely
well reproduced.

Within the pavilions, high fidelity
again much to the fore. The United
States Pavilion offers the sound-conscious visitor a continuous "High Fidel ityStereo Demonstration." This takes
place in a dimly lit, well -ventilated room
that accommodates about a hundred
listeners in comfortable canvas chairs.
Visually, it is attractive, particularly the
ceiling, which consists of hundreds of
LP jackets suspended obliquely from a
grid. Sonically, I found it rather disappointing. Though not billed as such,
the demonstration seemed to be purely
an RCA Victor show.
Russian-made records are for sale
in the neighboring U.S.S.R. Pavilion;
and as they cost only two dollars for
a ten -inch LP, business is exceedingly
is
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brisk. More chaotic merchandising, however, cannot be imagined. The "catalogue" consists of a flimsy and much thumbed numerical list, typewritten.
that affords only the most meager details regarding artists and repertoire
(sometimes the musical contents of a record arc given, sometimes the performer.
but seldom both in conjunction). Eventually. I discovered on the list one recording by Sviatoslav Richter (as soloist in
the Rach man inoffFirst Piano Concerto).
but as this was out of stock the Russians
got none of my money.
As an adjunct to the Netherlands
Pavilion. Philips has put up a bizarre
structure designed by Le Corbusier that
houses a sight -and -sound show called
"Poème Electronique." It lasts eight
minutes and takes place at regular intervals throughout the day. Edgar Varèse
composed the music. which is recorded
on fifteen -track tape and is reproduced
through a myriad of speakers. Unfortunately, I had to take the marvels of
"Poème Electronique" on faith, for the
exhibit was still unfinished when I visited
Brussels, much to the chagrin of my
genial and witty host at the fair, Jaap
Strcefkerk, who is a & r director for
Philips Records in Belgium.
The most satisfying phonographic display I encountered at Brussels was in
the Austrian Pavilion, where fifty or
sixty wing chairs equipped with small
loudspeakers in each "wing" await the
weary fair -goer. Four different recorded
programs, ranging in variety from LehSr
to Mozart. arc played through these wing
chairs from morning to night. The upholstery is soft, the sound pleasing. Best
of all, the music can be heard only in the
chairs; the room itself is din -free. Once
you have had your fill of listening, you
can get up and examine in glorious silence
the manuscript scores of Mozart's G
minor Symphony. Beethoven's Violin
Concerto, and sundry other masterpieces
displayed in nearby cases. Might not
the speakered wing chairs be employed to

advantage

at audio

fairs and highones used in the Austrian Pavilion at the fair, as well as the
records played through them, are of

fidelity shows? The

Philips manufacture.

AT COVENT GARDEN'S centenary
I was able to hear a reprise of the
Elektra. conducted by Rudolf Kempe

season

with Gerda Lammers in the title role,
which deservedly had London critics
throwing hats in the air last fill. It was
one of those rare. exciting performances
that reveal music in an utterly new and
enchanting light. Mme. Lammers never
once shouts, screams. or wobbles; instead
she sings the fiendishly difficult music
assigned to Elektra with Mozartean purity and accuracy. Hearing her I was reminded of Elisabeth Rethbcrg in her
prime. Gerda Lammers is, moreover, a
singing actress of the highest stature,
at least in this one part. Elektra is usually portrayed as a degraded, animalic
maniac; Mme. Lammers convinces us
that she is a sympathetic, dignified human being. Kempe, for his part, never
lets the orchestra scream, and he makes it
evident throughout the impassioned
score that the man who composed Ele4tra
was the same man who composed Der

Rosenkar'alier.
tragic miscarriage of musiwho has Kempe under
contract, does not record this magnificent performance. As yet, I understand,
there are no plans.
This summer, in addition to the operas
mentioned in this space last month. ENil
intends to record Puccini's Fancrulla del
West with Birgit Nilsson as Minnie, also
Don Pasquale with Rosanna Carteri as
Non
Decca- London's opera schedule
calls for a complete Rheingold featuring
Kirsten Flagstad as Fricka (she is taming the part specifically for this recording), a stereo remake of Butterfly with
Tebaldi, a .Meji. ofele with Siepi, and (for
RCA Victor) a Forza del desuno with
Milanov and Di Stefano.

It will

be a

cal justice

if EMI,
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A new series of recordings featuring
memorable performances of classic works,
recorded before the microgroove era, by
artists of international reputation. Wherever music lovers gather, these artists are
wistfully recalled. for despite later competition. their interpretations remain unique.
meriting a place of honor in any library

Every rc -issue restores a legendary performance to living experience and displays the
great artist at the height of his inspiration,
interpreting a work closely identified with
his name and fame. In France, these records
have won the 1957 Grand Prix of the
Académie Charles Cros. The packaging and
booklets, as always with Angel Records, arc
de -luxe
a joy to the discriminating.

-

of select discs.

W19f/Wyel
"These recordings arc the 'classics,' the peaks of musical achievement on discs.

-

FRITZ KREISLER Plays
Beethoven Violin Concerto with London Philharmonic
conducted by John Barbirolli
This 1936 recording is a memento of Kreider's art when he was
sixty -one years old. Here, as always, Kreisler personifies Viennese
charm, warmth, sparkle, and sentiment.
Angel COLH -1I
JACQUES THIBAUD
PABLO CASALS
Haydn Trio #2 in G, Op. 73 Schubert Trio # I in B-flat, Op. 99
Ln 1926 -27, alter 21 years o/ playing together, the Cortot.
Thibaud-Casals Trio recorded these famous performances which
critics still hail as definitive. Schumann wrote (about the music),
"The world shines in new splendor after hearing Schubert's
Angel COLII -12
Opus 99"
ALFRED CORTOT

-

Bach's Six Brandenburg Concertos
Complete
Soloists: Adolf Busch (violin), Evelyn Rothwcll (oboe).

Aubrey Brain (horn), Marcel Moysc (flute),
George Eskdalc (trumpet), Rudolf Serkin (piano)
Musical integrity and Adolf Busch go hand in land. In 1935,
tris memorable recording of the Brandenburg Concertos became
a model for authentic treatment of Baroque works.
Angel COLC -13/14

EDWIN FISCHER Plays and Conducts Bach
Piano Concertos #5, #4, #1 (with Chamber Orchestra)
Recorded 1933.38, these dises present Edwin Fischer in his
musical prime. Like Bach at the harpsichord, Fischer conducts
from the piano.
Angel COLI1-15

Music of Monteverdi

Vocal Soloists (including Hugues Cuenod & Doda Conrad) &
Instrumental Ensemble under the direction of Nadia Boulanger
David Hall's accolade is as valid today as il was in 1937: "Sets a
very !early ali-tine high in perfection of musical style, execution,
and reproduction; ever' one of tle nine Monteverdi works
represented is a masterpiece."

'
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ARTUR SCHNABEL Plays
Schubert Piano Sonata in B -flat Allegretto in C minor
In 1939, Schnabel had for nmsic lovers no peer as "Beethoven's
high priest ". Yet, to many it seemed as if it was Schubert on
it' /role he lavished his tenderest affection. Olin Downes described
Sc/uabel's playing as having "perfect proportion, depths of
thought, and genuineness of feeling ".
Angel COLH -33

SERGE PROKOFIEV
Composer- Pianist
Prokofiev Piano Concerto =3 in C major
(with London Symphony, Piero Coppola, Conductor)
and 18 short selections for piano solo
In 1932 -3S audiences still knew Prokofiev bote as a composer
and as an excellent concert pianist. This disc, on which he plays his
awn compositions, bra, therefore, an extra degree of authenticity.
Angel COLH -34

ADOLF BUSCH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Adolf Busch, Conductor

NADIA BOULANGER

Roland Gelati. Reporter Magazine, May

Angel COLH -20

FEODOR CHALIAPIN
Basso
Excerpts from BorisGodoturot', Arias from Russian and Lrullrtilla,
Rottssalka, Prince Igor, Sndko
Recorded in 1925 -3! these interpretations have never been
equalled. Krehbiel described Clmliapin's Boris as "heartbreaking
in its pathos, terrible in its vehemence and agony"
Angel COLH -100

CLAUDIA MUZIO

Soprano

Italian Opera Arias from Sonnambula, Norma, Trovatore,
Traviata, Forza del Desina, Mefistofele, Cavalleria Rusticana,
Bohenre, Tosca, Adriana Lecouvreur, L'Arleciatrn
Inchuied on this disc of 1934-35 recordings are neo arias
(Traviala & Mefistofele) that every vocal record collector plus at
the top of a list of al!-tiare greats. An Anta Magnani of opera,
Mitzio was cast more frequently that any other diva at the Met
as Caruso's leading lardy between 1916 and 1921.
Angel COLCd01

ELISABETH SCHUMANN
Soprano
Lieder of Hugo Wolf and Richard Strauss
These performances, recorded between /927 and 1946, have been
hailed by critics everywhere as perfect.
Angel COLH -l02

ANGEL
"Aristocrats of High Fidelity"

The second Angel Edition or GREAT RECORDINGS OF THE CENTURY is scheduled for late 1958. It will include Casals Dlaying the Bach
Unaccompanied Cello Stites, the Cortot-Thibaud-Casals Trio in the Beethoven "Archduke" Trio, and Fritz Kreisler in the Brahms Violin Concerto.
-16
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plays it in a muscular, colorful manner, giving himself plenty of leeway in
tempo and tempo changes. Yet the performance does not sound mannered, and
it does sound really big. Menuhin's bow
here and there creates a few uneasy
moments: will he conic through unscathed or will he fluff? Centrally he
makes it, but one feels the struggle. For
more polished performances of the concerto, there are Relictr., Milstein, Morini,
Oistrakh, and Kogan (what competition! ); but for its honest music making
and its authentic sweep, this disc has a
place of its own. Kempe's orchestral contribution is well thought out and delivered, and the recorded sound is excellent.
H.C.S.
1-ie

CLASSICAL
BACH: Two - and Three-Part inventions,
S. 772.801 (complete)

Robert Veyron -Lacroix, harpsichord.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18699. 12 -in. $4.9S.

Neat, nicely phrased, and beautifnlly recorded performances. Some of VeyronLacroic's tempos in the three -part works
seem on the comfortable side, but he is
relaxed, not flabby. The two -part pieces
here are not as sparkling as Landowska's,
but in the three- part "symphonies" (this
is the only version of them on a harpsichord in the catalogue) Veyron- Lacroix
is not surpassed by the pianists who have
recorded them.
N.B.

BLOCH: Schelomo -See Walton: COncerto for Cello and Orchestra.
BRAHMS: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, bi D, Op. 77

Yehudi Menuhin, violin; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Rudolf Kempe, cond.
CAPITOL PAO 8410. 12 -in. $4.98.

Although Menuhin may no longer have
the technical control of today's big virtuosos, he nevertheless has some interesting ideas about the Brahms concerto.
JULY 1958

BRAiiMS: Variations on a theme of
Haydn, Op. 56a-See Schubert: Symphony No. 8, in B minor ("Unfinished").

COPLAND: Rodeo: Suite; Billy the Kid:
Suite
Morton Gould and his Orchestra.
RCA Vicron LM 2195. 12-in. $4.98.
recorded performance of the
suite from Rodeo has long been desirable,
and here it is. Several excellent recorded
versions of Billy the Kid already exist,
but another does no harm, especially
when coupled with Copland's other
Western ballet. RCA Victor has provided
a most effective package.
A.F.
A first -class
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56
58
59
65

DVORAK: Symphony No. 4, in G, Op.
88; Scherzo capriccioso, Op. 66

Hallé Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, coud.
MlencunY MG 50162. 12 -in. $4.98.
Dvo "rík's Fourth is a glowing work which
many consider the composer's finest
symphony. Part of its charm, aside from
its brilliant orchestration and intensely
nationalistic melodic content, is its unconventional form. This is not a symphony in the "classic" sense of the word:
it is, rather, a collection of tunes skillfully put together. Here it is presented in
a performance it is a pleasure to welcome. Barbirolli goes directly at the music, with spirit and vigor, and he sounds
entirely convincing. Among modern versions of the symphony, only the Sawallisch-Philhannonia ( Angel) challenges
this; the Walter and Szell discs show their
age in matters of sound. Sawallisch's interpretation still remains admirable; and
if I prefer the Barbirolli, it is because
it seems a little more earthy. Both conductors take pretty much the same tempos in the first three movements. In the
finale, however, Barbirolli is decidedh
faster and has more bite (cf. his snarling
horns in the third variation of the finale;
Sawallisch is much more polite here).
In the third movement Barbirolli asks hi,
violins to use a vibrato with a throb d la
tzigane -an unusual effect and entirely it
order. Both recordings have good sound.
The Angel is a little silkier, Are Mcrcurs
has more tang. A splendid performance
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the enchanting Scherzo capriccioso
the second side of the disc. H.C.S.

fills out

GIORDANO: Andrea Chénier
Renata Tebaldi (s), Madeleine; Maria
Teresa Mandalari (ins), Countess de
Coigny; Fiorenza Cossotto (ms), Bersi;
Amelia Guidi (ms), Madelon; Mario del
Monaco (t), Andrea Chénier; Angelo
\fercuriali (t), the Abbé; Mariano Caruso (t), the "incroyable "; Ettore Bastianini (b), Carlo Gérard; Dino Mantovani (b), Mille; Vico Polotto (b),
Fouquier -Tinville; Silvio Maionica (bs ),
Roucher; Fernando Corena (bs), Mathieu; Dario Case lli ( bs ), Schmidt and
Dumas; Chorus and Orchestra of Accademia di Santa Cecilia (Rome), Cianandrea Gavazzeni, cond.
LoNnoN A 4332. Three 12 -in. $14.94.

The catalogue at one time could boast
four complete Andrea Childers but only
the competent but largely unexciting
Urania is still listed. Another, on Cetra,
featured a much younger and less satisfactory Tebaldi. Still another was a dubbing (a very bad one) of one of the
greatest complete-opera recordings ever
to appear on 78s-the magnificent La
Scala version, donc during World War
II with a cast to make one's head swim
even in this day of lavish impresarios:
Beniamino Gigli, Maria Caniglia, Cino
Bechi, Giulietta Simionato, Italo Tajo,
Giuseppe Taddei. No subsequent performance that i have heard or seen has
entirely satisfied me, hut the splendid
new London offering comes close to doing so.

Andrea Chénier is unique among
veristic operas in the breadth of its canvas. Beginning in Act I with a half ironic, half -nostalgic study of the ancien
régime, it calls up the whole confused
range of naïveté and nobility and self seeking and betrayal and brutality and
sacrifice that was the French Revolution. To create the atmosphere of a
whole people and era with such completeness and conviction Giordantis opera calls for a very large dramatis personae, not only of solo singers but solo
groups of singers (e.g., the players in
the pastoral of Act i, the market women
and old women and fishwives of Act

III) and pantomime parts (e.g., Robespierre,
Barère,
Saint -Just,
David,
Fouché, blind Madelori s grandson, the
mysterious 1<lia Legray). A great performance depends heavily upon the
competence of this mass of minor portrayals. The HMV recording had the advantage of first -string artists in the small
parts as well as the big ones. London
matches this only in Fernando Corena's
singing of the part of Mathieu, but evidently a good deal of care went into
selecting the supporting cast. The three
mezzo- sopranos do ample justice to the
dramatic opportunities of the roles of
the Countess de Coigny, Bersi the mulatto maid, and \fadclon. Fiorenza Cos sotto's Bersi is outstandingly intelligent
and musical, and she manages to give
arialike stature to her second act declamation, beginning "Temer? Perché?" The
vain sentimentality of the novelist Fléville is etched in acid by Dino \iantovani; and Vico Polotto, in the few
notes assigned to him, suggests wonder fully the neurotic assassin, FouquierTinville. Corena's interpretation of the
sans -culotte Mathieu is one of the genuine triumphs of the recording; his presence pervades the last three acts like
an ominous eidolon.
Bastianini s performance in the central
role of Carlo Gérard strengthens my
admiration for this talented artist after
several disappointing releases ( notably
La Favorita) had begun to weaken it.
This is perhaps his hest achievement so
far on microgroove. The big arias in the
opera tend to speak in the same key,
at the same pitch of intensity, without
first -class singers to shape and shade
them as Bastianini does with rarely faltering insight. The same may be said,
with reservations, for Tebaldi. I am not
entirely satisfied with her first act: Madeleine ought to be more frivolous and
"smart" here than Tebaldi makes her.
But all objection is silenced as the gorgeous voice wells out in the second act
duet and ripens into the autumnal beauty
of "La mamma morta."
About the singing of Mario del Monaco I am reluctant to have to comment
when so much else in the recording is
so good. Those who admire Del Monaco
will not be disappointed here: all of the
voice is present, every fortissimo of it.
But 1 look at the score, and the score
says con dolcezza, and I recall what
Gigli did with the passage; and I lisien
with growing annoyance as Del Monaco
produces the only sound he knows how
to produce, the brassy, piercing sound
of the congenital tenore di forza. No
one can do those final ringing B flats as
he sloes them, but there is much that
goes before them, alas, alas.
The conducting of Cianandrea Cavazzeni is impeccable, the tempos just right,
the details crystalline through the most
strenuous vocal passages. Sound is what
London sound should be, and the translation of Illica's difficult Italian verse is
a model of its kind.
D.J.
GRANADOS: Goyescas; El Pelele

Umberto Giordano

Edgardo del Pncyo, piano.

Eric LC 3444.

12 -in.

$3.98.
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Up to now the best performance of
Goyescas on LP has been that of Alicia
do Larrocha, and a superb job she does;
but she took two discs to play the
seven pieces in the set ( Goyescas originally consisted of six sections, to which
El Pelele was later added). Eduardo del
Pueyo, a strong -fingered pianist, handles
the technical end as well as De Larrocha, is also a Spaniard (which means
that the music is in his blood), and gets
everything on two sides. This this disc
goes to the head of the list. It contains
some wonderful music. At least four of
the seven pieces -Los requiebros, El
fandango de Candil, Quejas o la maja y
cl ruiseñor and El Pelele -are as good as
anything in the entire realm of Spanish
piano music.
H.C.S.

HANDEL: Israel in Egypt
Choruses of the University of Utah;
Utah Symphony Orchestra, Maurice
Abravanel, cond.
\VESraux!STER XWL 2224. Two 12 -in.
$10.95.
Israel in Egypt is one of the great masterpieces of choral literature, but there
are so few opportunities to hear it adequately performed in the concert hall
that one forgets how extraordinarily rich
it is. This is an oratorio where the emphasis is mainly on the chorus, and it is
fascinating to see the variety of feeling
that Handel gets into his choral writing,
from the crawling chromaticism of "He
sent a thick darkness" through the lyric
cestacy of "But as for His people" to the
heaven -storming splendor of "The Lord
shall reign." This is also one of those
compositions in which Handel borrowed
from his own works and from practically
any others that happened to be lying
around, but that need not concern those
of us who are not musicologists.
The performance is remarkably good,
when one considers that the singers are
mostly undergraduates. The chorus is apparently large, and contrapuntal passages arc sometimes muddy, but it is evident that much hard labor has gone into
the preparation of the difficult work.
Only seldom is there disagreement
among chorus, organ, and orchestra
about the pitch. There is excellent work
by the orchestra- nothing amateursounding there. Mr. Abravanel keeps his
forces well in hand, and there are only a
few spots, as in "The earth swallowed
them," where the coiirdination is not as
precise as it could be. The soloists are
acceptable, and the sound in general
fair.
N.B.
HAYDN: Symphony No. 97, in C; Symphony No. 99, in E flat

Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell, cond.
Eric LC 3455. 12-in. $3.98.
One of the most thoroughly satisfying
records Szell has macle in some time,
this coupling of two fine ( but not overly
familiar) Haydn symphonies ought to be
a str.plc of the catalogue for several years
to come. Performances arc vigorous and
idiomatic, making the best of the wonHIGFI FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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derful opening movement of No. 97; recording, although dressed up with artificial resonance, is satisfactory.
R.C.M.

HAYDN: Trio for Piano and Strings, No.
25, in G, Op. 73, No. 2 -See Schubert:
Trio for Piano and Strings, No. 1, in B
flat, Op. 99.

KODALY: Summer Ecening
'Roua: Hungarian Serenade
M -C -M Orchestra, Arthur Winograd,
cond.
M -C -M E 3631. 12 -in. $3.98.
Summer Evening is exactly what you
would expect -an orchestral nocturne
with overtones of Hungarian folk song
and folk dance, the whole constructed
with that finesse, clarity, and sensitivity
that are the signature of Zoltán Kodály.

Miklos Rozsa's Hungarian Serenade is
an equally attractive piece. It is a five movement serenade in the eighteentlmcentury tradition, but with a strong infusion of Hungarian folklore in its substance. Performances are very good, recordings passable.
A.F.

KREISLER: Concert Pieces

Caprice Viennois, Op.

2;

Liches/cg

Re-

citative and Scherzo- Caprice for Solo Violin, Op. 6; Liebeslreud; Tambourin
Chinois, Op. 3; Schön Romarin; Allegretto in the Style of Porpora; Pracludium and Allegro in the Style of Pugnani;
Menuet in the Style of Porpora; Londonderry Air; Rondin on a Theme of
Beethoven.
Zino Francescatti, violin; Artur Balsam,
piano; Max Lanner, piano (in the Ron-

dino).
COLUMBIA

ML 5255.

12 -in.

$3.98.

On the jacket of this album is an interview with Fritz Kreisler, in which he
expresses deep admiration for the artistry
of Zino Francescatti. Kreisler may well
lue pleased by his younger colleague's
performances, discriminating, polished
and colored by stylistic case and flexibility. The style is Francescatti's, not

Kreisler's -who could duplicate that ? -but
every work emerges in a most meritorious fashion. A novelty-for me, at least
is the unaccompanied Recitative and
Scherzo- Caprice, a skillful, virtuosic, and
eminently entertaining little tour de
force, exquisitely played. In the accompanied pieces, Artur Balsam and, in one
instance, Max Lanner, lend expert support.
One word of caution: the review copy
contained an arrangement for violin and
piano of Schumann's Prophet Bird on the
last band of Side 1 instead of Schön
Rasmorin; but Columbia informs me that
this error was corrected on later pressings.
P.A.

-

MONTEVERDI: Selected Works

Bor che'Z ciel; Lasciate mi morire; Zeff+rotoma; Ardo; Ohinu, doti è il min ben;
Chiome d'oro; Il Ballo delle ingrate;
JULY 1958

Amor (Lamento della ninfa); Ecco mormorar ronde.
Vocal and instrumental Ensemble, Nadia
Boulanger, conci.
ANr.EL COLTI 20. 12-in. $5.98.
Same readers may remember the excitement back in 1937 when RCA Victor
leaped out into the dark void known as
"pre -Bach" music, and came up with this
collection in a five-disc all
. Many of
the pieces were presented in abbreviated
form, a piano was used for the continuo,
and scholars were heard to
tter in
their beards about liberties taken by
Mlle. Boulanger in her "arrangements."
But for many listeners the set was a (loor
opened into a world of fresh and moving
beauty whose existence they had not suspected. Today, of course, the situation is
different; but the value of the present
disc is by no means based on nostalgia
alone. Though we now have access to
LP versions of most of these works in

their complete form, usually better recorded and employing editions more
faithful to the original, few of those versions were performed with more vitality
and more conviction than we find here.
The notes, by J. A. Westrup, arc unusually good.
N.B.

MOZART: Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra, in A, K. 622; Concerto for
Flote, Harp, and Orchestra, in C, K.
299
Wilde, clarinet; Hubert Bar wahscr, flute; Phia Berghout, harp; Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, Eduard van Bcinum, conci.
EPIC LC 3456.
12 -in. $3.98.
Braun de

Good, solid clarinet playing, rendered
even more attractive by the pithy, reedy,
truly clarinety tone of De Wilde's instrument, beautifully caught by the engineers. A very satisfactory job on the
part of the soloist, the equal of others
on records and inferior to none. K. 299
is of course not as fine a work as the
Clarinet Concerto; it is agreeably performed here but suffers from imperfect
balance with respect to the right -hand
part of the harp, which is often too far
back when it has thematically important
material. The sound of the orchestra is a
little overreverberant for my taste; others,
however, may find it pleasing.
N.B.

MOZART: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra: in C, K. 467; in G, K. 453

Ardor Foldes, piano; Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, Paul Schmitz (in K. 467),
Fritz Lehmann (in K. 453 ), concis.
DECCA DL 9973. 12 -in.
$3.98.
Among the better recordings of these masterworks, Foldes' Mozart playing is basically like Cicseking- detached and businesslike; but if his finger control is not
quite as consummate as Cieseking's was,
his approach to the music, on the other
hand, is not quite as impersonal. He is
favored with excellent orchestral support
and generally first -rate recording, though
the violin sound in K. 453 seems somewhat purer than in K. 967.
N.B.

Patri Badura -Skoda
MOZART: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra: in E flat, K. 449; in E flat, K.
482; in F, K. 459; in C minor, K. 491
Paul Badura -Skoda, piano; Vienna Konzerthaus Orchestra, Paul Badura- Skoda,
cond.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18661/2. Two 12in. $4.98 each.
As far as piano playing is concerned,
these are first -class performances. BaduraSkoda's style is well suited to these works.
It has the right amount of brightness, yet
sufficient depth; the tone is clean but not

too dry, delicate but not namhy- pamby,
and most important of all, it sings. As a
conductor, too, the pianist comes out umscathed. Here are none of the common
weaknesses of concerto performances in
which soloist and director are one -no
dragging or raggedness in the orchestra,
no sudden whippings up when the conductor's hands are no longer required on
the keyboard. In the delicious F major
Concerto even the balances are right most
of the time (a rare thing in recordings of

Mozart's piano concertos), rendering particularly delightful the interplay hetween piano and solo wood winds in the
Allegretto. The great C minor Concerto
is begun at a rather deliberate pace, but
SOon picks up. in the first movement the
oboes and clarinets are sometimes rather
faint, and the ending of the movement is
not soft enough. In other places the second horn is uncertain and at times almost inaudible.
The marvelously beautiful Andante of
K. 982 comes out practically flawless,
and the soloist fills in nicely in the slow
section of the finale, where the piano
part is sometimes only an outline. But the
orchestra elsewhere in this work leaves
something to be desired in confidence,
in accuracy of pitch, and in singing legato. In the main part of the finale the
wood winds cannot manage sixteenth note passages at the speed Badura -Skoda
has chosen, and in the end of the opening
Allegro, after the cadenza, the sound is
distorted. None of these faults, however,
can he found in K. 449, oB: the other side,
where both orchestra (smaller than in
K. 482) and soloist -conductor turn in a
fine job. The violin sound in both dises
N.B.
is slightly streaked.
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disc. In his insistency upon the strictest
clarity and transparency of execution,
Paray lacks some of Onnandy's suavity;
yet the French conductor builds the symphony from beginning to end, with the
result that the climaxes of the finale are
truly stirring. Mercury's sound is even
brighter and more definitive than Columbia's. Strings have more incisive presence
and the deep pedal tones of the organ,
discerningly played by Dupré, come
through more easily. Choice between the
two discs depends upon whether you prefer your French wine dry ( Paray ) or
sweet (Ormandy ). Both, however, are
superb.
P.A.

MOZART: Serenade No. I, in D, K. 100;
Divertimento in D, K. 131
M -C -M

Orchestra,

Arthur

Winograd,

cond.
M -G -M E 3637.

12 -in.

$3.98.

There are some charming moments among
the conventionalities of K. 100, written
when Mozart was about thirteen: especially appealing are the sprightly, martial
fourth movement and the quiet sadness of
the trio of the last Alinuct. But K. 131,
composed three years later, is far more
interesting. It has a fine slow movement,
and throughout reveals the young composer's joy in experimenting with and
contrasting instrumental colors. In the
first Minuet, for example, the minuet
proper is for strings only, the first trio
for four horns, the second trio for three
wood winds, the third trio for all the
winds together, and the coda for winds
plus strings. The slow introduction to the
finale, featuring the four horns, has a nocturnal, romantic quality that makes one
think of Weber and Mendelssohn. The
conducting is sensitive, the playing very
competent, and the recording excellent.
N.B.

PERGOLESI: Stahel Mater
Margot Guilleaume, soprano; Jeanne Dcroubaix,
contralto;
Siidwcstdeutsches
Kaunmerorchester, Matthieu Lange, cond.
AucurvE ARC 3001. 12 -in. $5.98.
more animated performance than the
Vanguard or the Vox, yet well within the
bounds of propriety. Both of the voices
are pure and steady, both have an engaging quality, and they blend well.
The strings are a bit overvibrant at first,
and one or two of the dynamic effects
seem to be imposed upon the music rather
than to grow naturally out of it; but
these arc slight defects resulting from
a sound approach to this lovely work, an
approach that recognizes it as religious
hut not liturgical music, containing some
movements that could easily lit into one
of Pergolesi's operas. Latin text and English translation are provided.
N.B.
A

PROKOFIEV: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 3, in C, Op. 26; Piano
Pieces (17)
Serge Prokofiev, piano; London Symphony Orchestra, Piero Coppola, cond.

(in the Concerto).
COLH 39. 12-in.

ANGEL

$5.98.

To heat Prokofiev play the piano was a
completely electrifying experience, and
something of his steely, overwhcl
g
dynamism is preserved here. The recording of the concerto was made in 1932
and that of the seventeen piano pieces
three years later. Both have long been
treasured by collectors in their original
78 -rpm versions; now they reappear, with
remarkably good sound, in Angel's series
of reissues. Few, if any, of the short
piano pieces arc available in any other
contemporary recording. included are the
Suggestion diabolique, nine of the Visions fugitives, the two Gavottes, two of
the Contes de la eicille grrnrdmère, the
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Serge Prokofiev
Sonatine pastorale, an Etude, a Paysage,
and the slow movement of the fourth
sonata.
This whole production has real style
and quality; not the least of its attractions
is a fourteen -page pamphlet containing
analyses of the music and reminiscences
of the comixrser by Francis Poulenc-a
model of what record annotation should
be but very seldom is.
A.F.

RESPIGHI: Gli acef(f; Inrpressicnti braMimic
London Symphony Orchestra, Aortal Dorati, conci.
MERCURY

MG 50153.

12 -in.

84.98.

Most of the late Ottorino Rcspighi's Cli
ncelli ( The Birds) is a most beguiling
suite of orchestrations of early Italian.
French, and English keyboard vignettes,
each depicting a familiar feathered favorite. Less frequently performed are time
Brazilian Impressions, the composer's symphonic souvenir of a trip to Rio de Janeiro
and the snake farm at Butantan. Like
Darius Milhaud before him, he gives interesting European coloring to the South
American scene. Dorati approaches troth
works with keen perception. His integnctation of The Birds may be a trifle more
stately than those of other conductors, but
with that stateliness goes a lovely feeling
of serenity and sensitive execution. The
only flaw is the characteristic nasal wobbliness of the English oboist in the second movement, The Dove. Much of the
sane care is in evidence in the performance of Brazilian Impressions. Both
works have been reproduced with clean,
faithful, and well-controlled sonics. P.A.
R07.SA: Hungarian Serenade -Sec
dtíly: Summer Evening.

Marcel Dupré, organ; Detroit Symphony
Orchestra, Paul Paray, cond.
50167.

12 -in.

One of the longest and one of the finest
versions of the Unfinished on the market, this seems to me Fricsay s most successful Deeca recording. There is no compromising here with tempos or repeats.
no sense of boredom, of get-it-over-withquick that one so often encounters in recordings of this much abused masterpiece.
Fricsay sees the symphony essentially as
unrelieved tragedy, and projects his vision with overwhelming conviction. The
great second theme of the first movement, broken off again and again in mid career by tutti outbursts, resumes a poignancy 1 had almost forgotten it possessed.
There is no attempt, either on the part
of conductor or engineers, to exploit the
coloristic possibilities of the score. The
accent here is on tension, balance, cohesion. The orchestra moving towards its
rest in this most "finished" of symphonies
recalls what George Meredith describes as
"the army of unalterable law."
The sane integrity is brought to bear
on the Brahms variations, although the
emotional temperature is considerably
lower in this work. Fricsay does wonders
with Brahms's dark orchestra, particularly
in the pastoral seventh variation with its
golden flutes and horns half emerging from the texture. Anti (or once the
thin, cascading wood winds are not
drowned by the full orchestra when Hay dn's great march tune reappears at the
end of the passacaglia.
If you think you've grown tired of
these works, listen to this record. D.J.

1Ko-

SAINT- SAENS: Symphony No. 3, in C
minor, Op. 78

MERCURY MC;

SCHUBERT: Symphony No. S, in B
minor ( "Unfinished")
{Bra Inns : Variations on a theme of
Haydn, Op. 56a
Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra, Ferenc Fricsay, cond.
Dr CCA DL 9975. 12 -in. S3.98.

$9.98.

There are more really top -notch recordings of the Saint -Saëns Organ Symphony
than there are Of the Beethoven Fifth.
A few months ago, I hailed the BiggsOrnnurdv- Philadelphia version (Columbia) as the best of the lot. Now it has
real competition from this superlative new

SCHUBERT: Trio for Piano and Strings,
No. 1, in B flat, Op. 99
Haydn: Trio for Piano and Strings, No.
25, in G, Op. 73, No. 2
Alfred Cortot, piano; Jacques Thibaud,
violin; Pablo Casals, cello.
ANGEL COLH 12. 12 -in. $5.98.
{

Listening to this superb microgroove
transfer in Angel's "Great Recordings of
the Century" series, one finds it difficult
to believe that these recordings were
made over thirty years ago. But so they
were, at the very beginning of the electrical process: the Schubert in 1926, the
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Haydn in 1927. The accompanying brochure contains a picture of the three distinguished musicians making a recording
around that time, a rather primitive looking microphone set up among them,
Casals and Thiband bowing away in
rapture with no scores in sight. The picture is curiously faithful to the spirit of
these performances, in which a sense of
dedication, of complete mastery goes
hand in hand with a pervasive childlike
spontaneity. At one point in the first
movement of the Schubert, Thibaud tentatively explores the possibility of a ntbato in a downward curving phrase; the
idea charms Casals, who puts his stamp
of approval on it when next he has the
phrase. Then both sing out together, the
rubato axlified but still infinitely delicate
and hovering.
Although Cortot, in a note written for
this reissue, speaks nostalgically of "the
young interpreters of those days,' all
three were in their late forties or early
fifties at the time and had been playing
together, for sheer love of it, for almost
twenty years. The fruit of that union, a
kw precious recordings (including the
soon- to -be-released Archduke Trio), are
being reborn through the inspired mid wifery of Angel engineers.
D.J.

SHOSTAKOViCH: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in A, Op. 99
David Oistrakh, violin; Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra, Eugene Mravinsky,
cond.
foxrron MC 2014. 12 -in. $4.98.

offers the music in a straightforward,
earnest manner. It is allowed to sing its
own melodic song without very much
interpretative commentary from conductor Thomas Schernran. Sir Adrian Bradt
put a little more of his own personality
into a recent London pressing of the
suite, though the final polacCa in the
Theme and Variations there has a hit less
rhythmic grandeur. Since the orchestral
playing and the quality of reproduction
on both discs is high, there is little to
choose between them; if pressed, I might
favor Boult by a very slight margin. P.A.

WALTON: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra
} Bloch: Schelomo
Gregor Piatigorsky, cello; Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch, cond.
RCA Vicron LM 2109. 12 -in. $4.98.

The Walton concerto is typical of Sir
William's later music -polished, subtle,
\wonderfully well written, but in the end
leaving one \with no very urgent desire
to hear it again. it is, in other words, a
new concerto of precisely the kind that
popular virtuosos love to present. Schelomo, on the other side, sounds more
like a Friday afternoon at Symphony
Hall than like Friday night at a synagogue. Performances and recordings arc
flawless.
A.F.

More Briefly Noted

The most important "big" violin concerto
since. the Brahms performed by the very
great violinist for whom it was composed. Here one of Shostakovich's most
important innovations, the opening slow
movement, is employed with special
eloquence and plasticity in the grand
lyrical tradition; it is followed by a typical Shostakovieh scherzo, and a most
untypical passacaglia in a solemn,
churchly vein; then an altogether unique
cadenza provides a bridge to the brilliant, dancing finale. Violin playing like
Oistrakh's can make you believe anything, but this is no mere virtuoso piece.
The recording is very good. The entire
production is equal to, but not necessarily better than, the Oistrakh- Mitropoulos version on Columbia.
A.F.

Bach: Works for Flute and Harpsichord
(complete). Boston Records B 408/9.
Clean playing from Phillip Kaplan. flute,
and Melville Smith, harpsichord, and
generally satisfactory recording in this
two -disc album; but more imaginative
performances and richer tone can be
heard on the \Vuuuncr- Valenti edition
for Westminster.

TCHAiKOVSKY: Suite No. 3, in G, Op.

Brahms: Concerto for Violin :und Orchestra, in D, Op. 77. Concert Hall CCRC
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Little Orchestra Society, Thomas Scher moan, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5256.
I2 -in. $3.98.

Equally attractive and meritorious as his
overplayed favorites, Tchaikovsky's Suite
No. 3 has suffered undeserved neglect.
The spirit of Tchaikovsky the ballet coinposer-which is Tchaikovsky at his Testis in each one of its four movements,
especially the last, the grand Theme and
Variations, which has, in fact, been
adapted for choreographic puurposes. Ont side the dance theater the music is seldom presented, but at least there are two
good disc performances. The present one

Jinx
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Bizet: Carmen (selections). Concert

1-1x11

Philippe Entremont, rather harsh recorded sound.

Liszt: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra,
Nos. 1 and 2. Concert Hall CHS 1500.
Philippe Entremont provides virtuoso performances of works reissued front a 10inch Musical Masterpiece Society release
presenting also the Zurich Radio Orchestra under Walter Goehr. The tonal quality, inferior to begin with, has not been
improved.
Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet: Orchestral
Suites: No. 1, Op. 64a; No. 2, Op. 64h
( with Tchaikovsky: Romeo and Juliet:
Fantasy Overture). Decca DL 9967.
Former child prodigy Lorin .\laazel here
leads the Berlin Philharmonic in five
movements he bas nicely arranged front
ice suites; but
Prokofiev's Romeo and Mice
his interpretation of this music lacks style
or conviction, while his reading of the
Tchaikovsky is marked by violent contrasts in tempo. Adequate sound, but not
very sharply focused.

Respighi: Antiche Dame cd Arle: Suites
Nos. 1, 2, and 3 (arr. for orchestra).
Vanguard VILS 466.
These suites perhaps are not the best
source for an accurate impression of "ancient airs," but they are thoroughly musical. "flic performances by the Vienna
State Opera Orchestra under Franz
Litschaucr arc on the whole good, as is
the sound.
Rozsa: Theme, Variations, and Finale,
Op. 13; Three Hungarian Sketches, Op.
14; Concert Overture, Op. 26. Decca
DL 9966.
The Concert Overture, written just last
year, is a brilliant, zestful piece, somewhat Hindeuuithian in its rhythms. The
earlier works reveal the composer as a
poor man's Bartók, transported to Hollywood. Excellent performances by the
Vr nkenland State Symphony led by
Roma himself, but mediocre recording.

RG 124.

Brilliant orchestral playing by the Netherlands Philharmonic under Walter
Loehr and stunning recorded sound in
an otherwise undistinguished disc of the
usual Carmen arias. Corry van Beckuni
as Micaela provides the only noteworthy
singing.

121.

Ricardo Odnoposoffs performance (with
the Frankfurt State Opera Orchestra, Carl
Gamberger conchteting) is sometimes impressive tectonically, sometimes forced
and slightly off pitch. No great competition to established versions of the concerto.

Chopin: Piano Works. Concert Hall CHS
1502.

Five waltzes have been added to the
seven pieces, including the A flat Polonaise and G minor Ballade, originally
issued on a 10 -inch Musical Masterpiece
Society disc. Excellent playing by

Schmitt: Une semaine du petit elfe Fernte
l'Oeil, Op. 58; Trois rapsodies, Op. 53.
Columbia ML 5259.
A Nreck of the Little Elf, Shut -Epte and
the three rhapsodies by the veteran
French composer Florent Schmitt are
playctil here by Robert and Caby Casadesus with tremendous polish and glitter.
The music is banal, but for casual listening sparkles pleasantly -anal here in exceptionally clear sound.

Schubert: Symphony No. 6, in C; Symphony No. 8, in B minor ( Unfinished).
Epic LC 3441.
Schubert at breakneck speed. Players
with less virtuosity than the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw would have produced an
absolute shambles if they had attempted
the pace Van Beinuni sets here. As it is,
only the Scherzo of the C major emerges
unscathed.

Schumann; Symphony No. 3, in E flat,
Op. 97 ( Rhenish ). Westminster W-Lah
7062.
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The normally urbane Boult here drives
his Philharmonic Promenade men to produce music that moves as a jack rabbit
pursued by beagles. The Toscanini version, even with bad sound, is preferable,
and Kletzkï s is the best modern edition.

Verdi: La Forza del destino (highlights).
Angel 35432.
Excerpts from the more or less complete
Forza made in 1954. In spite of the presence of Maria Callas (singing here with
more delicacy and purity than dramatic
urgency), Richard Tucker, and Nicola
Rossi -Lemeni, the real distinction of this
record is Tullio Serafin's conducting of
the Teatro alla Scala Orchestra; but the
disc is certainly a more than respectable
release for those who want the opera

highlights.
Vivaldi: Sonata for Flute, Bassoon, and
Harpsichord, in A minor; Concerto for
Flute, Oboe, and Bassoon, in G minor
(with works of Telemann). Washington \VR 402.
Expert playing by members of the New
York \Voodwind Quartet of very attractive music that ranges in mood from
poignant melancholy to outright cheerfulness. And it might be added that the
harpsichord, played by Albert Fuller, is
here in ideal balance with the other instruments.

RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY
FEODOR CHALIAPIN: "Scenes from
Russian Opera"
Mussorgsky: Boris Godunov: Coronation Scene; I have attained the highest
power; Clock Scene; Farewell, Prayer,
and Death of Boris. Glinka: Ruskin and
Ludmilla: Farlaf's Rondo. Dargomijsky:
Russalka: Miller's Aria; Mad Scene and
Death of the Miller. Borodin: Prince Igor:
Konchak's Aria. Rimsky -Korsakov: Sadko:
Song of the Viking Guest.

Feodor Chaliapin, bass; Chorus and Orchestra of Covent Carden, Albert Contes,
M. Steinmann, Vincenzo Bellezza, Lawrence Collingwood, ronds.
12 -in. $5.98.
ANGEL COLH 100.
Due to responsible selection and superb
engineering, this is the first microgroove
record that does justice to the art of
Feodor Chaliapin, the greatest singing
actor of the twentieth century. Such a
designation too often denotes outstanding histrionic talent harnessed to an expressive but mediocre voice. In the case
of Chaliapin, this was not true. One of
the towering stage figures of all time, he
also possessed a magnificent and sonorous voice with which he could play as
a violin virtuoso with his bow.
To have seen and heard Chaliapin as
Boris was an experience capable of tran-
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scenting and dwarfing ones theatrical

memories. From his majestic and consecrated entrance to his fall like a smitten
oak before the assembled Duma, he created an effect that was sheer mesmerism.
Words bcconie useless to convey what
happened. However, a part of the magic
can be caught from this fine Angel record, as one thrills once more to Boris'
greatest scenes, some of them recorded
during an actual performance.
Comparisons with the recently issued
Camden excerpts by Kipnis are interesting. They reveal that Kipnis was a first class melodramatic artist. but that with
Chaliapin we are confronted by unesplainable genius. This sane was true on
the stage. Chaliapin's ghost still haunts
today's opera houses when Boris is sung.
On the reverse of the disc is a cross
section of Russian opera -arias and scenes
from Redan and Ludmilla, Russalka,
Prince Igor, and Sadko. They are superbly sung, especially Farlaf's Rondo
with its intricate coda, which Chaliapin's
luge voice takes in its stride, never losing resonance in rapid passages. The reproduction is very lifelike. An altogether
outstanding presentation- notes, data, and
translations -this is a must for all serious
M. DE S.
students of operatic art.

JOERG DEMUS: "Chopin and Oilier
Piano Favorites"
Chopin: Nocturnes: No. 5, in F sharp,
Op. 15, No. 2; No. 18. in E, Op. 62, No.
2; Ballade No. 3, in A flat, Op. 47; Prelude No. 25, in C sharp minor, Op. 45;
Nouvelle Etude No. 3, in D flat; Impromptu No. 3, in C flat. Op. 51. Schumann: Novelette No. 1, in F, Op. 21, No.
I; Aufschwung. Brahms: Intermezzo, in
E flat minor, Op. 118. No. 6; Rhapsody
No. 1, in 13 minor, Op. 79, No. 1. Dehussy: Reflets dans l'eau. Dents: Introduction and Tarantella (1953).
Jnerg Dennis, piano.
WPSTMINSTEn XWN 18723. 12 -in. $4.98.

Westminster has been going in fairly
heavily for miniature recitals of this kind.
The present clise by Demus is one of the
best the company has produced. His
playing is dependable and musically solid, without the heaviness so often apparent in his previous discs, and especially
without the rhythmic angularity. His
choice of Chopin pieces is good, in that
many of the potboilers are avoided and
a few lovely but seldom played pieces
the E major Nocturne, C flat Impromptu,
and D flat Etude, to mention three -ineluded. As reflected in the Introduction
and Tarantella, Dennus as composer
writes in a neutral, slightly dissonant
style that stems from Hindemith out of
H.C.S.
French impressionism.

-

Hérodiade: Il est doux, il est bon. Dehussy: L'Enfant prodigue: Air rte Lia.
Menotti: The Consul: To this we've
corne.
Eileen Farrell, soprano; Philharmonic
Orchestra, Thomas Schippers, cond.
ANGEL 35589. 12 -in. $4.98 (or $3.98).

Hats off, gentlemen! To Angel Records.
to the Philharnonia, to Thomas Schippers. They have given us a chance to
take stock of the accomplishments of the
greatest American soprani) of our time.
Eileen Farrell has never performed at
the Metropolitan, and only cmce before
has an entire disc been devoted to her
singing -the sound track of the Hollywood film interrupted Melody, orchestrally and mechanically something of a
monster. The present release is the first to
give the record listener an opportunity to
hear what Nov York audiences heard
during her Town Hall appearances with
the American Opera Company.
This is a voice with the saine splendid.
bright plangency as the earlier Flagstad.
which can yet be reduced to a swift.
controlled coloratura at any moment, as
in the fireworks of the Weber aria and
the cabaletta of "Ernani, inroianü" (with
its stunning final trill and leap to high C ).
Even more impressive than the fabulous
technique is the mastery of diverse
slides, from the simple eloquence of
Cluck and the symphonic thrust of
Weber to the lurid melodramatic gestures of Ponchiclli and the elegant nostalgia of Massenet. The two finest things
on the record, though, are the Tchaikovsky "Adieu, fore$s" (one has to go
back to Ponselle and "Caste diva" to
parallel it for sheer gorgeousness of
sound) and Magda's big scene from The
Consul, which is of a poignancy almost
unbearable. Only a hardened sinner can
avoid getting a hump in the throat when
Farrell soars into Magda's final phrases.
The recorded sound is unfortunately
not up to Angel's best, and the orchestral
playing shows signs of hasty preparation. Nevertheless this is a recording
which no serious collector of vocal recordings can do without.
D.J.
CARLOS MONTOYA: Cuiter Recife!

Carlos Montoya, guitar.
Pr--uton RL 1928. 12 -in.

$4.98.

One of the finest flamenco guitarists of
our time, Mr. Montoya adds Period to the
many labels he has already recorded for.
in a characteristic series of bulerias,
soleares, alegrias, etc., he has the occasional assistance of a stamping, hand clapping, finger -snapping ensemble in
performances that are always exciting.
A farruca and a chufla are repeated from
a Remington disc no longer available.
R.E.

EILEEN FARRELL: Grand Opera Recitai

MUSIC FOR CELLO AND PIANO

Gluck: Alceste: Divinités du Styx.
Weber: (Theron: Ozean, du Ungeheuer.
Verdi: Ernani: Ernani, involami. Ponchielli: La Gioconda: Suicidio. Tchaikovsky:
Jorn) of Arc: Adieu, forts. Massenet:

On Overtone l6- Mendelssohn: Sonata
for Cello and Piano, No. 2, in D, Op, 58.
Schumann: Fantasiestücke, Op. 73. Debussy: Sonata for Cello and Piano, No. 1,
in D minor. On Overtone 17- Mendels-
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Sohn: Variations concertantes, Op.

17.

Chopin: Sonata for Cello and Piano, in
G minor, Op. 65. Schubert: Sonata for
Cello and Piano, in A minor (Arpeggione).
Aldo

Parisot, cello; Leopold Mittman,

piano.
OVERTONE

16/17.

Two

12 -in.

34.98

each.
Aside from Schuhert's Arpeggione Sonata

and Schumann's Fantasiestiicke, the music on these two discs is generally off the
well -beaten track of cello literature, the
\Icndelssoln Variations concertantcs, in
fact, here receiving its record premiere.
Written for home performance by the
composer and his cellist brother Paul, this
product of the twenty -year -old Mendelssohn is a veritable duet, but one that calls
for more virtuosity from the pianist than
from the cellist. The same composer's
ebullient Sonata, written fourteen years
later, retains the songfulness and youthful
spirit characteristic of most of \Iendclssohn s instrumental music. The high spot
of the Chopin Sonata, his only mature
chamber work, is the third movement, an
introspective nocturne of noble proportions; elsewhere, the writing sounds less
typical of this master.
Parisols relatively small tone and elegant, refined style are best suited to the
subtleties of the Debussy Sonata, which
is interpreted with the utmost finesse. In
the Chopin and Schubert, too, he is quite
at home, though other cellists have infused the latter with more glowing qualities. Where he sounds inadequate is in
the Schumann and the two Mendelssohn
works, all of which require considerably
more abandon than Parisot is willing or
able to Sparc. André Navarra's recent recording of the Mendelssohn Sonata for
Capitol comes much nearer to hitting
the mark. Mittman is an able partner
for Parisot, matching his interpretative
ideas throughout the two discs. Like the
cellist's tone, however, the reproduction is
P.A.
on the conservative side.
ORCHESTRA OF THE VOLKSOPER
(VIENNA) : "Vienna Dances"

Orchestra of the Volksoper (Vienna),
Anton Paulik, co 1.
VANGUAIw VRS 1019/22. Four 12 -in.
$11.00.

There are thirty-six titles in this superb
collection of music by the Strauss dynasty, most of them by Johann Jr., but
his Intimer is represented by four works,
:nub the young Strauss brothers Josef
and Eduard also appear with their most
popular scores. The performances are excellent, combining Viennese style, spirit,
and scintillation with taste that stops well
before the sweetness cloys or the romanticism becomes artificial. They were recorded in the Musikverein, and Vanguard
engineers did a beautiful job.
One final note. The texts are complete
and the instrumentation is unmodified.
For anyone who loves Strauss, just that
zither introduction to Tales from the Vienna Woods is worth the price. R.C.M.

MARK REIZEN: Operatic Recital

Mussorgsky: Boris Codunoo: Varlaam's
Song; St. Basil's Cathedral Scene; Death
of Boris; Scene in the Monastery Cell.
Rachmaninoff: Aleko: Aleko's Cavatina.

beseeched). Warning: the sound on Side
1 is outright poor.
Flaviano Labo: Operatic Recital. London
5408.
magnificent tenor voice poured out
lavishly but with surprising control. Laho s performances arc sometimes rather
one -dimensional, but the voice is marvelously there and the musical intelligence, too.
A

Mark Reizen, bass; Bronislava Zlatogorova ( mezzo-soprano), Ivan Kozlovsky
(tenor), Ceorgi Nelepp (tenor), Nikonder Khaneycv (tenor ), Ivan Sipaycv
(bass) (in Boris Codunoo); Chorus and
Orchestra of the Bolshoi Theater, Vassili
Nebolsin and Nikolai Colovanov, concis.
MoNrron MC 2016. 12 -in. $4.98.

In a country peculiarly blessed with great
bassos- including Maxim Mikhailov and
Ivan Petrov -Mark Reizen's supremacy is
nearly unchallenged. Hitherto those of
his recordings issued in this country have
been sonically inferior. This brilliant Monitor offering now does him ample justice.
He is over sixty (according to the jacket
annotation), but the resplendent, almost
sensuous beauty of his voice gives no hint
of that fact. In size it is, of course, tremendous, but Reizen rarely unfolds it all
the way. His "Death of Boris" is thc quiethave ever heard, and one of the
est
most effective, the pianissimo of the upper
register perfect of its kind. As a singing
actor he belongs with Chaliapin and has
much the .same aristocratic restraint. Significantly his one semifailurc on this disc
is the song of the tipsy peasant -priest
Varlaam.
The orchestral playing, especially in
the Cathedral Scene, is most impressive.
And one word of praise is chat Ivan Kozlovsky's inspired portrait of the SimpleD.J.
ton.
1

EUDICE SHAPIRO: "Modern Masterpieces for the Violin"
Baal Shen!. Barpik:

Bloch:

Rhapsody

No. 2; Six Rumanian Folk Dances. Milhaud: Saudades do Brasil. Ravel: Kad-

disch.

Eudicc Shapiro, violin; Ralph Berkowitz,
piano.
VANGUARD VRS

1023.

12 -in.

$4.98.

Here is some of the creamiest, most sensitive and felicitous violin playing you are
ever likely to hear. Miss Shapiro is a gorgeous fiddler, and she has splendid assistance both from her accompanist at the piano and from Vanguard's recording engineers. The pieces on the disc are all so
well known as to require no comment,
but it is worthwhile to point out that this
seems to be the only record of Baal Shem
now available and the only record of the
Saudades do Brasil in Claude Levy's vioA.F.
lin transcription.

More Briefly Noted
Carlo Bcrgonzi: Operatic Recital. London
534G.

Carlo Bcrgonzi's tenor is a full, strong
one, his musicianship is good, and his
taste never had; but in clramatic insight
he is somewhat lacking (Aida gets praised
in the same way Leonora's prayers are

"Music of the Masters." Kapp KCL 9010/
9012.
In Vol. I of these three discs Alde Solito
de Solis plays piano transcriptions of
music from Wagner, Puccini, Bizet, and
Charpentier-for whose pleasure or edification it is difficult to imagine. Vol. If
presents the heavy and uninspired piano
of Edward Weiss in pieces by Chopin,
Liszt, Mendelssohn, et al. Vol. ill, however, offers Aurora Mauro- Cottoné s tasteful pi:tying of an interesting collection of
short piano pieces, including the infrequently heard Chopin Tarantelle and
Rachmmninoffs C sharp minor Prelude.

Eugene Ormandy: "Philadelphia Orchestra Gala." Columbia ML 5257.
Ravers Boléro, Dehnssy's Clair de lane,
and suites from the Nutcracker and Peer
Gent in fine performances and reproduction -but to what purpose? The identical
recordings are available on other Columbia discs, not to speak of umpteen versions on other labels.
Leopold Simoneau: Operatic Recital.
Decca DL 9968.
Arias from Mignon, Manou, Martha, Traofata, etc. sung by a tenor who rests upon
easy vocal technique dissociated from
dramatic values. Unimaginative programing and undistinguished orchestral support from the Berlin Radio Symphony.
Giorgio Tozzi: "Presenting Tozzi." RCA
Victor LM 2188.
The young American basso sings arias
from Mozart and Verdi operas in a voice
that is lovely but somehow unmoving.
Still, he deserves better than the miserable engineering here bestowed upon him
(and the Rome Opera House Orchestra,
in a baci performance).

Paul Wittgenstein: Music for the Left
Hand. Period SPL 742.
An unhappy dise. 'l'he veteran one -armed
pianist no longer has the facility to handle Ravel's Concerto for the Left Hand,
nor is he up to the solo pieces by Bach Brahms, Schubert -Liszt, and Reger.

THE SPOKEN WORD
KENNETH GRAHAME: The Reluctant
Dragon
Read by Boris Karloff.
CAEm.nON 'l'C 1074. 12 -in.

$5.95.

"And now, St. George, what do you
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think people will say about our tale-do
you think they'll enjoy it half as ranch
as we enjoyed making it ?" "Oh, I don't
know, Dragon: but it certainly is a real
fairy talc -and not a frightening one
either." answered the good Saint. And
he was right. Here, indeed, is a real
fairy tale For old and young alike -a
charming, subtle one from an adult's
point of view and yet one with colorful
personalities and enough action to entertain a child. All the personae (including
the dragon) are types every grownup
will recognize, and will chuckle at
and those who object to most fairy tales
as too bloodthirsty will find this harmless but highly imaginative.
I must cdnfess that this dragon had
never entered my life before. though
I had read \ir. Grahame. AVM(' in the
Willows with delight.
\ir. Karloff is superb and obviously is
very much en rapport with both St.
George anti the Dragon. I-ic reads with
great expression withmt for one minute
sounding like an actor. This ability I
find rare in storytelling records these
days-and in addition he has a fine voice
just like Papa's or Uncle John's. He does
not try to impersonate each character.
Here is British storytelling iit its best all
the way around. The recording itself is
excellent and Mr. Karloff is far enough
away from the microphone so that his
breath sloes not whcezle and crackle
(a fault quite frequent in spoken recordings). This record is a charmer -even
better on the second hearing than the

Hear it best on
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FRANCIS TURNER PALCHAVE: Golden Treasury of English Songs and
Lyrics
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Selections from Palgrave's Golden Treasury read by Claire Bloom, John Neville,
and Eric Portman.
CAEDMON TC 2011. Two 12-in. $11.90.
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Francis Turner Palgrave, official in the
Department of Education and later professor of poetry at Oxford, was himself a
poet of some small talent: but his great
claim to literary distinction is his Golden
Treasury, published in 1861 and destined
for several decades thereafter to share an
honored place with Shakespeare and the
Bible in cultivated Victorian parlors.
Confining himself to lyric poetry only,
Palgrave exercised his editorial functions
with both sense and sensibility; and
while contemporary readers may find the
critical standards implicit in the Golden
Treasury somewhat limited ( notably in
indifference to the so- called metaphysical
poets), they served as an arbiter of taste
for which succeeding generations were
rightly grateful.
The selections chosen for this album
range chronologically from \Vyatt's They
flee from me to Matthew Arnold's Dover
Beach and vary in mood from Lyly's gay
little Cupid and Campaspe to Coleridge 's
troubled Kubla Khan and excerpts from
Tennyson's meditative In ,tlemorimn.
The poets most heavily represented are
Shakespeare, with a dozen or so songs
and sonnets; Milton, with On his Blindness and both L'Allegro and 1I Penseroso;

Keats; and Wordsworth. Much of this
material is, of course, easily available on
other records (including some in Caedmons own catalogue). Why then could
there not have been a more enterprising
choice of less accessible works from Pal grave's bounty?
One questions the principle of selection here in particular because the readings for the most part do not lend any
great distinction or freshness to the
poems themselves. Eric Portman brings
a healthy robustness to the poems he has
been assigned; but one wearies, especially through the course of two discs,
of the sad solemnity with tvhieh John
Neville invests even such laughing trilles
as Herrick's Gather ye rose -buds and
Shepherd -and
Passionate
Marlowe's
Claire Bloom's dramatic urgency rather
overwhelms such lyrics as Wordsworth 's
simple Daffodils and Shakespeare's Lover
and his Lass.
JC

JOHN MILLINGTON SYNGE: Riders
to the Sea; In the Shadow of the Glen
A Radio Eireann Players' Production.
12 -in. $5.95.
SPOKEN Anis 743.
In 1903 the Abbey Theatre produced
in the Shadow of the Glen and in the
next year, Riders to the Sea. in both of
these one -act plays Synge projects his
poetic vision of the Irish people in language of vibrant lyricism. It is a pleasure to report that, largely owing to their
wonderful naturalness of interpretation.
the Radio Eireann Players' production is
an outstanding recording.
Riders to the Sea is, in a sense, a portrayal of the primitive fishing people in
the remote hamlets of the Aran islands:
yet it is also a deeply lyrical evocation
of the pitiless sea inexorably taking its
toll of human life. The tragic mood is
dramatized in the stark pathos of Old
\faur.'a, the mother. who speaks in a
terrifying calm as she laments over the
dead body of her son: "They're all gone
now, and there isn't anything more the
sea can do to me." The listener's imagination is stirred by an epic of a people
stniggling against the implacable forces
of nature.
In In the Shadow of the Glen one
senses the influence of Maeterlinck and
the symbolist poets. Synge felt that poetry had gone too far in its pursuit of
abstraction and that the realities of life
were dealt with only in "joyless and
pallid words." His own words are far
from joyless and pallid. As I listened to
this recording, I was reminded of his
Preface to The Playboy of the Western
World: "in a good play every speech
should be as fully flavored as a nett or
an apple, and such speeches cannot be
written by anyone who works among
people who bave shut their lips on poetry. In Ireland, the have a popular
imagination that is fiery and magnificent.
and tender..
." Out of this imagination and what Yeats called Syngés "passionate mind" came these unforgettable
masterpieces not only of Irish theater
but of world drama.
C. B. DOWELL
Continued on page 56
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'Chicago

LM2213

LM2217'

Eight Fiedler- sparked favorites, like Greensleeves, tunes
from "Pajama Game" and

Breathtaking illusion of inperson performance! Morton
Gould conducts the wonderful
music of Kreisler and Kern.

"Picnic," Lehar waltzes.

Reiner

Symphony Orch

LM-2201'

Exciting sound q
hantes the trem
and scope of F
dynamic interpr

ality that enndous sweep

itz Reiner's

cation.

BEETHOVEN

BRAHMS

SYMPHONY NO. 3

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF

FRITZ REINER

.PIERRE MONTEUX

TRAGIC OVERTURE

SCHEHERAZADE

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCH.

LONDON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

LM2209

LM -2208

Flawless reproduction of the

Monteux and the London

Brahms Third Symphony °and

Symphony give the definitive
performance of this richly melodied symphonic suite.

Tragic Overture. Fritz Reiner
and the Chicago Symphony.

LM 2180

cording that
faithfully captu es the combined artistry of three of the
great musicians . f all time.
A magnificent

°Also available on RCA Victor Living Stereo Records
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"Dance and Stay Young." David Carroll's Orchestra. Mercury MG 20351.
$3.98.

This is a zestful orchestra. that snatches
attention and holds it with energetic arrangements of Don't Cet Around Much
Any More or It's All Bight with Me.
When pauses are worked into arrangements, they are dramatically effective,
without spoiling the beat.

"Decca on Parade, Dance Time in HiFi." Decca DL 8688, 8691, 8692, 8694,
8698, 8700. $3.98 each.
Here is a wonderful grab bag of dance
music for all tastes, six records thick,
in a sturdy album. The collection ranges
from the sophisticated style of Howard
Lanin to the Mexican manner of Roberto
del Gado. You can have anything from
fox trot to jarabe. Between the extremes
arc the lively ballroom arrangements of
Roger King Mozian, the rock 'n' roll of
Bill Haley and His Comets, the chacha -cha of Willie Martinez, the North
American rhythms of Werner Muller.
A portent that dance music may be
making a big comeback.

"Stan Freeman and His Quartet Play
Oh Captain!" Columbia CL 1126.
$3.98.
Stan Freeman has long enjoyed a solid
reputation as a jazz and pop pianist.
Here he shows why. Working with mediocre Broadway tunes, his energy and
imagination give them new animation.
He takes off on fanciful flights in I've
Been There and gives to Life Does a
Man a Favor a poignancy and sophistication the original cast recording does not
have.

"Merry Andrew." Recording from the
sound track of the film. Capitol T 1016.
$3.98.
Here is the ebullient Danny Kaye, an
irresistible delight for young and old as
he frisks through Saul Chaplin s music
and Johnny Mercer's lyrics as adapted and
conducted by Nelson Riddle. He is a buffoon in The Pipes of Pan; a Colonel
Blimp for Chin Up, Stout Feller; a master of tricky lyrics in Everything Is Tick ety Boo. Side 2 contains rousing circus
songs arranged for drum and bugle
corps by Billy May.
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"Say, Darling." Original Cast Recording.
RCA Victor LOC 1045. $4.98.
This is one of the hest recorded shows
from Broadway since My Fair Lady.
Clever, vivacious, well performed, its
music ranges from spoof to hallad. I particularly relished the lyrics Betty Comden and Adolph Creen turned out for
Jule Styné s music of It's Doom and The
Husking Bee, the former a gibe at songs
about "FATE" and the latter a clever
tease of bucolic tunes. It was no shock
to leans that Vivian Blaine and David
Wayne could pour on the mirth with
style, but the big surprise was the first class Broadway singing of Johnny Desmond. Sid Ramin also deserves particular praise for arranging for full orchestra
the music performed on the stage by a
couple of pianos. The record liner should
have given more background for each
song though, since this is a musical about
the writing of a musical; and a show
within a show is difficult to follow for
those who haven't seen it.

"Singin' Down Broadway." Jo Stafford.
Columbia CL 1124. $3.98.
Jo Stafford's sense of the "beat" and her
determination to give a "performance"
have kept her among top record singers
for a long time. Here, with Paul Weston
and his orchestra in excellent shape, she
has turned out another fine record.
Where her dramatic treatment is a little
weak, as in Love for Sale, the orchestra
compensates with good brass. But Miss
Stafford needs little help when her strong
vocal control and good sense go to work
on songs such as Anything Goes, *low
high the Moon, or I Got It Bad.
"Sound Ideas." Les and Larry Elgart's
Orchestra. Columbia CL 1123. $3.98.
Generally, it' is enough for a dance orchestra to play a song melodically and
rhythmically. Les and Larry Elgart,
good musicians with a flair for getting
the roost out of a good song, do more.
In Lazy Afternoon, for example, they
capture the sensuous loveliness of this
song as effectively as if they were conducting a first -class theater orchestra.

"This Is Sinatra, Vol. 2." Frank Sinatra.
Capitol \V 082. $4.98.
With Nelson Riddle's usual expert conducting and arranging, Frank Sinatra
again proffers masterful evidence to
show why he towers over most of today's
pop singers. He even can dominate that
current plague -the background chorus.

Sinatra takes over a song with his first
notes, as in Hey Jealous Lover, and
drives the Fords fast home. He is equally
simpatico with Everybody Loves Somebody and a sad ballad such as rota Forget All the \Vords. Somebody should
write some more songs, though; a few
of the numbers here are a bit below
Sinatra standard.

Foreign Flavor
"A Continental Cocktail." Liane with the
Bohème Bar Trio. Vanguard VRS

9020.

$4.08.

The tireless Liane and her cohorts of the
Bohème Bar return with a collection of
European hits in a handful of languages.
Liane is, as ever, cool and sophisticated;
and even after a half -dozen such discs
one is impressed anew by her artistry and
linguistic gifts. Clean, intimate sound.
Recommended (with the caution that the
record band labeled Madrid is actually
Polka, and vice versa ).
" Cugat Cavalcade." Xavier Cugat and

his Orchestra. Columbia CL 1094.
$3.98.
The Old Master of the Latin Beat continues in the same role. His rhythmic,
syrup- smooth readings of Brazil, Bésame
,* lucho,
and other south -of- the-border
hits are encores; all have passed beneath
the Cugat baton ( and the Scully lathe)
before. His fans, however, should welcome these reprises in sumptuous high fidelity sound.

"Kathleen Ferrier Sings English Songs
and Folk Songs." Kathleen Ferrier, contralto; Phyllis Spurr, piano. London
5411. $4.98.
A reissue of material previously available
on two 10 -inch discs, also under thc London label. The late great contralto possessed a deep affection for the traditional
songs of the British Isles. Here her magnificent voice imparts a rich glow to a
recital of Northumbrian and Irish ballads
intermingled with Elizabethan selections
such as Drink 7'o Me Only and Over
The Mountains. Miss Ferrier s concert
treatments, of course, are a far cry from
the village green; still, no one has ever
infused more tenderness into My Bonny
Lad or more sheer loveliness into the
rarely heard I Will Walk With My Love.

Continued on page 58
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....... BETTY

The Original Soundtrack album of
the movie hit of the year in hi -fi!
Enjoy it on L.P., in the 45 Economy
Package, on stereo tape, or in the
de luxe L.P. album. LOC -1032.
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MACIAN BISSELL

COMDER. ADOLPH GREEN 1 IULE STYRC

Big names, big band, and the greatest sound ever in an Original Cast
album! It's Broadway's newest hit
with tunes like Chief of Love, Try to
Love Me, Husking Bee. LOC -1045.

UNDER
WESTERN

SKIES
GEORGE

MELACHRINO
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

RCA

VICTOR

III

TAKES YOU TO RODGERS
S. HAMMERSTEIN'S
SOUTH PACIFIC & OKLAHOMA!

What a combination! The lilting
melodies of two great Rodgers &
Hammerstein musicals plus the so
phisticated piano interpretations of
George Feyer. LPM -1731.
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STREAM
GUARDS

LZONl1D 6S18H

\

wow.

The famous organ that's the pride
of Minneapolis, played by Leonard
Leigh. Hear 24 tunes of the Roaring
Twenties, including Valencia, Am I
Blue, Hallelujah. LPM -1665.

Ray

MCA

Melachrino'sorchestral impressions
of the wide -open spaces. 4 original
compositions and 8 cowboy
classics, including Wagon Wheels,
Northwest Trail. LPM -1676.

The Band of the Coldstream Guards
presents a round dozen traditional

British marching songs. You've
never heard brasses sound like this
before. They're fabulous! LPM -1480.
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NON

VICTOR-El

XCAVICTUR

THINKERS

Hartley
The Trembling
of a
Leaf

GUCKENEIEIMER
SOUR KRAUT
BAND

r

BILLY
MURE'S
SUPER.
SONIC
GUITARS
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FIREWORKS

The polished piano style of Ray
Hartley and breath- taking orchestral settings of 12 lovely melodies,

like Sleepy Lagoon, September
Song, The Song is You. LPM1659.

real adventure in high fidelity
sound! Billy Mure's Supersonic
Guitars play By the Beautiful Sea,
A

For Me and My Gal, and 10 other
favorites. LPM -1694.

The album to end all German band
albums. Brassy, bouncy, a laugh
riot! Out -of -tune favorites played
with high spirits and recorded in
high fidelity. LPM -1721.
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The sound shows its age, but
adequate.

is

wholly

FI MAN'S FANCY

"My Buenos Aires." Terig Tucci and his
Tango Orchestra. RCA Victor. LPM
1593. $3.98.
Buenos Aires -born Terig Tucci knows his
musical way around the city, as evidenced by this lushly played, lushly recorded album. Happily, he has chosen
to play tangos somewhat more recherché
-lout no less tuneful -than staples like
La Cumparsita and Jalousie. And, also
happily, you don't have to be a porteim
to enjoy them.

"Patachou in Arthur Lesser's International Soirée." Patachoa, soprano: Jo
Basile, his Accordion and Orchestra.
Audio Fidelity AFLP 1881. 85.95.
Patachons credentials -a voice that projects well, admirable diction, an easy
command of her material -place her in
the first rank of French chanteuses. On
the whole, she sparkles in these selections from International Soirée; but her
spoken introduction to the French songs
are just too, too mignonne. She also involves herself in an unfortunate bout
with I'm in Love with a Wonderful Guy.
Yet her ingratiating way with a Gallic
ballad can redeem almost anything. Audio Fidelity's sound is startlingly realistic.

"Serenata Andaluza." Sabicas, Diego
Castel)on, guitars; Enrique Montoya.
singer; Goyo Reyes, dancer. Montilla
FM 117. $4.98.
Montilla has here assembled a quartet
of top -flight flamencos. At their head is
the brilliant guitarist, Sabicas, once again
displaying breathtaking virtuosity. A particularly striking showpiece for his technique is Ecos de Semana Santa, a fantasy
for solo guitar that conveys all the gloomy
gypsy splendor of Seville's Holy Week
processions. Also noteworthy is the polished singing of \iontoya and, in La Far ruca, the pure, tightly controlled dancing
of Covo Reyes. Excellent reproduction.
with every sonic detail in clear relief.

"Sorrento." Richard Tucker, tenor; Columbia Concert Orchestra. Alfredo Antonini, cond. Columbia ML 5258. $3.98.
Put this flawlessly engineered album at
the top of your shopping list. In the current deluge of Neapolitan recitals, it
stands out like a beacon. The songs -O
Sole Mir), Dicitencello Vide, etc. -arc
emotional extravaganzas and Tucker's
clear, trumpetlike tenor caresses every
note, every syllable. The orchestral accompaniments are somewhat insipid; but
this is a vocalist's show and Tucker runs
away with it.
"A Touch of Tyrol." Epic LN 3450.
$3.98.
Lambent sound frames a sun-shot portrait of the Tyrol: yodelers; stomping
schuhplattler; tender, vaguely nostalgic
love songs that always sound as though
you are hearing them in the mountains
on a clear morning. The unnamed but
highly gifted artists are overwhelmingly
authentic. The whole thing is very 'Tyrolean, very evocative, and almost as
much fun as a long schuss down Zug spitze or Wildspitze.
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by Philip C. Geraci
"Bagpipes and Drums." 9th Regiment
Pipe Band, Audio Fidelity AFLP 1857.
85.95.

Bagpipes are about as indigenous to
America as hula skirts; and although
there are very competent performing
groups on the American scene, none can
quite match the skill and vivacity of the
real MacCoy. The 9th Regiment Pipe
Baud performs satisfactorily enough, but
the genuine Highland gusto is sadly absent. Sonically, the recording is a joy;
crisp and reverberant.
de Lune." The Philadelphia
Piano Orchestra, Carle Knisley, cond.
Epic LN 3435. $3.98.
Dr. Knisley'; "orchestra" is comprised of
eight young ladies playing five Baldwin
pianos. Their program includes both
concert music (Clair de Lune, War saw Concerto) and lighter favorites
(Dark Eyes, Smoke Gets in your Eyes).
The thunder and chord- crashing sonic
bursts one might expect when music
styled for a single piano is performed
by five such instruments and eighty fingers is absent. On the contrary the overall tone is gentle; and the recording,
though five pianos require more distant
miking techniques, is very acceptable.

"Clair

Vol. 9. Orquesta de Camera
de .ladrid, Ataulfo Argenta, cond.
London LL 1740. $ :3.98.
" Espmia," Vol. 10. Cran Orquesta Sin fonica, Ataulfo Argenta,--cond. London LL 1769. 8.3.98.
Here are short pieces for orchestra by a
number of Spanish composers, consummated in superlative fi by the late Ataulfo
Argenta anti two orchestras which sound
as if they are two orchestras. London has
lavished by far the better sound on Volume 10; and if a choice must he made
(after all, there are ten of these things),
it should rest with the latter. The music
itself is inconsequential; if you relish this
sort of travelogue, you won't particularly
care. It makes for pleasant listening.
" Espacia,"

"Giant Wurlitzer Pipe Organ." Vol. 3.
Leon Berry. Audio Fidelity AFLP
1844.

85.95.

Berry's basement pipe organ is probably
world famous, at least in fi -man circles,
by now, and its myriad tinkles, snaps,
groans, swishes, rumbles, and crashes
seem to thrive with age. Berry plays his
basement instrument with as much gusto
and insistent -beat enthusiasm as ever.
Tavern in the Town, Dixie, \Vashington
Post March, and Roman Guitar Tango
display to the nth degree the versatility
of the Wurlitzer wizard and the monster
that snores downstairs.

"London Microgroove Frequency Test
Record." London 5343. $4.98.
This is a frequency test record designed
for analyzing your pickup cartridge and
arm and, to some extent, your speaker

system. Side 1 is cut to the RIAA characteristic, with twenty -five steady -tone frequencies extending from thirty cycles per
second to 18,000 cps. Side 2 is virtually
the same, but the tones sweep slowly
down in frequency, with breaks at a
number of check points.
The back of the jacket lists the amount
of equalization for each frequency; and if
your equalizer is slightly in error, compensation can easily be made for it in
testing the pickup.
By ear or by instrument, an ideal
pickup should reproduce each frequency
with equal intensity. if it doesn't, you
have the alternative of junking either the
pickup or the test record.

"Pop Pipe Organ in iii-Fi." RCA Camden CAL 414. 81.08.
Despite a modest price tag, this record
of Guy Melendy at the pipe organ can
hold its own beside many of the recent
crop of organs in hi -fi. Unfortunately,
the jacket gives no information regarding artist or instrument. 'Though the record does not feature latter-day super and sub- sonies, it will fill the bill nicely
when the call is out for smooth background organ.
"Pops Caviar." Boston Pops Orchestra,
Arthur Fiedler, cond. RCA Victor LM
2202. $4.98.
Four Russian pieces, three by Borodin
(In the Steppes of Central Asia, Prince
Igor Overture and Poioct.sian Dances)
and one i>y Rimsky- Korsakov (Russian
Easter Overture) comprise this caviar
fete by the Boston Pops. The recording
is nicely hall -flavored, and the distortion
(although it's there) is held to moderate limits.

"Rippling Rhythm in Hi -Fi." Shep Fields
and his Orchestra. Coldest Crest CR
3037. 84.98.
Golden Crest, its tradition growing, has
fashioned a beautifully balanced, magnificently clean recording of the "rippling
rhythm" aggregation. Fields does his
favorites (Me and My Shadow, Tip Toe
Through the Tulips, and the like) in
unchanging style. The recording is somewhat dead, which only serves to enhance
the intimacy of Fields, his band, and
his soda straws.

"Sound Adventure." Percussion Ensemble, Paul Price, cond. Period SPL 743.
84.98.
Here's a record with everything the demanding ft- fancier could want -super dynamics, glistening groove surfaces, infinite
response ( the drums grumble and the
triangles sparkle effervescently), and
purely imaginary distortion. In short: it's
sky-high fi.
Compositions by Malloy Miller, bfichael
Colgrass, Gerald Strang, Lou Harrison,
and Warren Benson are built around
suspended cymbals, four -pedal timpani,
toy drums, high tom -toms and deep tomtoms. Little that can be beaten, rattled,
or squeezed escapes. The result, far from
being cacophonous, is interesting, catchy.
and at times faintly melodic, if in a
somewhat woodpeckerish way. For the fi
fancier: a delightful disc with which to
(Ictr nquilize guests and dispense Audio
Awe.
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TIIE BEST OF JAZZ
by John

S.

Wilson

MANNY ALBAM: The Jazz Greats of
Our Time, Vol. 2
Cont. 57142. $3.98.
A

group of topflight West Coast jazzmen

(Harry Edison, Richie Kamuca, Shelly
Manne, Lon Levy, Red Mitchell, Herb
Celler are among them) here arc given
meatier, more imaginative arrangements
than they usually see and
they respond with apparent pleasure.
Levy, in particular, shows happy evidence of a return to the relaxation and
warmth that have been missing from his
recent work, while Geller adds needed
form to the heart that he customarily
pours into his alto saxophone.
by Albam

LA VERN BAKER: Sings Bessie Smith
ATI ANTIC 1281.

$4.98.

late arrival in the cuírent Bessie Smith
revival, La Vern Baker is a big -voiced,
emotional blues singer who is more suited
to handle Bessie's repertory than the
other latter-day Smiths. There is a hard charging vitality in her voice that is
much like Bessie's and, since the blues is
her normal métier, she does not have to
try to imitate her great progenitor. She
simply leans hack and lets it come out
her own way. Sometimes she allows
mannerisms to mislead her (Nobody
Knows You), but she is usually both
right and exciting. In fact, her Baby Doll
is just about the best blues vocal since
Bessie's clay. She has n fine group of
musicians hack of her, particularly apropos work coming from Buck Clayton and
Vie Dickenson.

$4.98.

SIDNEY BECHET: Has Young Ideas

Womo l'ACnric

PJ 123G.

America's Best Loved
Folksingers!

A

SIDNEY BECHET: The Fabulous Sidney Beebe!

ART BLAKEY'S JAZZ MESSENGERS:
With Thelonious Monk
ATLANTIC 1278. $4.98.
Monk and Blakey are two of the saltiest,
most undeviatingly individualistic performers in current jazz. It is too had that
their reunion has taken place within the
framework of Blakey blatant Jazz Messengers, where their invigorating flights
and crafty sparring arc constantly interrupted by the eartltlmund trumpet of Bill
Hardman and Johnny Griffin's merely
adequate tenor saxophone. But those moments when Monk and Blakey are nth bing caustically against each other give
off a glowing jazz heat. Five of the six
selections arc Monk compositions.
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BURT BALES: Jazz from the San Francisco Waterfront
ABC -PARAMOUNT 181. $3.98.
These arc recordings of a concert played
by Bales, a pianistic descendant of Jelly
(toll Morton, and Marty Marsala's hand.
The two normally play in neighboring
night clubs in San Francisco. Their unfamiliarity with each other is reflected in
the uncertainty with which they move
through these numbers, all Dixie standards, until they reach the solo spots of
Vince Cattolica, a blind clarinetist who
plays with the flaming fury of the young
Chicagoans of the Twenties, although
his style is not at all emulative. He is
an immensely exciting jazzman who pulls
the rest of the group along with such
force that everything seems to fall into
proper place almost automatically. He
gets able assistance from Skipp Morr, a
big, brawny trombonist, and occasionally
from Bales and Marsala, who can play
an attractively ripe horn. But it is Cat tolica who fires and dominates the dise
in a way that marks him as a jazz personality of impressive strength.

$4.98.

Bechet's soprano saxophone sweeps and
flows like a torrent through both these
dises. One side of Blue Note 1207, recorded in 1951, draws on the Dixieland
repertory and is studded with strong,
striding piano by the late Don Kirkpatrick, but Sidney De Paris (trumpet)
and Jimmy Archey (trombone) are largely wasted. The reverse-swing -oriented
pieces made in 1953 with Archey and
Jonah Jones-is a bright, incisive collection with delightfully crisp trumpet by
Jones. World Pacific PJ 1236, recorded
in France, might have been a provocative meeting between Bechet and the
modern pianist, Martial Solal, but Bediet's strong, florid attack on a program

of ballads all but obscures the usually
assertive Solal.
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Previous Best - Sellers:
THE WEAVERS AT CARNEGIE HALL
Kisses Sweeter thon Wine, Rock Island Line,

Wimowah, Sixteen Tons, Lonesome Traveller,
Goodnight Irene and riflecn other favorites.
"A must for ony folk record collodion." Bill-12" VRS9010
board
1

THE WEAVERS ON TOUR
Tíenn Trena, Old Smoky, So long, Boll Weevil,
Michael Row the Boat and fteen others. "The
some infectious, rollicking spirit that only this
remarkable quartet of folk ringers can gener1.12" VRS9013
ate," Detroit Times

AROUND THE WORLD with other Vanguard entertainments
VIENNA

JULIUS PATZAK sings VIENNESE HEURIGEN SONOS. The great tenor in an intoxicating
1.12" VR5.9035
program of May -Wine songs, with Grinxinger Schrammeln Orchestra

RUSSIA

RUSSIAN FOLK SONGS. The greotest Bolshoi Opera stars and famous folk choruses in a
l -12" VR5.9023
collection of fnternationolly loved favorites.

NEW ORLEANS
PARIS

MEXICO

HonkyTonk nostalgic favorites. Bobby
1.12" VR5.9017
LIANE sings PARIS AFTER MIDNIGHT, with the Bohome Bm Trio. "As smooth ce whipped
1 -12" VR5 -9027
cream, in a collection of Left Bank standards." Billboard
MEXICAN PANORAMA. "Irresistible ...A wonderful collection, revering all regions of
1.12" VRS -9014
Mexico." Washington, D.C. News.
CALL HOUSE BLUES- "Hi -Fi Blues in o Lo -Fi House"

Hen6erscn, oiano.

ALL 12" -LIST PRICE 4.98 each
Send for Complete Catalog to: VANGUARD RECORDING SOCIETY, INC., 256

Weil 55th

St., New York 19, N.Y.
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ALUMNI ORCHESTRAS: The Great
Song Hits of the Glenn Miller and
Tommy Dorsey Orchestras
GRAND AWARD 33- 366. $3.98.
Cleanly played approximations of some
of the best known Miller and T. Dorsey
hits by men who helped create the originals (Bobby Hackett and Tex Beneke
are on the Millers, Charlie Shavers and
Johnny Mince on the Dorseys). The jazz
solos on the Miller numbers are much
better than the Miller band could produce
and the recording is fuller than that of
the original dises.

1830

AFSD

TEDDY CHARLES: Word from Bird
ATLANTIC 1274.

$4.98.

Charles is heard here in a quartet in
his vibraphone coasts blithely on
the driving momentum set up by bassist
Charlie Mingus and dnunmer Ed
Shaughnessy, and in a ten -piece group
which is also spurred brilliantly by
Shaughnessy. Major interest lies in the
title piece, a Charles original played by
the so- called " tontet," which, after wading through an overly contrived start, bestraightforward
comes
a
swinging,
evolvement that seems to barrel along on
its own steam. Charles has framed excellent solos by Art Farmer, trumpet, Robert Newman, tenor saxophone, and himself in richly textured ensembles that
provide more body and direction than
normally heard in current jazz writing.
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BENNY COLSON SEXTET: The Modern Touch
Rlvensme 12 -256. $4.98.

the first new
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Colson is one of the very few modem
jazzmen who has shown himself capable
of striking and memorable melodic creation (Thclnnious Monk, Horace Silver,
and John Lewis are practically his only
peers in this field). At least one of his
three originals on this disc (Out of the
Past) can be ranked with his best works,
but this collection is of even more interest
for the view it gives of Colson as a performer. His tenor saxophone has much of
the soft, warm tone of Lucky Thompson
and Bobby Jaspar, and his lithe, elastic
lines are sprinkled with lifting quirks and
stabs which create an intense feeling of
movement. His sextet includes Kenny
Dorham, who plays with more point
within the framework of Colson's arrangements than he does in the unrestrained vistas of his own current Riverside LP.
CARL HALEN'S GIN BOTTLE SEVEN:
Whoopee Makers' Jazz
RIVERSIDE 12- 261. $4.98.

Other releases:

AFSD

MALLET MAGIC
AFSD 1825 AL HIRT.
BULLRING vol. 4
AFSD 1835
GIANT WURLITZER
Vol. 5
AFSD 1844
BAG PIPES AND DRUMS
AFSD 1857
AUDIO FIDELITY RECORDS

770 11th AVE., N.

Y

19. N. Y.

1848

-..__!

An improved, though erratic, Gin Bottle
Seven is heard on this disc. The main
point of improvement is time use of Jim
Campbell on bass saxophone. In his solos
he frequently drills some life into an oth-

erwise mechanical performance and his
saxophone gives the ensembles a lighter,
leaner texture than the customary tuba
would. But it is Halen who seems to be
the deciding factor in the quality of a

CBS performance. When he is playing his
cornet with hot, full- bodied zest (Once
in a While, for instance), he sets a pace
that leads the band away from most of
the usual curses of revivalism. Pianist
Matt Fuchs attempts a couple of Jelly
Roll Morton solos that have the proper
outlines but little heart.

BILL iHARRIS AND FRIENDS
FANTASY

3263.

$3.98.

An odd assortment here: An excellent
sample of a rare commodity in jazz-deadpan comedy (lust One Afore Chance), a
romping uptempo attack on Crazy
Rhythm in which Harris projects an itchy
excitement and tenor saxophonist Ben
Webster prods and jabs with furious
abandon, and a pleasantly bouncing piano version of I'm Getting Sentimental
Over You by Jimmy Rowles are offset by
a group of slow ballads on which Harris
gasps his way toward imminent expiration and Webster swishes along with
fuzzy breathiness. On balance, the entertaining outweighs the tedious.

ART HODES AND HIS GROUP: Mostly
Blues
AUDIOPHILE AP 54. $3.98.
Close -up, intimate performances by a
quietly intense little group driven by
Mart Grosz's Reinhardt -like guitar. Hodes
varies between the easy, gentle mulling
that is his hest vein and sonic well-executed essays into the hard brilliance of
the Earl Hines style. Clarinetist Eddie
Burleton has a hard time trying to keep
up.

DICK HYMAN TRIO: Cigi
M -G -M 3642.

$3.98.

Hyman, who can play in almost any jazz
piano style ( and numerous nonjazz
styles as well), rings many of the changes
on his versatility to produce a version of
the Lerner -Loewe film score that is both
interestingly varied and easily identifiable.
JAZZ GIANTS '58
VERVE 8248.
$4.98.

This year's giants are Stan Cetz, Gerry
Mulligan, Louis Bcllson, and the Oscar
Peterson trio. Mulligan is the dominant
figure, setting an interestingly leathery
tone and seeming to draw Cetz into a
darker style than he usually affects. The
performances are capable but, with one
exception, scarcely gigantic. That exception is a light and airy version of When
Your Lover Has Cone to which all the
giants contribute in a blithe and freewheeling manner.
JAZZ IN THE CLASSROOM
BEIKLEE 1.

63.95.

This collection of compositions, arrangements, and performances by students
(and one instructor) of the Berklee
School in Boston might well give profes-

Continued on page 62
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sionals in all three categories pause. Certainly from the point of view of arrange ment (mostly for big band), there is more
imagination and resourcefulness here than
one ordinarily finds in the work of professional arrangers these days. The themes
the students have created arc, by and
large, pleasant and serviceable while the
performances are impressively assertive
and assured, marred only rarely by a
flagrant gaff. It is an extremely creditable
disc, adventurous without falling into ostentatious radicalism.

CLIFF JORDAN: Cliff Craft
Blue NOTE 1582. $4.98.
Pianist Sonny Clark, playing it close to

the blues through this (lis:, makes it
tough for the other front line men-Jordan, tenor saxophone, and Art Farmer,
trumpet. Farmer's solos are usually
nicely organized but vary in momentum.
Jordan's generally bitter tone softens
pleasantly in a relatively lush version of
Sophisticated Lady and even his customary hard -lined efforts arc accented
more sensitively than this type of saxophone playing normally is. But Clark is
the speaker of this house.

KATHARINE HANDY LEWIS: W. C.
Handy Blues
FOLxwAvs FG 3540.

$5.95.

There is something beyond mere musical

WESTMINSTER
WOWS THE CRITICS!

interest in hearing the songs of \V. C.
Handy sung by his daughter, for she was
close to their creation and sometimes was
the first person to sing theta. On these recordings, macle a decade ago but never
before released, she gives signs of tension
in the tight, sharp manner in which she
begins some of the songs, a tension that
melts away as she goes along and becomes involved in the familiar tunes. Her
voice is light and expressive (not the dark
voice often associated with blues singing), but there is a touch of a legitimate
quality in it that is not entirely suited to
the blues. This, however, is a matter of
minor concern for her accompanist is
James P. Johnson, in magnificent form.
He seems to pick her up and carry her
along on the crest of his strong, propulsive playing. I doubt if there is a better
recorded example of Johnson's work as
an accompanist. One side of the disc is
devoted to three blues developments by
Johnson, the first of which is particularly
moving.

HAL 111cKUSICK QUINTET: Triple

T;.r-

pogtrre
PRESTIGE 7135.

RHfIPSOD9 in BLUE

an

RIDER

can

III

\icKusick leads a good group (including
Billy Byers tweedy trombone and the

PHIS

rashly es-ultant piano of Eddie Costa I
through a fairly interesting program
which could have been greatly improved
if the more routine solos had been edited
down. NIcKttsick plays his custontar)
evenly accented, mincing alto saxophone;
but he is much more impressive when he
switches to clarinet. He provides an interesting contrast to Jimmy Giuffre's work
on that instrument by concentrating on
the lower register with a full, well-articulated tone which helps to give his playing a variety and range that Giuffre's
so notably lacks.
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THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: One
Never Knows
ATLANTIC 1284.

II

naANnF.NnCRG,rCONCERTOS
rc,

MOORE -THE DEVIL. AND DANIEL.
WEf1SITR. Brilliantly interpreted by Lawrence Winters and an oil -spar cast. IOPW11032)

"There aren't many American operas that
reach the status of lasting classics. The
Devil and Daniel Webster is surely one of
them! An excellent recording! "
-The San Francisco Examiner
J. S. BACH

-

BUR(: CONCERTOS. Pro Arte Chamber
Orchestra of Munich. Conducted by Kurt
Itedel. (Two recorcbset: XWN 2219.
available singly: XWN 19647/186410. Also
"There is joy and life in these interpretations in addition to virtuosity of the highest
order. This release will satisfy any !axle in
!inch perlormanre."
-Review n( Recorded Music.

*

Ask for our

history- making complete
Berlioz Requiem.
Recorded at the Invalides in Paris.
Hermann Scherchen conducting.

u.

a French filth, No Sun in
Venice, written by the Modern Jazz
Quartets leader and pianist, John Lewis.
is the source of all the selections on this
(lise. They are, for the most part, typical
of Lewis' writing for the Quartet-melodic, fugue fringed, and often seeming')
on the verge of withdrawing completely
from jazz. The most interesting aspect of

F-

heed.

these performances is the evidence they
offer that the group feeling of the Quartet is continuing to grow. It is by now,
this disc suggests, one of the most sensitively close-knit groups that has ever
',byte(' jazz.

"- Philadelphia Daily Neer

IlADURA -SKODA CONDUCTS

AND
PI.AYS MOZART. Pismo Concerto No.
14
F: Flat und Piano Concerto No. 22 E Elul
'XWN1aGRn1.pinno Concerto No. 19 F and
Piano Concerto No. 24 C Minor (XWN 186622.
"Nobody else in the pianistic world can beat
l)ndurn-Shodn. whose art, as expressed in
Mozart, is exquisite, tonally radiant!"
-Cincinnati Enquirer

BREW MOORE
C,ANTAsv 3264.

See and hear

Westminster at your
dealer today! Send lar your
free coy of the famous
Westminster catalog.

Write: Westminster Recording Sales Corp., 275
Seventh Avenue. New Yerk,

$4.98.

The score of

G14R.SHWIN -Pinno Concerto in P (XWN
186841. Piano Concerto in
Rhalwely in
Blue IXWN 1863.Sí. Piano Concerto in .FAn American in Paris (XWN Math. Rhapsody in Rune -An American in Paris (XWN
181ì371a Ulnh Symphony, conducted by Maurice Ahravnncl. Reid Nibley-Pinno soloist.
"Captures the flavor of Gershmin's music
more completely than any recorded version
we have

COMPLETE 13RANDEN-

1.11

$4.98.

l"7Pru6'

N. Y.

we

$3.98.

Moore, n true follower of Lester Young's
soft, floating early style on tenor saxophone, teams up with a hard -toned tenor,
Harold Wylie, in a manner that seems to
be mutually inspiring, especially in a
light swinger straight osit of Basie, Edison's Lamp, and an infectious resurrec-

6?
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of the old jump hand style, Pat's
Batch. There's also an unusual blues
which manages to be both low -down and
gentle, played by a different group in
which vibraphonist Cal Tjader shines
brilliantly.
Lion

TOMMY POTTER: Hard Funk
EAST -WEST 4001. $4.98.

sestet -half Swedish.
half American- result in three routine
performances and three which reveal
that there is nothing wrong with hard
hop that a little skill and direction can't
fix. The key man appears to be tenor
saxophonist Woody Birch who is
present on the three noteworthy numbers. He rides through his solos like a
steel -plated banshee, but this does not
cause him to lose sight of tone or form.
Largely because of Birch and drummer
Joe Harris, these selections achieve a
roaring momentum that carries trombonist
Ake Persson and trumpeter Rolf Ericson
to heights they do not approach on the
remaining three numbers.
Six selections by a

The rest are turned over to Dakota Staton, a shrill, pushing singer in the Dinah
Washington vein who goes with Shearing like vinegar on pound cake.
CLARK TERRY: Duke With a Difference
Rlvenslue 12-246. $4.08.

Terry, a tr peter who plays like a
less tentative, stronger -voiced \tiles Davis. leads a group of Ellingtoniauns
( Johnny Hodges. Paul Gonsalves. Tyree
Glenn, Quentin Jackson, Britt Woodman,
others) through some decidedly different versions of familiar Ellington tunes.
They produce a sort of horn chamber
jazz that completely revamps a piece
like Cottontail, allowing Gonsalves to

sÿjRóse

'':II:

$3.98.

This is a serviceable introduction to two
young musicians of obvious potentialBooker Little. a nineteen -year -old trumpet
player who can roar through a fast series of figures with amazing aplomb and
produce a fat, assertive tone on a ballad;
and George Coleman who plays long,
flowing, warm -toned lines on tenor saxophone. In absolute terns, however, the
disc is simply one more demonstration of
hard hop calisthenics.

JEAN "TOOTS" THIELEMANS: Time
Out for Tools
DicecA 9204. $:3.9S.

The harmonica is not a particularly ingratiating instrument and its useful range is
fairly limited. "I'hielemans, a regular

ee

''');

THE FABULOUS

WESTMINSTER

MAX ROACH PLUS FOUR: On the Chi-

cago Scene
ExtAncy 36133.

take his normally frantic solo in a very
relaxed manner. In this atmosphere,
Gonsalves is far better than he usually
is with Ellington, Terry is perkily
whimsical, and Hodges, though mushily
recorded, manages occasionally to move
away from his long ingrained style.
'('here are shallow moments when the
pianoless rhythm section limps leadenly
but over-all an interesting variant on a
familiar theme.

.rçrrc áacurrs

That's Me All Over Gypsy Rose Lee OP G04
MY MAN

PREVIEW
RECORD

My Man -Mary Lou

Brewer with Sy Shatter
and his Orchestra

f

WP 6051

'?

'IiAJÍ11ní'rTÏTU4gS'.
Freddy Jacobs

JORCEN RYC QUARTET
ExrAncx 36090.

$3.98.

This is a Danish group led by a strong voiced, aggressive trumpeter whose flowing, logical lines have something of Bobby
Hackett's controlled push and tone even
though his ideas lean more to the modern
school. And since Ryg has an eminently
swinging pianist in jorgen Lausen. the
Quartet almost always swings brightly.
However, the group might have more
staying power if there were another horn
to provide a contrasting soft texture to
Ryg's liard trumpet.

THE GEORGE SHEARING QUINTET
WITH DAKOTA STATON: In the
Night
CAPITOL T 1003. $3.98.
After a series of records on which he has
been buried under various kinds of suffocating gimmicks. Shearing has finally
been given an adequate jazz airing by
Capitol. The group he heaids on this disc

(which includes Emil Richards, vibes,
and Torts 'l'hielemma:, guitar) swings
loosely and easily, and Shearing himself
plays with surprising strength and spareness. However, the Quintet is given its
freedom on only half of the selections.

IS SWEEPING
THE COUNTRY

-

ywmgm" folk Tunes
Freddy Jacobs WP 6087

Speak Lo':: -Hal Otis and
his Orchestra OP 6073
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member of George Shearing's Quintet
(with which he usually plays guitar),
uses his harmonica judiciously on this disc
to produce pleasant, lightly jazz -touched
music.

Sings

DINAi'I WASHINGTON:
Waller
EatAncv 36119. $3.98.

Fats

Miss Washington is an outgoing, shouting

singer who has something of \Valler's
feeling for irreverent bawdry. She is best
when she can rock along lustily without
having to worry about holding a note, for
on ballads she becomes shrill and wavering. Since the disc is almost evenly split
between the two styles, Miss Washington moves in high gear only half the
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"FROM THE NEW WORLD." Bomborg Symphony

-Heinrich Hellreiser, conductor _.._............LTV.4
ECHOES OF COLE PORTER: Goorge Foyer,
Diano and his orchestro .... ...................._.....STV-2
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Fever, Diano with rhythm accompaniment.
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GEORGE FEVER and his Orchestra ploys COLE
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Alfred Brendel, pieno -Pro Musica Orchestra,
Vienna- Micheal Glelen, conductor. ...... _...MTV1
E

LISZT: TOTENTANZ. Allred Brendel, 'Manche, Musics Orchestra, Vienna -Michael Gielen,
conductor .__._.__._.._...__._
_.__STV3

MENDELSSOHN: SYMPHONY a4, A MAJOR,
OP. 90 "ITALIAN." Edouord oars Remoortel con.
ducting the Pro Musico Symphony, Vionno.. MTV-2

MENDELSSOHN: SYMPHONY °3. A MINOR,
OP. 56 'SCOTCH." Edouord von Remoortel con.
ducting the Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest
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STV4
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the Symphony Orchestra of Southwest Germon
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Ostorter.

$3.98.
The Legend of Willie the Lima Smith
$3.98.
GRAND AWARD 33 -368.
On both discs, The Lion, a veteran of the
Harlem rent parties of the early Twenties who had a lasting influence on Duke

Ellington, reminisces, demonstrates the
styles of several pianists, and plays some
of his own tunes. Tlie Lion has a windy
memory and is apt to confuse name dropping with narration. He is apparently
talking at random on the Grand Award
disc but Leonard Feather interviews him
on the Dot record, drawing from The
Lion the interesting observations that jazz
was started in the brickyards of Haver straw, New York, and that ragtime originated at Proctor's Theatre in Newark,
New Jersey. His recollections of his close
friends, James P. Johnson and Fats Waller, are informative and sometimes amusing; but as a pianist The Lion is best
when he avoids his friends and holds to
his own style and his own compositions.
There are good versions of his lovely Echo
of Spring on both discs. Otherwise, the
Dot concentrates on his own works ( and
gives him dnun and bass accompaniment ) while Une Grand Award is macle
up of unaccompanied versions of such
standards as Ballin' the Jack, Darktown
Strutters Ball, and St. Louis Blues.

Record Market

ST -PL 10.890

°U.S. AIR FORCE: Norroted by Arthur Godfrey.
STPL 10.520

-
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by PHILIP
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PART TWO
In the first installment of his
discography, Mr. Miner dealt

-in alphabetical order -with
famous sopranos from Maria
Barrientos to Maria Jeruza.
Here he continues his ramble
through the vocal golden age.

Kunz, SELMA (1875 -1933 )

protégée of Gustav Mahler, who engaged her for the Vienna Opera in 1899,
Kurz was a bright star in that institution
long after her patron was dead. She was
one of the few really first -rank singers
of her time who never sang at the Metropolitan; and when finally she toured
America, it was as a concert artist, late
in her career. Over and beyond the
requisite skill in florid sung, what makes
a great artist in her class is a personal
quality of voice, a quality that lingers in
the memory. This Selma Kurz had to a
striking degree: her tones were as even
and as soft in texture as the finest velvet.
Her most celebrated accomplishment was
her trill, unequaled even by Melba and
Tetrazzini. Her numerous recordings
cover a period from 1902 to 1925, and
they arc remarkably consistent in quality.
With her there is no impressive development or change with the years; in her
last discs (which were among the first
electrical recordings) she is still the same
gracious and charming singer we admire
in the first, and much of the original
freshness is still in the voice. Unfortunately, the 1925 electricals have not as
yet been reissued.
Perhaps her most famous record is Der
Vogel MI Walde, a little song which she
sings very freely, frankly as a vehicle,
and in which we have the finest example
of her trill, perfect and true, sustained
twenty-five seconds. This is available on
FRP 1. Kurz did not, however. always
trill in the same way, as witness her
Lockruf from Die Königin von Saba,
A
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which appears both in her Scala recital
and in a selection from Goldmark's opera
(ET 0 -473). High spots of the Scala
collection are "Saper vorreste," with another magnificently even scale. the famous tour tie force with two flutes from
L'Etoile du Nord, and a dreamy melody
from Bizet's La Jcllie Fille de Perth, the
last a demonstration of the difficult art
of slow coloratura. We could do with
more humor in Norina' s cabaletta from
Don Pasquale, and her Bei Männern with
the generally admirable baritone Leopold
Demuth somehow misses fire. Airs from
Lakmé and Die Zauberflöte are recorded
high in pitch. Eterna's 1 Puritani selection contains a splendid "Qui la voce";
a dazzling Shadow Song shows up both
in the Scala recital and along with a
selection from L Africaine; the Page Song
is a feature of Eterna's Les Huguenots.
"Saper vorreste" is repeated on FRP 1.
Selma Kurz will undoubtedly be represented in Angel's Great Recordings of
the Century series.
-Selma Kurz Sings. ScALA 817. $5.95.
LEHMANN, LILL!

L.

(1848-1929

)

Lilli Lehmann was a vocal miracle, the
like of which has not been witnessed in
our time. Beginning her career in 1865
as a very light and high soprano, she
took the first step to go beyond the
coloratura repertoire at Bayreuth in 1875,
where she created the roles of Woglinde,
1-lelmwige, and the Forest Bird. By the
time she came to America in 1885 she
was known for her unusual versatility.
She made her debut as Carmen, then
proceeded to reveal her Wagnerian characterizations, which were in no small
part responsible for the success of the
music dramas in those years. Her repertory extended through Norma and Leo nore to Aida and the Meyerbeer heroines.
A favorite role was Violetta. With all
this she was one of the great Lieder
singers of her time. Her last Metropolitan
season was 1898 -99, but she continued
to sing in Europe for a couple of decades
more. In both breadth and depth hers
was a peerless art, quite possibly the most

comprehensive of any singer within living memory.
The Lilli Lehmann records were made
in 1905 and 1907, when she was approaching sixty. The quality of the voice
may show some signs of age, especially
in the lower register, and her one notable
fault -the break between the chest and
medium -is in evidence. But her coloratura is breathtakingly even and accurate,
and her high tones have the glow of a
flame.

Something over half of Lehmann's
recordings are available in two Eterna
recitals, seventeen numbers in all; fourteen are offered by Scala on one disc.
Scala includes the Fidelio aria, missing
from Eterna, but without the recitative,
though she recorded it. And oddly,
though "Ah, fors' è lui" is on Scala, it
here lacks the very exciting "Sempre
libera," which appears on the first Eterna
disc without 'Ah, fors' è lui." Otherwise
everything on Scala is duplicated on
Eterna. Oh had 1 Julal's lyre (in German) must be the despair of many a
conscientious soprano, so perfect is its
rhythm, so even its flow. And the two
arias from Die Entfiihrung are incredibly
brilliant. "Or sai," preceded by the recitative, has enormous weight and authority,
though it frequently catches the singer
in the break between registers. These are
on Scala and the first Eterna recital. The
second is highlighted by a duet from
Così fan tutte with Lehmann's niece,
Hedwig Heilig; Violettás part in the
big ensemble from the second act of La
Traviata, and a couple of Lieder that
give at least an inkling of her powers
in this field. The Joshua air turns up
again in Eterna's Handel program, and
"Ah, fors' è lui" is included in FRP 4
and in Golden Era, in the latter mislabeled and rather poorly clubbed. FR?
1 has the "Sempre libera" only, and FRP
6 includes the Robert le Diable aria (in
German) which also appears in the first
Eterna recital as well as the Scala.
Among these various dubbings preference must be given to Scala, which has
taken more care to get the arias properly
pitched. Though the sound of the Eterna
is somewhat brighter and cleaner, a num-
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-LiIli Lehmann Operatic Recital. ETER$5.05.
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$5.95.

Sings.
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SCALA
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$5.95.
LEHMANN, LOTTE
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The memory of Lotte Lehmann 's Lieder
recitals is still so fresh that one does not
think of her in the past tense. Yet her
operatic debut took place as long ago as
1910. She was a well-established favorite in Europe before her 193.3 American
debut in Chicago as Sicglinde, which
New York heard the following year. She
sang at the Metropolitan, chiefly as the
Marschallin, until 1946. Her Fidclio was
equally celebrated, though she never sang
it in New York.

Her recordings fall into three groups:
acoustics, mostly little known to American collectors; early eleetrics made for
Pa rlophone- Odénn; and the Victors and
Coluntbias of the Thirties and Forties.
As a kind of coda we have the historic
recording of her farewell recital in Town
Hall, New York, 1G February 1951,
which falls beyond the limits of this
Two Decca operatic recitals represent-

dexter chemical corporation

The following records -all I2inch discs unless otherwise specified-are referred to throughout the discography. Those enclosed in brackets have been
deleted from the catalogue but
may still be available through
some record dealers.
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Bellini: Norma (excerpts). ETERNA ET
706. $5.95.
Bellini: 1 Puritani (excerpts). ETERNA
ET 486. $5.95.
[Caruso: An Anthology of His Art at
Records. RCA Vicron LM 6127.
Five 12 -in. $14.94.] Reissued on LM
6056. Two 12 -in. 89.96.
Chaliapin Sings Again. Ammo \inSTEttWORKS 1002.
10 -in. $4.00.
[Critic's Choice: Selections by Paul Hume.
RCA Vicron LCT 1158. $4.98.]
Echoes of the Golden Agc of Opera, No.

4 STEREO RECORD RELEASES!

1.

THE SA XAPHONE SECTION (MGS- 20001)
Coleman Hawkins with thr Count Basic stg
section in fantastic jazz improvisation.
THE SOUL OF JAZZ (MCS. 20002)
Bill Harris. Joe Wilder. Pepper Adorns. other
jazz stars in a delightful jazz performance of
"preaching" gospel -bawd melodies.
PASO DOBLE. Dance of the Bullfighter!

To s

(MGS.20 04)
Antonio Tain y lo. Bandilleros recreate the drama
of the bull ring.
c
by the
with accompaniment
castanets of Consuelo
o Moreno.
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IRCC 7006. 10 -in. $3.98
postage ( 318 Reservoir Ave.,
Bridgeport 6, Conn.)
Echoes of the Golden Age of Opera, No.
phis
2.

INTERNATIONAL
CLV1t IRCC

TORS

RECORD

7004.

COLLEC-

$5.95 plus

postage.
Edison Originals. 10-in. (Thomas A.
Edison, inc., Voiccwritcr Division,
West Orange, N. J.).
Famous Records of the Past, Nos. 1 -5.
10 -in. $3.98 each (jack Caidin, 2060
First Ave., New York, N. Y.)
Famous Records of the Past, Nos. 6 -8.
$3.98 each.
Famous Voices of the Past, No. 1. Rococo 1. 10 -in. $4.50. (Ross, Court
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turn up again on the Angel label. A
cross section of her Victor Lieder recordings may be had in an RCA Camden recital, labeled Vol. 1. Her first Victor
issues, with Erno Balogh at the piano,
contained some fine singing, but they
were badly balanced as recordings. Three
Brahms songs, two Wolf, arid one each
of l'fitzner, Beethoven, Marx, and Jensen,
all belong to this group. They have been
somewhat improved in transfer to LP,
but the songs with Ulanowsky are consist ently better. Lehmann was an impulsive
singer, relying on the inspiration of the
moment, not too conscientious about
keeping up her working technique. She
was at her best in the more sustained,
intense songs. The Wolf Peregrino 1,
despite some short phrasing, shows her
at her best, and were it not for some
sliding over the words at the climax,
Auch kleine Dirnge would be equally
admirable. 1 care less for Lehmann's
Brahin . Here one looks for a cleaner
vocal line. Botschaft ix ovcrwcightecl,
and Mein lfiidel hat einen Rosennund
seems to me misread- surely this is a
hearty but not a fussy song. The Columbia recordings of Schumann's Dichterliebe and Frauenliebe and Leben, with
Bruno \'alter at the piano, have been
much praised, but they are badly recorded, in wretched balance. To my own
ears Lehmann is too feminine an artist
to sound appropriate in Dicliterliebe.
Two CItISSic operatic recordings arc

Co., 2098 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.,
Canada. )
Famous Voices of the Past, No. 4. Rococo 4. $5.95.
(Fifty Years of Great Operatic Singing.
RCA Vit..-rom LCI6701. Five 12 -in.
&

$24.

Cluck: Ar90.] ias. ETERNA ET 495. $5.95.
Golden Era of Opera. B & B 3. $5.95.
Goldmark: Die Königin von Saba (excerpts). ETERNA ET 0- 473. $5.95.
[Great Artists at Their Best, RCA CAMDEN CAL 346.
$1.98.]
Handel: Arias. ETERNA ET 488. 55.05.
\lcyerbeer:
L'Africaine
(excerpts).
ETERNA ET 48.5. $5.05.
ticycrbcer: Les Huguenots (excerpts).
ETERNA ET 458.
$5.95.
lileyerbecr: Les Huguenots (excerpts).
SCALA 833. $5.95.
Mozart: Opera Recital. ETEncA ET
479.

$5.95.
La Gioconda (excerpts).
ETERNA ET 983. $5.95.
Souvenirs of Opera, No. 1. INTEIINA-

Ponchielli:
'rIoNAL

RECORD

COLLECTORS

CLUB

IRCC L 7011. 10 -in. $3.98 phis
postage.
Strauss: Der Rosenkavalier (abridged).
RCA Vicron LVT 2002. 84.98.
Ten Sopranos -Ten Arias. RCA Vicron
I.\I 1909.
$9.98.
[Wagner: Der fliegende Ilolinder (excerpts). ETERNA ET 481. $5.95.)
Wagner: Giitterdänimerung (excerpts).
ETERNA ET 480.
$5.95.
Wagner: Lohengrin (excerpts). ETERNA
ET 472. $5.95.
Wagner: Die Walkiire (Act I). RCA
Vicron LVT 1003. $4.98.
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still listed: the first act of Die Walküre

and the abridged Der Rosenkaialier.
Sieglinde and the Marschallin were Lehmann's greatest roles.
-Laite Lehmann Sings Lieder, Vol. I.
RCA CAMDEN CAL 378. $1.98.
-Schumann: Dichterliebe; Frauenliebe
and Lohen. COLUMBIA ML 4788.
$3.98.
LEIDER, FRIBA (

1888-

)

Leider was one of the incontestably great
Wagnerian sopranos. Indeed, there were
those who, when Flagstad was brought
over to replace Leider at the Metropolitan in 1934, could sigh and with all admiration for the new queen lament that
she was not the old. Leider was an exciting singer. You can hear in her records
something of the vitality of the voice itself, but there was amore. She had a commanding presence and a face that held
your eyes. I suppose her features in anyone else might have seemed ordinary,
yet she was a beautiful woman. It was
Leider's misfortune to be caught between
two wars, for she made her debut in
1915, and her American career was ended by the events leading up to the second holocaust.
Scala and Eterna each has a Leider
recital, made up entirely of acoustic recordings. Of the six selections offered by
Eterna, only two are missing from among
the nine operatic scenes represented on
Scala (with Beethoven's Ah perfudio as
a far from negligible nonoperatic encore).
Other Scala highlights inducle a very
clear and vital "O don fatale "; a German " Porgi anu>r" with a lovely vocal
line, which happens to be the most forward recording in the set and a "Dich,
teure Halle" with a charged air about it.
There is also a fine account of Rriinnhihle's Appeal from the last act of Die
Walkirre. The Lieheslod, included in
both sets, is taken too fast for comfort.
The last half of the Siegfried duet, with
Fritz Soot, is included in Eterna, and for
some reason the two sections are given
in reverse order on Scala. A German "Or
sai" from Don Giovanni. also presented
on both programs, would be more valuable were it not for the later electrical
Italian performance in Fifty Years. Eterna's Göttcrdümmenutg selection brings us
a splendid immolation Scene, electrically
recorded. The tempo may have been affected by the time limits of those days,
but the singing is supreme. By no means
least important is Leider's "Ah, si. la
liberté" from Armidc, in which the flowing lines are incomparably drawn. This
may be found in Eterna's Chick program.
Though she was known in New York
exclusively as a Wagnerian soprano,
these recordings will give some idea of
Leider's versatility. In Germany she was
recognized as one of the foremost Verdi
singers, and there were few schools upon
which she did not touch. There is said
to he a Leider release contemplated for
Great Recordings of the Century.
-Pride Leider Operatic Recital. ErtntxA 0-477. $5.95.
-Pride Leider Sings. SCALA 835.
$5.95.
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\I ELBA,

DA \uE NELLIE

(

1858-1931)

Unlike most singers Melba did not burst
upon the musical world in early youth,
but was a married woman, past twenty,
before she began her studies locally in her
native Melbourne. At twenty-seven she
gave a concert in London, thereby convincing herself that she was not ready.
Only then did she seek out the great
\larchesi, who in a year prepared her for
ber operatic debut. Her triumphant international career closed at Covent Garden
June 8, 1926, when she was sixty-seven.
Melba had only one real failure in her
long musical life, her attempt to sing the
Siegfried Brünnhilde at the Metropolitan
in 1896. This cost her a season of singing and taught her to limit her ambitions to her own field.
Her earliest commercial discs were
made in 1904, her last at the time of
her retirement. At first a reluctant recorder, she developed a great interest
and conscientiousness in the special art,
and dici a goodly number of her selections several times over. The 1904 engagement was made with Landon Ronald at the piano; Rococo has given us a
recital made up from that first list. Her
singing is fresher in tone than in later
takes, though of course the recordings
arc often weak and noisy. The lesson
to be learned from the program as a
whole is that so much can 1w expressed
by purely vocal means. She slid not
need to stoop to the type of emotionalism so common among Italian singers,
and she rarely did so. Of course the old
recording could not do full justice to her
voice, and in those days there were no
extravocal devices to make up the lass.
On the other hand, her diction was generally fine, and she obviously felt the
sense of what she sang-note her "Si nies
vers." Sonic of her best effects were
made by sheerly passionless, or call it
cold, singing. To me the loveliest moment
on the program is the Tosti dlattinata,
apparently the first record she made. For
dazzling coloratura we bave the Lucia
\Lend Scene and Handel's "Sweet bird,"
both performances given additional interest, though the sponsors do not tell us
this, by the [lute obbligato of the later
fanions conductor, Philippe Gaubert. 'ro
my mind this is the best Mad Scene she
made; and the Handel, which, as John
Freestone points out in his notes, is mostly cadenza, is more spectacular than the
1910 replacement. Another gem is the
early ( and cut) version of Tostï s Goodbye, though I think even more was clone
for the song on Emma Eames's recording.
A splendid example of the Melba trill
is to be found in the early "Caro Rome."
Filly Years contains two examples of
Melba's singing, the 1907 La Rohème
duct with Caruso and the 1910 cut version of the Ilamiet Mad Scene. The former is a somewhat staid performance,
but has been universally admired as
tonally ravishing, with a rapturous high
C at the end. The latter has been pointed
out as one of the poor timings in the
elaborate five -disc anthology, but the
original 78 -rpm record is brilliant, and I
think very exciting; this is simply a case
of unsaccessfu l dubbing. Something, very

decidedly, is added to our impressions of
Melba by the two discs of Echoes. The
fragment from Les Huguenots on the
first is quite electrifying. Here is Melba
in action, doing what she never could
in the acoustic recording studio. There
is reason to ho¡)e that this will be supplemented by a release of her farewellperformance recordings taken in Covent
Garden in 1926. The vital spark was still
there.
-Famous Voices of the Past: Nellie Melba. Rococo 5. $5.95.
Mtrz>o, CLAUDIA (1859 -1936 )

grew up in the opera house; her
father was a stage director at Covent
Garden atxl the Metropolitan. She made
her debut in Arez-ro in 1910, and came
to the \ictropwlitan in 1916. New York
and Chicago knew her well for the next
two decades. Hers was the true price
vim) voice and the teuq:enunent needed
for such roles as Tosca. Fiora, Violetta.
\laddalena, Aida, Macon Leseaut, and
the rest. The tenor Lauri -Voipi spoke
aptly of "that unique voice of hers made
of tears and sighs and restrained interior
fire." She lived her life for the theater,
and died untimely while still very much
a part of it.
\lazier s first recordings were made for
HMV not long after her debut; one of
them was issued modestly by Victor in
Nl uzio

this country. In its original form it is a
great rarity, but it lias been revived in
Fifty Years, a promising, not quite nature "Ali chiamano Mimi." Her "O nay
babbitt() corti" on FIiP 1. from an Edison
recording. shows her to better advantage.
Three Esoteric discs entitled The Dose of
Song were a good cross section of her
numerous Edison and Pathé recordings.
though they contained some inaccuracies
of pitch. Though these arias show the
voice in its prime, she is best remembered by the thirty -two sides she made
for Columbia in Italy in the last three
years of her life. Thirteen of these. cou prising most of the operatic arias, are
now available on the first issue in Angel's
Great Recordings of the Century series.
At the time of recording \fuzío was already unwell, and some of the power
anci splendor of the voice was gone, especially in the upper register. But she remained a great singer. One can still fed
the flow of the tone on the breath, the
intensity of the singing, the strong line
sometimes broken for dramatic effect,
though there may be an overuse of portamcnto. I wonder how she ended "Addio
del passato" in her younger days? She
does not float the final tone here as one
might have expected, but ends with a
dramatic gasp. Her reading of the letter
which introduces this aria is justly famous. Vocally " Vissi d'arte" seems to
me particularly good, though the climax
is no longer so powerful as it must have
been in other clays. "La mamma morla"
is perhaps best of all, vocally solid, dramatically vital, though the final please
is raised an octave. This is modern Italian
singing in the grand manner. The new
dubbings are a fine demonstration of
what can be brought cut of the older
recordings if enough care is taken.
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Stereo
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the Schwann Long
Playing Record Catalog. Only 35c at your
record dealer's.
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(

1843 -1919)

is significant that Patti was born into
family of singers -indeed, her entrance
into the world was made just after her
mother had sung a performance of Norma. tier sister Carlotta might have given
her the strongest kind of competition had
it not been for the lameness which kept
her off the operatic stage. Adelina made
her debut in New York at the age of
sixteen, and continued singing into her
sixties. Her vocal longevity may be accounted for partly by the fact that, with
her, .singing was a natural function, and
partly by her skill in husbanding her resources. Those were the days of concert
eonnpaníes: when Patti traveled she took
with her a whole troop of assisting artists,
and herself sang only a fraction of each
program. In opera she carefully chose
her roles and was proverbially absent
from rehearsals. She was often criticized
far her unadventurous programs in concert, but why should she learn new
songs? She was the Diva, and the public
loved her no matter what she sang.
It took years of persuasion to get Patti
to record (though she may have made a
cylinder or two in the Nineties); when
she finally consented in 1905 to allow
the HMV engineers to bring their equipment to her Welsh castle, she was sixty two years of age. Her twenty -eight takes
were made then and in the following
year. The Rococo recital contains a
characteristic selection of ten numbers.
These performances have something of
the quality of caviar. Connoisseurs hang
on every phrase that Patti sings. supplying in imagination %vhat nature had taken
front her in tone and breath support. We
can speculate, too, on just how much
smoother, hots much more correct her
phrasing must have been in her prime,
anti wonder how many of the liberties
she allows herself are taken in an effort
to cover up her lacks. The most treasurable selection is "Pur dicesti," a model
of gracious and graceful singing. Only
less fine, the Tosti Sereneita is delightful.
up to the final flat note. Apparently
Patti was tired. Her !tonne, sweet !tome
was proverbial. her inevitable last encore,
with which she used to melt every heart
within earshot. Herman Klein tells us
she never altered a detail of her interpretation, yet each time she sang it the
song came as a novelty. in the recording
she indulges in some very strange plwas
ing (could she always have done this ?)
but the legato is fantastic, and there is
no denying the spell of her singing. The
Jewel Song is something of an effort,
but the wonderful trills and roulades
are %north it all; "11 beck)," previously
unpublished. contains sonic of her best
and most effortless singing. That she was
not a Mozart singer for the present generation is demonstrated by her mannered "Voi the sapete." Another demonstration of this is " Batti, batti." for sonic
reason chosen for inclusion in Fifth Years.
-Famous Voices of the Past: Adeline
Patti. Rococo 3. $5.95.
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ADEL.INA

PUNSELLE, ROSA

(1804-

When Ponselle made her debut at the
Metropolitan in 1918 she was nearly
twenty -five. To the opera world she was
completely unknown, though she had
plenty of vaudeville trooping experience
behind her. But she was given the leading role in a then neglected Verdi opera.
Forza del destine, in a cast including
Canso, Dc Luca, and José \lardones;
and, as everyone knows, she met its
exacting demands. Before her debut she
was signed up for Columbia records,
and she made some forty titles before
switching to Victor in 1924. The Columbia crop, then, represents Ponselle the
novice; the maturity of much that she
did remains astonishing. Even more
striking is the improvement evidenced in
her later versions of the same arias. tier
high noon was reached with the production of Spontinï s La Veste:k in 192.5, of
Norma in 1927, and of Don Giovanni in
1929. Her Carmen of 1935 was not favorably received by the critics, but this
was her only real failure. She left the
company in 1937 and has sung only
privately since.
Two microgroove recitals have been
made of her Columbia acoustics, the
Golden Age disc being official in that it
was dublxxd by Columbia engineers and
issued with the artist's blessing. It is
also better recorded than the Scala.
though the pitch is at tines questionable.
The standard of singing is impressively
high throughout both recitals, but a couple of the best performances appear only
in the Scala program. These are "Selca
apace" and " Suicidio." A never officially
published La Juice aria appears on FRP 6.
RCA Camden's two -dise program represents Ponselle in the round, so to speak.
if hor crowning achievement at the Metropolitan, her Donna Anna. is missing.
there is no evidence that she ever recorded any of the music. But her debut
role of Leonora is here, her Vestale. her
Gioconda, her Aida, her Suleika, and
her Norma. To complete the picture, the
last side is given over to songs. The recording dates range from 1924 ( though
in two instances this early elate is given
in error in the accompanying brochure)
to 1939. Actually there are three acoustic
recordings, a thrilling " Suicidio," an excellent "in grembo a me," and the duet
from the Nile Scene in Aide with Gin vanni Martinelli, this last never issued in
its tunic because of the changeover to the
electrical procccs. It has given the engineers some trouble, for the tone is not
without fuzziness. The 1928 "Caste dicd"
( recorded in two sessions) was always
a problem, for the first side, so superbly
sung, is weakly reproduced. Aside from
some lack of clarity in the chorus, it
sounds well here. The duct with Marion
Telva, also fram Norma, is very famous,
and by any standards it is a great record.
The Forza pieces are all very exciting.
especially the finale sung with Martinelli
and Pinza. "Pace, pace" may have been
a little hurried on account of time limitations. The "Ernani ineolani" is generally admired, though I myself have
certain reservations about the style. The
songs, none of them musically important,
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

are variable in performance, though the
sumptuous voice will be enough for
many listeners. The best of them, to my
mind, k A Feline, a pleasantly lightweight song transfigured by Ponsellé s
rich low tones. Recently she has been
recording again. The final word on her
career can therefore not be spoken as
yet.
-Rosa PooreIle. GOLDEN LEGEND 1201.
$3.85. (Available only from Lambert &
Mycroft, Haverford, Pa.)
-Rasa Ponselle Sings. SCALA 803.
$5.95.
The Art of Rosa Pon.selle. RCA CAxrnEx CBL 100. Two 12 -in. $3.96.

-

RAISA, RosA (

1893-

)

Raise was a great star of the Chicago
opera, making her debut there in 1914.
She sang a wide variety of roles, from
Nona and the Verdi heroines to the
Marschallin in Der Rosenkavalier. She
was chosen by Toscanini to create the
leading roles in the world premières of
Boito's Nerone and Puccini Turandot.
Her records were made mostly for Vocalion in the acoustic clays. Tonally they
are attractive, and sometimes strikingly

beautiful, though they give little inkling
of the dramatic temperament she must
have had. A one -sided Scala recital is
on the whole successful, though the Otello "Ave Maria" is disappointing, and
one wonders about the inclusion of the
old Fauré Crucifix, a duet with her late
husband Giacomo Rimini. In the Thirties she matte four sides for HMV in
Italy, two of which have been revived.
Fifty Years has her exciting "La mamma
morta" and Hume's Critic's Choice inchides a goxl "Suicidio." The voice was
then past its peak, but this is dramatic
singing. One early record that has been
revived is the Bolero from I Vespri
Siciliani on FRP 3; it is, alas, incorrectly
pitched.
-Rosa Raise Sings. SCALA 808 (with
Giannina Russ Sings). $5.95.
RETI1nEnC, ELISABETH

(

1894-

RCA Camden recital are the two big
arias from Un Balla in maschera which,
indeed, may well be the finest things she
ever sang for recording. "Morro, nia
prima in grazia" appears again in Fifty
Years, but the magnificent "11/a dell' arrido stelo" is not elsewhere available on
LP. A personal favorite of mine is the disarming little song from Suppé's Boccaccio, so simply and so warmly sung. The
Ficdermaus Czardas is also fine. The one
Piece on the program for which i do
not care is the Re Pastore aria, which is
somehow casual. The two Otelfo selections are beautiful, anti i understand the
singer herself is partial (with good reason) to the ballad from Der fliegende

Holländer.

-The

Art of Elisabeth Rethberg.
GAsmEr CAL 333. $1.98.

RCA

Stay home and tour the town ...
patti goes
low- browsing

miss page goes
pent -housing
Your favorite enchantress contrasts the

7

robustness of beer, beans and hot asphalt
with cocktails. caviar and roof -top gardens.

for summer night pleasure

)

This singer's career was primarily a Metropolitan affair, for she carne to us in
1922, among the first German artists engaged after \Vorhl War I. Previously she
had sung principally in Dresden, where
she made her debut in 1915. In the New
York company she took her place immediately as one of the most valuable
and dependable members. Without the
extramusical glamour of some of her
colleagues, she made her presence felt
by sheerly beautiful vocalism, solid musicianship, and a deep understanding of
everything she undertook. Her roles included Sieglinde, Eva, Elsa, Elisabeth,
Marguerite, Marie in The Bartered Bride,
Donna Anna, Donna Elvira, Pamina,
\ladama Butterfly, Mimi, Madda Jena,
Agatha, and Desdcmona; and she created the difficult part of Rantendelein
when Respighï s In Campana sommersa
was given here in 1928. Perhaps her
finest impersonation was Aida.
The voice was notable for its unique
roundness and a perfect evenness through' out its range, with the exception of an
JULY

occasional high tone. She was not overtemperamental, never sacrificed the musical side for the dramatic, yet her singing
had the ring of sincerity. it might not
be too much to call her the best rounded
among the first -rank opera singers of her
time. She was also a Lieder singer of distinction (many will remember her contributions to the Hugo \Vol( Society recordings) and was at home in various
languages.
Rethbcrg did some recording by the
acoustic method in Europe, and in her
early American days for Brunswick.
Some of her first electrical discs made
for that company arc vocally superb,
though the recording processes then used
were not invariably kind to her voice.
She fared better with HMV and Victor.
The masterpieces of her recently issued
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Russ, GIANNINA (1878 -1951)
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Oscar Hammerstein brought Russ to this
country in 1906 for the first season of
his Manhattan Opera. She seems to have
been a dependable artist with an extensive and varied repertoire, but not one
to set the world on fire. Her admirably
controlled soprano recorded well; during
the first decade of this century she sang
for G & 'l' and Fonotipia. The latter company was especially proud of her "La
vergine deli angeli," made in 1905 with
piano accompaniment but with chorus.
This, with the big Don Carlos aria, is
a feature of Scala's disc. There is one
duet from Fedora with the tenor Edoardo
Carbin, who makes a weak partner for
her.
-Giatina Russ Sings. SCAI.A 808 (with
Rosa Raise Sings). $5.95.
SCHUAMANN, ELISABETH

Falls Village, Connecticut

Sundays at 4:00 p.m.

June 29 through August 31
eA din i.r.cion $2.00

C

At Zwolle, in Holland, in the 15th- century
Gothic church of St. Michael is a splendid,
four- manual organ, dating from 1720. It is
the last organ built by Arp Schnitger, whose
work is considered the culmination of the
high baroque era of organ building. It was
inevitable that so fine an organ should be
visited by E. Power Biggs, who has traveled
far and wide in search of the most appropriate instruments for his recordings of the
great works for organ. To these he now
adds three preludes and fugues of Bach,
recorded at St. Michael's which is famous
for its splendid acoustics.
BACH AT ZWOLLE:

Prelude and Fugue in D

Major; Prelude and Fugue in C Minor
("Arnstadt "); and Prelude and Fugue in E -flat
Major ( "St. Anne ") -E. Power Biggs, organist.
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$5.98
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Schumann's operatic career in this country was a war casualty. She cane to the
Metropolitan for the season of 1914-15,
then was dropped along with other German singers. During that one engagement
she made known her incomparable Sophie
in Der Rosenkacalier, her \larzcllinc in
Fidelio, her Crete!. among others, and
was received as a real acquisition to the
company. "When she returned after the
war it was first as assisting artist on Richard Strausss American tour ( she was
his favorite interpreter in his songs) and
later in the role that was to become SO
familiar to us, as a Lieder singer. In
opera she was most noted in \lozartean
works, where the brightness of her voice,
the cleanness and impeccable taste of
her singing, her incomparable blend of
warmth and humor were especially appreciated. Her Sophie remained unrivaled, and fortunately it is still with us
in RCA Victor's abridged Rosenkavadier.
In concert she was the kind of artist best
heard from a front seat, for though she
never compromised the musical side of
her singing nor indulged in operatic gestures, she did use her face, especially her
eyes, to reinforce the expressiveness of
her voice. Never a big voice, her instrument becaine more limited with the passing years, though it never lost its shimmering quality, and she was too fine an
artist to demand of it more than it could
deliver. Hers was a subtle art, but one
with such human appeal that it was not
always necessary to comprehend it fully
in order to enjoy it.
For a decade or so Schumann was one
of the most prolific of recording artists,
and lucky collectors of old discs can form
a pretty good idea of the surprising scope
of her repertoire. Angel's Great Recordings of the Century series has a WolfStrauss recital that contains some of her
greatest performances. The first five Wolf
songs were made in the late Forties,
when Schumann's voice was showing undeniable signs of wear. But in every one
of them is at least a stroke of the old
magic. a word caressed or a phrase beautifully linked. But Schlafender lesoskfnd
(1935) shows the artist in top form, and
Nun tcandre, Maria is scarcely less wonderful. One hardly Glares to breathe for

fear of breaking the spell. A previously
unpublished \Vic gliinzt der :wile Mond,
though a later effort, is very nearly as
perfect as anything she ever did (perhaps one incorrect word and one inaccurate note may have held up the release)
and .Vinnnlersate Liebe is of course n
natural for the singer. All the Strauss
songs dale from 1927 and 1930 except
the never before issued lleimkehr, made
in 1938. Schumann's authority in these
Lieder is as self -evident as her affection
for them. Iicr :\forge: ( orchestrally accompanied) is incomparable for its sustained mood, while Schumann's spontaneity and almost impish wit come
through happily in Hat gesagt and
Schlechtes \Vetter. But the masterpiece of
the recital is the radiant \Viegenlicd. Near
miracles have been performed in the
duhhing of these recordings; some of the
earlier originals were quite shallow in
sound.
Another recital has been made up of
her acoustic l'olytlor records, showing the
voice somewhat younger than it is in her
first HMVs. The two 7.erbina arias from
Don Giovanni are here in Lerman ( she
did them later in Italian) along with an
amazingly agile Jewel Song and charming numbers from Fra Diatxol and Der
\l'ihlschiita. There is also the nearly complete recording of Mozart's "Exsultate,
jubilate," perhaps the highlight of the
collection as she recorded electrically
only the Alleluia. But delightful as these
things arc, she took so happily to later
recording methods that her hest work
was done in the Thirties. One later sample is available in Hume's Critic's Choice,
the once very famous performance of
"Aus Liebe will stein lleiland sterben"
from Bach's St. Matthew Passion.
-Elisabeth Schumann: Hugo Wolf and
Richard Strauss Lieder. ANGEL COLH
102. $5.98.
-Famous Voices of the Past: Elisabeth
Schumann. Rococo 6. $5.95.
o

Terre, MAcCIE (1880Maggie Teyte has had at least three highly successful careers. After early studies
at the Royal College of Music and with
Jean dc Reszke, she made her debut as
Zerliva at eighteen in Monte Carlo. After
a couple of seasons with the Beecham
Opera Company she came to Chicago
where she remained three seasons. She
toured the country in concert, appearing
on occasion in joint recitals with the
great French tenor Edmond Clement,
then returned to England for further
operatic engagements. For a time she
dropped out of sight, but cane back
occasionally to appear in light opera in
Lonclon. At the end of World War 11 she
began to give recitals of French songs in
New York. At first the public was incredulous, for Teyte bad been so long
out of its consciousness that it thought of
her as belonging to the distant past. But
her triumph was complete: she became a
kind of high priestess of French song and
did yeoman's service in presenting much
of the literature unknown here. She also
took the occasion to appear with the City
Center Opera Company in her favorite
role of \télisande.

I-Itcti FIDELITY MAGAZINE

In her early clays Maggie Teyte recorded for Columbia and for Edison, but
even the best of what she slid then was
eclipsed 1w her later Decca and H\1VVictor discs. Her delightful Offenbach Mcssager Decca and her historic Debussy
recital with C )rtot at the piano, imported
here in the Thirties, did much to pave
the way for her return to the American
concert stage. The Debussy set has been
reissued, and it remains an important
document. As a young singer she had
the benefit of knowing and working with
the composer; there can he no doubt its
we hear her in the songs that she has
the most profound understanding and
sympathy with them. This recital is
coupled with a program of French songs
by Fauré, Emile l'aladilhe, and Reynaldo
Hahn which are vocally very beautiful.
"Si mes cers" was so identified with her
recitals and appearances on the air that
her singing of it became something of a
classic, though to my taste the sustained
Après tun rêve and L'heure exgnice, with
its lovely floated high tones, demonstrate
Teytc's artistry at its finest. To me her
treatment of Paladilhe's delicate Psyché
is a little too free though it has been
much admired. Fifty Years brings hack
a changing little Grétry air ( from Le
Tableau parlant) originally issued in a
set of classic French opera music. Teyte
is scheduled for inclusion in Angel's Great
Recordings of the Century.
-Maggie Teyte in French Art Songs.
RCA \Ruston LVT 1011. $4.98.

FOUR SOPRANOS of more recent vintage than most considered above have
lately appeared on the RCA Camden label. Rose Bampton, a former contralto
(leer first great success as the Rood Dove
in Schoenberg's Currelieder was formerly
available on an RCA Victor LP), does a
fine "O patria min" and " Vissi d'arte'
along with arias by Chuck, Mozart, Rossini, Massenet, and Verdi (CAL 293);
she is also represented by what is probably her best recording ( from La Damnation de Faust) in Fifty Years of Great
Operatic Singing. "O nettle mia" is repeated in Great Artists as their Best. The
coloratura records of \liliza Korjus made
a small sensation in the Thirties, and the
best of them -Adam's Variations and the
second Queen of the Night aria -arc still
impressive (CAL 279). The last named
may also be found in Great Artists at
their Best. Marjorie Lawrence, whose
promising career in opera was curtailed
by tragic illness, made a magnificent
Salome finale in French before her American debut. This and unusual songs by
Pfitzner, \Volf, and Strauss are followed
by three simple ballads sung with considerable tonal chant ( CAL 216 ). Bidíu
Sayao came to the Metropolitan in 1937
and remained until 1932. Shc first recorded for RCA Victor; an RCA Camden
recital (CAL 373) contains some attractive singing, though less mature than her
work on Columbia ML 3231. This latter
includes her famous Bachlanas Brasileiras
No. 5, a set of Brazilian folksnngs arranged by Ernati Braga, and five Puccini arias.
JULY

There are also a few important sopranos who, appearing only in miscellaneous programs, are given fair but
inadequate representation. The list, of
course, is by no means complete. Frances
Alda appears once in Fifty Years, joins
Caruso and Journet in the Lombardi trio
and the same artists with Josephine Jacoby in a quartet from Martha in the
Caruso Anthology. (The Lombardi trio is
omitted from the reissue, along with a
n
her of other items.) Florence Austral,
of the big, fruity Wagnerian voice, is in
Fifty Yeas. not with her hest recording.
Enuny Bcttendorf, in the early clays of
electrical recording n busy and very satisfactory artist, is in Eterna's Der fliegende
llollünder and Lnhengrin selections. Toti
dal \fonte. an admirable coloratura, sings
Nanetta's song from the last act of Faistaff in Humes Critic's Choice, and may
be expected to appear in Great Recordings of the Century. Hedwig von Debieka
made one of the great records, to be had
in Gluck Opera Recital. Emma Eames is
not tow happily clubbed ill Gulden Era of
Opera, but may be heard somewhat distantly in a thrilling scene from Tosca in
Echoes No. 2, actually recorded during
a performance at the Metropolitan in
January 1903. Olive Frentstad's Brünnhilde is sampled in Famous Records of
the Past, No. 3. The great song singer
Povla Frijsh gives us Randall Thompson's
Velvet Shoes in Hume's Critic's Choice.
Johanna Gadski may be heard in Echoes,
Nu. I and No. 2. Lucellc Korsuff. a Paris
celebrity fifty years ago, gives a brilliant
Huguenots air on Edison Originals. Nina
Koshetz. once high priestess of Russian
song, is in Fifty Years with a superb
Prince lgnr aria. Félia Litvinne, sister -inlaw of the De Reszkcs. may be heard in
the L. A/ricaine slumber song on Famous
Records of the Past, Nei. 8, and will probably be more fully represented in Great
Recordings of the Century. Maria de Mac chi, who made an historic failure at the
Metropolitan in 1902. sustains her imposing; Italian reputation in "Carta diva" on
Famous Voices of the Past. No. 4. Maria
\lichailosva was one of the finest and most
prolific of early recording artists, but she is
now scantily represented by a scene from
Faust with Ch:diapin in Chaliapin Sings
Again. Lillian Nordica, not too successful before the horn, made one brilliant
Hungarian aria which has been reissued
in Famous Records of the Past, No. 2;
also she comes more vividly to life in
Ecluiat, No. I and No. 2. Gabrielle Ritter- Ciampi's 11 Re Pastore aria was long
a classic. It may lm had in 3loxtirt Opera
Recital, and her "Sweet bird" (in French)
is in Handel Arias. Marcella Sembrich
appears several times in Fifty Years and
in both sets of Echoes. Luisa Tctrazzini
may be heard in a youthful ' _Ah, non
giuige (she made a better one later)
on Famous Records of the Past, No. 3.
She is another artist whom we may expect
to be presented in the Great Recordings
of the Century series.

R808 BWANA A
Recorded in Henry J. Kaiser's
Aluminum Donne, Honolulu,
Arthur Lyman's Hawaiian Village Group again captures the
exotic sounds of his No. 1 best
seller TABOO.
"The sound that named a company"
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7803 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California
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yet won't stretch or break on any machine!

DuPont has come a great boon to
serious tape' recordists- Tempered "Mylar "! This improved
base material is actually twice as strong as ordinary 1/2-mil
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PAUL AFFELDER

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3,
in E flat, Op. 55 ( "Eroica ")

Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Roult. cool.
VANGUAnn vRT 4003. 47 min.
$14.95.
Relaxed and spacious in outline and conception, this first Eroica on stereo compensates for a lack of any great excitement with a sense of nobility few conductors can surpass. Boult transmits what
Beethoven wrote -with simplicity and fidelity in terms of the temperament of a
British gentleman. It proves to 1w a not
unrewarding approach, making this in
most respects the best of his series.
This is also the lust recorded work of
the current Vanguard group. The bass
is clean right down to the bottom, the
top is adequate, and the reverberation
period of the hall does not muddy the
sound. Although not perfect, the balance
is satisfactory with all important detail
well separated. 'l'ue tape has a kw obvious right and left tricks, hut they are
inoffensive, and for the most part it seems
to give a natural likeness of its source.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7,
in A, Op. 92

Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Book. coud.
VANGUARD VRT 3020. 38 min. $11.95.
In tenns of performance, this is not up
to the Steinberg version. From the print
of view of recording, it offers big sound
in the soft focus of a large hall. If accuracy of execution is a factor, Boob
allows some moments of bad ensemble to
pass.
Nonetheless. at $3.00 less than its competition, this is not a bad buy, since it
misses the best features of the rival editions (in most cases) by a pretty narrow
margin. If you want an exciting Seventh,
recorded with nuuaimum clarity, get the
Steinberg. If less intensity, more resonant
soaks, and greater lyricism are appealing,
save $3.00 and buy this one. R.C.M.

SUZANNE BLOCH: Recital

Three Duets for Two Lutes: Le Rascignot; Drewries accordes; Flint Galion!.
JuLY 1958

R. D. DARRELL

ROLAND GELATT

Fouir Songs with Lute Accompaniment:
Si le parler; Blond est le filet

d'or; Beaux

yeux; Renée. Three Pieces for Virginal:
Byrd: Qui passe; Anon.: Prelude; Gibbons: prelude.
Suzann Bloch.
CoseenT HALL. EX 68. 18 min. $8.95.

The American daughter of the Swiss
composer has little real voice, and she is
by no means a virtuoso on either lute or
virginals. Yet as a kind of belated feminine troubadour she is a disarmingly engaging entertainer to whom we are indebted both for resurrecting this gracious old music itself and for reviving its
original manner of informal presentation.
Her present recital is by far the most
interesting suc lias yet recorded, ranging
from four Chansons. do Cour of the early
seventeenth century through three bustling Elizabethan keyboard miniatures to
three novel duets drawn from Jane Picker inge's Lute Book of Ißíß. Only the last
of these ( which arc of course dubbings )
are especially suited for stereo, which
otherwise adds little except seine slight
acoustical expansions of the overdose,
extremely crisp and bright recording; but
when the tape is reproduced at drastically
reduced volume levels, it brings Miss
Bloch and every detail of her music
right into our own family circle. R.D.D.

CIiARRIER: Bourrée fantasqueSec Ravel: Ma Mère l'Oye.

FALLA: Noches en los jardines de
España
Artur Rubinstein, piano; San Francisco
Symphony, Enrique Jorda, cond.
RCA

\'terno CCS

95.

22 -min.

$10.95.

This is another ease where a stereo tale
proves to Ix a great deal letter than the
monaural disc of the same recording.
1\loreover, hearing this music in stereo
convinces ale that it's one of those scores
so well suited to the medium that monaural competition has very little chance
against even a half -way good stereo
edition.
Happily this is a sensitive and evocative performance, less incisive than the
Soriano Argenta monaural version, but
idiomatic and appealing. \ \'hat really

:

ROBERT CITARLES MARSH

teins one over. however. is the lovely
coloring of sound that all but wraps one
in a hot Spanish night and spreads out
the distant picture of the Alhambra. The
quiet panorama effect and subtle presence of the Rubinstein piano are luth
good examples of the refinement stereo
makes possible.
R.C. \1.

FRESCOBALDI: Keyboard Works
Paul Wolfe, harpsichord.
EXPERIENCES ANONYMES EA 6022.

min.

46

$14.95.

I can scarcely recommend. except to passionate specialists, three of the historically
most famous works of Girolano Fresco baldi included here -the long (and, for
all the obvions zest of \Volfús performances, choppily episodic) Partite or series
of variations on the once- popular tunes
Ruggiero, Porno, and Atonic/nu. But happily this extensive collection includes also
some wholly delightful little dance pieces
( three gadliards and four correnti) and
the three wondrously intricate canzone
drawn from the revised collection of 1637.
The jubilant Canzona quarts in particular
is perhaps the finest of all available introductions to Frescobaldi; and in \Volfe's
contagiously enthusiastic performance,
gorgeously recorded (although the stereoism further enlargers his brilliant -toned
Pleyel instrument ), it is also clear proof
of the -new- excitements "old" Music can
R.D.D.
offer.

KHACi1.ATURIAN: Concerto
Piano caid Orchestra, in 7) flat

for

Leonard Pennario, piano; Concert Arts

Symphony Orchestra, Felix Slatkin,
cond.
CAI'rroL ZF 52.

36 min.

$14.95.

The monaural version of Peunario's superb interpretation (Capitol P 8349) -a
splendid blend of power, brilliance, lyricism, and thoughtful phrasing -has very
goal sound. it is eclipsed, however, by
this two-channel treatment, where tic already clear -eat definition and presence
are further enhanced. Brasses, violins, and
bass clarinet are the chief beneficiaries of
the sonic expansion, while the soloist is
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off beautifully at stage center. The
heavy orchestral tuttis, of which there are
many in this concerto, take on a greater
transparency and tonal depth, too, in pas sages that are well -nigh impossible for
any conventional LP to handle with complete fidelity. Without exhibitionism performers and engineers alike have turned
out a shining example of just how excitP.A,
ingly realistic stereo can bc.

set

(in all save its sentimentalized middle
section) Chabrier Bourrée in the familiar
Matti orchestration. 'l'he stereo recording
too ranks among Mercury's finest achievements, even succeeding for once- thanks
in large part to the glowing musical textures themselves -in disguising the innate
acoustical aridity of the Ford Auditorium.
R.D.D.
SPOiiR: Nonet fn F, Op. 31

MENDELSSOHN: A Midsummer
Night's Dream: Incidental Music:
Overture; Scherzo; Intermezzo; Noc-

turne
Philadelphia Orchestra,
mandy, cond.
COLD \tiuA

HMB

16.

26

Eugene
'

.

Or-

$11.95.

For the monaural edition Columbia apparantly failed to do \well by what is,
in fact, a good master. Heard on stereo
this emerges as a winning replica of the
famed Philadelphia tone. projecting Or'handy readings that are fresh and simple. Textures here are light, tempos
crisp, and the many fine tunes and lovely
phrases get spun out with the right
blend of atmosphere and verve. It makes
for an unusually' enjoyable reel, with the
stereo effects expertly achieved. R.C.M.

MOZART: Quintet for Horn and
Strings, in E flat, K. 407; Quartet for
Oboe and Strings, in F, K. 370
John Barrows, hone Ray Still, oboe;
Members of the Fine Arts Quartet.
33 min. $11.95.
COKCF.I%TAPRS 24 -10.

the stereo cartridge
by the makers of

MIRACORD XS -200
STEREOTWIN 200 will help you
achieve stereo sound like none you
have ever heard before! It is unquestionably as perfectly designed and
engineered as a cartridge can be
recognized by the experts in the market as the finest cartridge for Stereo

...

discs! Perfect for monaural, too!
SPECIFICATIONS: Variable reluctance

cartridge
recommended tracking
pressure Irons 4 to 6 grams
has .7
mil diamond stylus transient response
within 2 db from 20 to 20,000 cps.
no
magnetic pall
instant stylus replace.
must
Ills all standard lone arms
perfect shielding eliminates hum
problem
very simple to install.
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RAVEL: Ma Mare
(Chabrier: Bourrée fantasque
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Paul Paray,
rand.
MERCURY MS 5 -22.

W

FAR

AHEAD) THE FINEST

A railable at selected dealers.

me Broadway,

New Yetk 12,

WORTH 6 -0000

21 min.

$8.95.

BY FAR

AUDIOGERSH CORP.
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These two extraordinarily endearing Mozartcan geins are reprtxluced here not
only with much of the haunting enchantment characteristic of the best single channel recordings, but in addition with
a sonic radiance and breezy airiness
unique to stereo -and here the french
]corn, in particular, finally is able to soar
and reëcho with the full freedom of its
cors -ale- chaste ancestors.
Interpretatively these performances are
both a shade too romantic for my personal taste; the upper string registers tend
to thin out, and the oboe -for all its piquancy-is ahnost too "fat" and sweet
tonally. Yet in such exquisitely blended
and spaciously dimensioned stercoism,
they ( the jauntily blustering horn quintet
above all) imperiously exorcize all carping criticism and insist on being heard
and reheard for sheer relish of magical
music.
R.D.D.

N.Y.

'lise ineffably tender Ahsllser Goose Suite
was well clone ill Louis Martin's stereo
version for Concert Hall (HS 24), hat
not with the orchestral finesse, wanulh,
and translucency that Paray and the Detroit Symphony bring to it Itere. And
for a contrasting encore they add a superbly vibrant and zestfully rhytluned

Leonard Sorkin, violin; irving linter, viola; George Sopkin, cello; Harold Siegel,
double bass; Samuel Baron, flute; Jerome
Roth, oboe; David Glazer. clarinet; Bernard Garfield, bassoon; John Barrows,
horn.
CoxceulrAPEs 24 -9. 31 min. $11.95.
To hear a composition such as this spread
across the end of one's living room imparts a wonderful feeling of presence, almost of participation. 'ads early Romantic, quasi Schnlsertiuu nonet by the prolific Ludwig Spxshr employs the instntments colorfully in solos and ensembles,
and they are played with tonal and interpretative polish. though a lighter touch
here and there would have been beneficial. Strings are placed at the left mud
winds at the center and right. \licrophones are fairly close in a rather resonant studio, but balance and over -all enP.A.
semble arc excellent.

STRAUSS, RICHARD: Der Rosen kaealier, Op. 59: Suite (arr. Dorati)

\linneaptslis Symphony Orchestra, Antal
Dorati, cond.
23 min. $9.95.
?vlusc :uiY MAS 5 -23.
Dorati's symphonic synthesis of this captivating score differs considerably from
other so-called Rosenkacalier suites. After
making short shrift of the opening act
by playing only. the Prelude, he moves
right on to the Presentation of the Silver
Rose and the succeeding Octavian -Sophie
duct in Act II, then on to the Act Ill
Prelude. He harks back to a bit of Ochs's
music and waltz at the end of Act II,
moving forward again to present the
glorious Trio and about half of the ensuing Duct at the close of Act 111, returning to Ochs's boisterous wahz- tempo exit
earlier in that act to round off the suite
on a jubilant note. How marvelous this
all sounds in stereo! Mercury's three -track
recording technique really spreads the
music evenly and directionally across the
aural stage with absolutely no "holes"
and with every instntment projected
cleanly and naturally in a \vide tonal and
volume range. A truly superior tape of
some truly miraculous music. tastefully arP.A.
ranged and vibrantly performed.

STRAVINSKY: Fire

Bird: Suite;

Pétrouchka: Suite
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Leopold
Stokowski, cond.
CArrroL "LE 49. 38 nain. $14.95.
Most of my criticisms of the monaural

Continued on page 76
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Great moments last through the years
when you record on tapes of Du Pont Mylar®
Your favorite performances of classical music and jazz and treasured
"family albums" sound vibrant and new through the years on trouble free tapes of Du Pont "Mylar "* polyester film.
Here's why: Tapes of "Mylar" can not dry out or become brittle with
age ... offer an extra safety margin against stretching ... are unaffected
by changes in temperature and humidity. What's more, you get 50%
or more longer playing time plus superior performance. So next time you
buy, be sure to ask your dealer for your favorite brand of tape-make
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version of these two suites (Capitol PAO
8407) still hold. Stereo can't cover up
the tentative approach of the nutsichms
or the wrong notes, and it only serves to
emphasize the excessive hall resonance
which diffuses so much of the music. Furthermore, the tape version reveals that
microphones are moderately distant from
the orchestra, a factor which also produces
adverse effects. Balance seems to be improved, especially in the finale of the
Fire Bird Suite, where the horns no longer
obtrude. For Stokowski, however, this remains a pretty tame effort, and leaves his
reading about on an unexciting par with
that of Horenstein for Phonotapes (which
R. D. Darrell has praised but which I
find a very pedestrian interpretation ). On
the whole, the Pétrouchka Suite fares
better here than it did on LP, but Stokowski's interpretation is too cautious for
P.A.
my taste.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.
5, in E minor, Op. 84
Mannheim National Symphony, Herbert
Albert, cond.
LIr9VG8TON 4001 K. 49 min. $17.95.
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Albert gives the symphony a rather
heavy Teutonic reading, though everything is set forth with utmost clarity. The
orchestra sounds like a highly accomplished, sonorous, and homogeneous ensemble. Strings are particularly mellow,
and brasses are sure and powerful without penetrating too sharply. The music
manages to come across with power and
conviction, thanks largely to the tonal
mounds that are built up and well conveyed by the stereo reproduction. The
upper frequencies, however, are slightly
weak and occasionally a bit distorted,
and there scene to he some problems of
microphone placement. in certain passages, especially in the two middle
Movements, violas, cellos, and a few of
the wind soloists appear to be almost on
top of the right -hand microphone, whereas first and second violins, covered by
the microphone at the left, emerge with
more concert -hall perspective. The overall balance is more equitable in the
P.A.
two end movements.

WAGNER: "The Sound of Wag-

TAPE SPLICERS
S

x Models from 1.75 to 55.00

ROBINS GIBSON GIRL tape splicers
SPLICES
assure you of PROFESSIONAL
the accepted
IN SECONDS! They are
of the professional and indus-

standard
trial users of recording tape because
of their ease and reliability of
of workoperation and high standards
cut
manship. The only splicers which
and tape
and trim the splicing tape
trim cut,
edges with an Indented
THE
making THE SPLICE WITH
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Lohengrin: Prelude to Act III; Die Wedhare: Prelude to Act ill; Magic Fire
Music; Die Meistersinger: Dance of the
Apprentices; Procession of the Meistersingers; Giittcrdiimuerung: Siegfried's
Funeral Music; Tannlliruscr: Overture
(Dresde.0 Version).

Concert Arts Symphony Orchestra, Erich
Lcinsdorf, coed.
CAPITOL ZF 37. 44 min. $14.95.

AT DEALERS EVERYWHERE
Write for FREE Catalog of ROBINS'

This tape is as convincing an argument
for stereo as one can hear. Monaurally,

Phono sad Tape Accessories!

on

ROBINS
INDUSTRIES CORP.
FLUSHING 54

NEW YORK

l'AO 8411, these recordings gave the
effect of a first class pickup orchestra
under one of the most durable and authoritative Wagnerians of the day. Stereophonically, this tape communicates
with startling dimensionality and strength
the multihued opulence of Wagner's or-
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chestrations. With such robust choirs of
brass, winds, and strings bursting into
your listening space the effect can be
just a little overwhelming.
Performances are excellent, with special praise for the Wnikiire cuttings,
which follow the operatic score and
provide more than the usual Wnikiirenritt and Feuerzauber, here linked by a
clever bridge passage.
Unless you have exactly matched
stereo speakers, the right channel of the
tape should go to the one best fitted to
R.C.M.
carry the heavy brass.

More Briefly Noted
Band of the Coldstream Guards.
RCA Victor BPS 112, 19 min., $8.95.
úMajor Douglas A. Pope's British accents
lend unaccustomed piquancy to Anchors

Aweigh and National Emblem, but he
seems more at home in his European se-

lections and most zestful in his A Frnngesa and Cobenhacner marches. And
surely the famous band itself never has
been heard off its own parade grounds
with minore authentic sonorities and spacious acoustics.
Banda do Aviación Española: "Viva
Espana. Vol. 1." Montilla F\('l' 1004,
30 min., $11.95.
The Spanish bandsmen. under Manuel
Gomez de Arriba, are uninhibitedly dramatic and even sound at times as if they
were not unaccustomed to performing in
dance halls. At any rate. they bring verve
as well as some overarch mannerisms to
mostly familiar zarzucla intermezzos by
Ginrénez, Luna, Chapi, anti Breton.
Strongly marked stercoism and reverberate further enhance the crisp percussion
playing and the uncommonly Clark yet
glorying tone colors of the brass anti recd
choirs.

"Burlesque Uncensored." Cook 1071
ST, 33 min., $12.95.
A sure cure for regrets either at missing
the original LI' release of this loving documentary or at the passing of at great institution itself. The weary barker Spiels
and heavy-handed orchestral accompaniments to unseen bumps and grinds barely
stir the (lust on burlycuc s grave, while
stereo can bring no new breath of life to
the proceedings. if Emory tropes to commemorate the burlesque era adequately.
he'll have to wait for the perfecting of
video tape.

"Duelin

Demon

Drums."

Ccm-

certapes 512, 5 -in., 15 min., $7.95.
Whatever Tanganyika and Chippewa
tribesmen might think of the authenticity
of these evocations of African and Indium
musical rites, they undoubtedly would
respect the drummers' virtuosity and pxrbaps relish most of all the here-incongruous jazzy- and martial interpolations. Sheer
sound and stereo fanciers will find only
acute delight in the responsive clattering,
jingling, and banging solidly captured in
the uncommonly brilliant recording.

Eastman-Rochester Symphony

Or-
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chestra: "Fiesta in Hi -FL" Mercury
MAS 5 -28, 24 min., $9.95.
A slightly

abbreviated taping of the sensationally recorded American showpiece
program by Howard Hanson, in which
McBride's Mexican Rhaipsody and the
"Shivarce" only from Mitchell's Kentucky
:Mountain Portraits arc little more, if certainly no less, impressive than in the LP
versions (MG 50I34), but where the
Respighian climax of Ron Nelson's highpowered Swance Ricer holiday does succeed in demonstrating the transcendent
powers of stereo.

Fletcher Henderson

All

Stars: "The

Big Reunion, Part 1." Concert Hall
DX 71, 12 min., $6.95.

The late great Fletcher's own big band
arrangement is used in King Potter Stomp,
with many of his sidemen led by Rex
Stewart displaying their old youthful fire
and drive in pronounced and dramatically effective stereoisn. The only other
selection taped lucre from the longer program osa the Jazztone LP, J 1285, is the
Casey Slew improvisation, sparked by
guitarist Al Casey, and featuring an exuberant solo (among many others) by
Coleman Hawkins.

'Inside Polka." Stcreotapo ST 12,

29 min $11.95.
The ensemble heard here is obviously
small but no less obviously skillful -one
which whizzes and clatters its wiry with
immense gusto through a long twelve -item
program topped by the particularly catchy
Petite Polka Parisienne, Petgantal, and
Bell polkas. Lots of fun, mercifully not
too much accordion, and very glittering
dry recording.

"Jazz Erotica." HiFiTape R (304,
42 min., $12,95.
Don't let the title and cover -pirmp fool
you: the long ten -item program led here
by saxophonist Richic K:unuca is much too
cool and vivacious for smoochcrs. Except
for a couple of slower pieces, the reel
brims with nervous vitality, most zestfully
of all in Angel Eyes, Linger Awhile, Indiana, and 1V<q/ Down Under. At their
best the imaginative arrangements capitalize deftly on the interplays possible
between the two well -differentiated recording channels.
Elsa Lanchester: "Songs for a
Smoke-Filled Room." HiFiTape R 405,
4:2 min., $12.95.
As Charles Laughton concedes, in his
amusing ( and admirably pointed) commentary, his wife is a chanteuse rather
than singer, hut no devotee of the incomparable Elsa will want to miss the
disarming divertissements and all- but -visible mugging here. Most of the materials
are pretty thin stuff apart from their
mildly risqué inmplications; but the tragic
ballads, The Ratcatclurr's Daughter and
Please Sell No More Drink to My Father,
use in themselves well worth the price of
admission.
Liszt: Les Préludes. WestminsterSonotape SWB 7037, 15 min., $6.95.

Jut

1Vcaring the Vienna State Opera Orchestra colors and with Scherchen up, this
war horse runs a typical Silky Sullivan
race: deliberately curbed into slow motion at- the start; and in the backstretch,
masterfully spurred to a driving finish. A
masterpiece of technical handling, but unhappily there's no payoff.

Jay Norman: "88 x 2." Concertapcs
511, 5 -in., 16 min., $7.95.
Gleamingly recorded, briskly straightforward playing, genuine expressiveness
without sentimentality (even in Over the
Rainbow and ;111 tae Things You Are),
and above all toe -tickling lilt in Vienna,
City of lily Dreams. Hardly true stereo,
there are some effective charnel- responsive passages here and enough blending
to avoid excessive separation.
"Swing for Dancing in Stereo."
Omegatape ST 53, 19 min., $8.95.
Five standards by Hans flagen s Hollywood Radio City Orchestra, brightly and
boldly played in Warren Baker's rather
mannered arrangements, but notable even
in these clays for the clarity, authenticity,
and brilliance of the stereo recording.

Fred Waring. "All Through the
Night," Capitol ZC 44, 34 min., $11.95.
Stereo supplies the out -of -doors acoustics
and the Pennsylvanians supply the old tinie Sumner sent' 'nt; the »ostalgie listener need supply only his own horsehair
sofa Or hammock. The treatment of the
old and new favorites (front Greens/ecces
and Tennessee Waltz to Autumn Leaves)
is strictly glee -club schmaltz, but of the
purest grade, except for a lamentable attempt to "jazz up" Contití Through the
Rye; and the ingratiating recording is
marred only by the excessively close miking of the soloists.
George Wettling: "Windy City
Seven." Stere -o -Craft TN 107, 24 min.,

who said all brands
of recording tape
are alike?

Irish

ferto- sheen

(-

Available wherever quality tape is sold.

WITH

Sonotone®
STEREO
PHONO CARTRIDGES

$ 10.95.

Drummer Wettling is a well -known veteran. but I had never credited him before
with such sensitive feeling and imaginative tonal coloring as he elicits here in performances of seven mostly jazz standards
which at their best (as in Four or Five
Times, bloritat, and I Found a New
Baby) happily reconcile olcltime heat and
rambunctiousness with modern resilience
and grace. The recording too is an admirable compromise between the extremes of
stereo- channel blending and differentia-

you can
hear the

difference

tion.
Griff Williams: "We Could Have
Danced All Night." Mercury MVS 2 -24,
18 min., $7.95.
If 1 could dance at all, T certainly would
to Griff Williams orchestra, which commands the rare secrets of achieving orthodoxy without wittiness, romanticism
without sentimentality, and lilt without
rhythmic vehemence. This is all straight
ballroom fare, but endowed with genuine
distinction both by its tastefulness and the
beautifully warm and spacious stereo reR.D.D.
cording.

When you buy or modernize
your record player, insist
on Sonotone Ceramic

Phonograph Cartridges

77
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Recommended stylus force: 2 to 4 grams. Price: $39.50. MANUFACTURER: Electro Sonic laboratories, Inc., 35 -54 36th St., Long Island

TESTED IN THE HOME

City 6, N. Y.

Continued f rom page 80
tion of needing it. AM sound from the 300 was as clean
as our local transmissions permitted. Sensitivity was moderately high, and hum on both AM and FM was com-

pletely inaudible.
There are two output connections, for a tape recorder
and main amplifier at high and low impedance respectively, and a third output is provided for connection to a
multiplexed stereo attachment.
One of the very few stereophonic hmers available, the
3 :30 -C has separate controls and separate outputs for its
AM and FM channels, as well as a multiplex FM output.
There are four output receptacles, one for feeding a highimpedance signal to a tape recorder, and three low -impedance outputs to the main system and to the stereo
system. The main output is coupled to a front -panel
control which, in three of its positions, selects different
AM bandwidths (for increasing or decreasing selectivity).
In its fourth position, this switch disconnects the AM
tuner from the main output and connects the FM hirer
to it. Thus, the main channel will serve for FM or AM,
as selected, while the stereo outputs (which are permanently connected to the FM and AM timers) may be
used simultaneously for reception of FM -AM stereophony.
Like its predecessor the 330 -13, Scott's 330 -C is highly
sensitive on both channels, and is capable of producing
one of the cleanest and most transparent FM signals I
have heard for a long time. Its AM sound is quite similar

The 830-C stereo

titer has separate FM and AM sections.

to that of the 300, which is to say that it is cleaner than
are most AM broadcasts themselves. This tuner is a superb
performer in all respects, and is hard to find any fault
with at all. -J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Sharp, stable tuning makes it possible
weak stations that are closely adjacent to strong ones
something that it is impossible to do with AFC. All of our tuners include
AGC (Automatic Gain Control) to prevent overload on strong local
stations.
The 330 series tuners were the first successful stereophonic tuners.
The AM on the 330-C is, we believe, the best of any tuner available
and is even better than the 300, although the difference may not be
apparent except on very high -quality AM transmissions.
Incidentally, oll of our FM sensitivity ratings are for the standard
300 -ohm antenna input impedance, so these ratings should be divided
by two in order to obtain equivalent 72 -ohm ratings.

-

to receive

ESL C -60

Cartridge

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer); a moving -coil magnetic
pickup cartridge. Frequency responsa: ±1 db, 18 to 20,000 cps.
Lateral compliance: 6.9 x 10 "" cm /dyne. Output: 10 my C recorded
velocity of 10 cm /sec. Resistive termination: 1,000 to 500,300 ohms.

S2

Aside from their excellent performance capabilities, previous ESL pickup models had several characteristics which
were at once advantageous and disadvantageous to their
use in a typical home music system. Their very low output impedance made them insensitive to the value of resistive loading and permitted their use with very long
interconnecting cables, but their concomitantly low output
voltage was insufficient to drive adequately many control

ESL's C -60 moving-coil
cartridge has late itnpedonce and high output.

preamplifiers. Consequently they often had to be used
with a step -up transformer which was a potential source
of hum and which, according to many users, sacrificed
some of the pickup's inherent quality. Also, the relative
fragility of the better ESL pickups made them unsuitable
for use in record changers.
The new ESL C -60 has retained all of the advantages
of the Concert and Professional cartridges (including performance specifications, which are identical), but it has
been ruggedized and its higher output -10 millivolts, as
compared with 2 millivolts from the earlier models -is more
than enough to drive an average preamplifier to a noise free operating level without the assistance of an input
transformer. Yet the C -60 :s output impedance is still low
enough to permit the use of up to about 15 feet of inter connecting cable without audible sonic deterioration.
When installed in a high- quality arm. and tracked at
4 grams of force, the ESL C -60's sound was similar to
that of the Professional cartridge without its transformer,
and noticeably superior to the Professional with its transformer. The C -60 tracked very loudly recorded passages
without a hint of strain and, although its vertical compliance may not be high enough to permit wear-free playing of West-ex 45 :45 stereo discs, it is high enough to
reduce needle talk from monaural discs almost to the point
of complete inaudibility.
The C -60's over-all cleanness and balance was very
similar to that from live tapes played on a professional
recorder, except for a slight rise in response between about
7,000 and 12.000 cycles. Its sound, consequently, has
some of the brisk quality of the Professional and Concert
cartridges, although to a markedly lesser degree.
All in all, an excellent cartridge for use with any top quality system which does not in itself exhibit a mildly
rising high- frequency response.- J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The vertical compliance of th, ESL
C -60 pickup is 1.5 x 10r' cm /dyne over a distance of .030 in. This vertical
compliance is olmost the some as the lateral compliance of one widely sold stereo cartridge. The C60 can be used on any record without fear
of damage.
Exception must be taken to the last two paragraphs. Discontinuities
in the frequency response curve that aro not observed by other researchers are almost always traceable to the test record. Also, there
ore very few top.quality wide -range loudspeakers which do not have
a rising high -frequency response, particularly at frequencies above
10,000 cycles. Most good systems come equipped with balancing controls
to equalize properly the highfrequency response of the entire installation.
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chestra: "Fiesta in Hi -Fi." Mercury
MAS 5-28, 24 min., $9.95.

abbreviated taping of the sensationally recorded American showpiece
prowam by Howard Hanson, in which
\lcBride's Mexican Rhapsody and the
"Shivaree" only from Mitchell's Kentucky
Mountain Portraits are little more, if certainly no less, impressive than in the LP
versions (MC 50134), but where the
Respighian climax of Ron Nelson's highpowered Swanee River Holiday does succeed in demonstrating the transcendent
powers of stereo.
A slightly

Fletcher Henderson All Stars: "The
1." Concert Hall

Big Reunion, Part

DX 71, 12 min., $6.95.
The late great Fletcher's own big band
arrangement is used in King Porter Stomp,
with many of his sidemen led by Rex
Stewart displaying their old youthful fire
and drive in pronounced and dramatically effective stereoism. The only other
selection taped here from the longer program on the Jm'2tone LP, J 1285, is the
Casey Stew improvisation, sparked by
guitarist AI Casey, and featuring an exuberant solo (among many others) by
Coleman Hawkins.

"Inside Polka." Stereotape ST 12,
29 min., $11.95.

The ensemble heard here is obviously
small but no less obviously skillful -one
which whizzes and clatters its way with
immense gusto through a long twelve -item
program topped by the particularly catchy
Petite Polka Parisienne, Paganlai, and
Bell polkas. Lots of fun, mercifully not
too much accordion, and very glittering
dry recording.
"Jazz Erotica." HiFiTape R 604,
42 min., $12.95.
Don't let the title and cover -pinup fool
you: the long ten -item program led here
by saxophonist Richie Kamuca is much too
cool and vivacious for smoochers. Except
for a couple of slower pieces, the reel
brims with nervous vitality, most zestfully
of all in Angel Eyes, Linger Awhile, Indiana, and Way Down Under. At their
best the imaginative arrangements capitalize deftly on the interplays possible
between the two well -differentiated recording channels.
Elsa Lanchestcr: "Songs for a
Smoke- Filled Room." HiFiTape R 405,
42 min., $12.95.
As Charles Laughton concedes, in his
amusing (and admirably pointed ) commentary, his wife is a chanteuse rather
than singer, but no devotee of the incomparable Elsa will want to miss the
disarming divertissements and all- but -visible mugging here. Most of the materials
are pretty thin stuff apart from their
mildly risqué implica:ions; hut the tragic

ballads, The Ratcatchers Daughter and
Please Sell No More Drink to My Father,
are in themselves well worth the price of
admission.
Liszt: Les Préludes. Westminster Sonotape SWB 7037, 15 min., $6.95.

Wearing the Vienna State Opera Orchestra colors and with Scherchen up, this
war horse ruas a typical Silky Sullivan
race: deliberately curbed into slow motion at the start; and in the backstretch,
masterfully spurred to a driving finish. A
masterpiece of technical handling, but unhappily there's no payoff.

who said all brands
of recording tape
are alike?

Jay Norman: "88 x 2." Concertapes
511, 5-in., 16 min., $7.95.
Gleamingly recorded, briskly straightforward playing, genuine expressiveness
without sentimentality (even in Over the
Rainbow and All the Things You Are),
and above all toe- tickling lilt in Vienna,
City of My Dreams. Hardly true stereo,
there are some effective channel-responsive passages here and enough blending
to avoid excessive separation.
"Swing for Dancing in Stereo."
Omegatape S'l' 53, 19 min., $8.95.
Five standards by Hans Hagen's i- follywood Radio City Orchestra, brightly and
boldly played in Warren Baker's rather
mannered arrangements, but notable even
in these days for the clarity, authenticity,
and brilliance of the stereo recording.

obviously someone
who has not
tried

Irish
BRAND

Fred Waring. "All Through the
Night." Capitol ZC 44, 34 min., $11.95.
Stereo supplies the out -of-doors acoustics
and the Pennsylvanians supply the oldtime summer sentiment; the nostalgic listener need supply only his own horsehair
sofa or hammock. The treatment of the
old and new favorites (from Creenrleevcs
and Tennessee Waltz to Autumn Leaves)
is strictly glee-chub schmaltz, but of the
purest grade, except for a lamentable attempt to "jazz up" ComBi Through the
Rye; and the ingratiating recording is
marred only by the excessively close miking of the soloists.

George Welding: "Windy City
Seven." Stcre -o -Craft TN 107, 24 min.,
$10.95.
Drummer Vettling is a well -known veteran, but I had never credited hint before
with such sensitive feeling and imaginative tonal coloring as he elicits here in performances of seven mostly jazz standards
which at their best (as in Four or Five
Times, Morita, and f Found a New
Baby) happily reconcile oldtimc beat and
rambunctiousness with modern resilience
and grace. The recording too is an admirable compromise between the extremes of
stereo-channel blending and differentiation.
Griff Williams: "We Could Have
Danced All Night." Mercury lalVS 2-24,
18 min., $7.95.
If t could dance at a11, i certainly would
to Grill Williams' orchestra, which commands the rare secrets of achieving orthodoxy without corniness, rornanticlslír
without sentimentality, and lilt without
rhythmic vehemence. This is all straight
ballroom fare, but endowed with genuine
distinction both by its tastefulness and the
beautifully warm and spacious stereo reR.D.D.
cording.
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When you buy or modernize
your record player, insist
on Sonotone Ceramic
Phonograph Cartridges
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A TRIO MATCHED FOR

MUSIC/In this

B -302A, as in all

Bozak Speaker Systems, the three basic

Bozaks speak with a single voice /assemble them in a sturdy infinite baffle

- power them with

the finest associated equipment -add more of them at any time to extend bass -range, power
and realism / for the very best in sound, see a franchised Bozak dealer
THE R. T. BOZAK SALES COMPANY /Darien,

Connecticut

tested in the Rome
Equipment reports appearing in this section are prepared by members of Bum 1'eno-srTi's staff, on the basic of actual use in
conjunction with a home music system, and the resulting evaluations of equipment are expressed as the opinions of the reviewer
only. Reports are usually restricted to items of general interest, and no attempt is made to report on items that are obviously
not designed for high -fidelity applications. Each report is .sent to the manufacturer before publication; he is free to correct
the specifications paragraph, to add a continent at the end of the report, ar to request that it be deferred (pending changes
in his product), or not be published. Ile may not, however. change the report. Failure of a new product to appear an T1TIl may mean
either that it has not been submitted for review, or that it was submittal out was found to be unsatisfactory. These reports may
not be quoted or reproduced, in part or in whole, for and purpose whatsoever, without written permission from the publisher.

Lafayette PK -225 Transcription Turntable
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): o three -speed Transcription turntable with hysteresis synchronous drive motor. Speeds:
78, 45, 33.3 rpm. Wow and flutter: less than 0.2 %. Rumble: 50 db
below average recording level. Turntable: 4 lb. machined aluminum,
on single ballIhrust bearing. Smooth, soft rubber turntable mat. Dimensions: 15 in. long by 121 wide, over-all; VA in. required beneath
top of motor board. Price: S64.50. DISTRIBUTOR: Lafayette Radio,
165 -08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.

This is another Japanese product made for exclusive
U. S. distribution through Lafayette Radio. It is a three speed transcription turntable with idler drive and, to quote
the manufacturer's literature, a "true hysteresis-synchronous motor." This is probably to distinguish it from a socalled salient -pole motor, which is synchronous but has
less satisfactory instantaneous speed char ctetistics.
The PK -225 is ruggedly constructed on a ribbed cast
metal base plate, and appears to be very durable. The
workmanship of the entire assembly is excellent -all parts
are snugly assembled, and the drive system looks and feels
solid and positive.
Our sample unit, when delivered, produced some softly
audible rumble at all speeds. This was traced to acemmilations of dust on the drive idlers; cleaning these with a
cloth saturated with alcohol dropped the nimble to below
that in all of the records that I listened to. There are a
few turntables with lower rumble than the PK -225 hut,
as far as 1 um concerned, if turntable nimble is below
record rumble, it doesn't matter how far below it is. Suf

Correction, Please . . .
The Bogen ST -10 Stereo Tape Adapter which was reported in the May 1958 TITH section was incorrectly
listed as the Bogen ST -10 Stereo Tape Recorder. Our
apologies to the David Bogen Company and to any
readers who may have done a double -take.
JULY 1958

lice it to say that rumble from our sample PK-225 was

negligible.
Speed regulation was excellent. No ssosv or flutter was
audible on any kind of musical material, including sustained piano chords. Checks with a stroboscope disc indi-

í

411147yThe Lafayette PK-225 three -speed turntable.

cated that, at all speed selector settings, the PK -225 was
precisely on speed, and maintained this speed under the
heaviest loads that would ever be imposed by a playback
pickup. Magnetic tuns radiation from the motor was very
low -low enough to permit hems -free operation of any bitt
the most susceptible magnetic pickups -and the drive motor was still running cool even after several hours of continuous operation.
There is no necessity for qualifying this turntable with
Continued on nect page

î0

TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from preceding page
an "at the price" reservation; it would be an excellent

buy at a much higher price.- J.G.H.

MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT; A new four -speed model, designated
the PK -245, is now available. This unit has the same rigid specifications
and excellence of performance os its predecessor; the only difference is
that the PK -245 will also accommodate 16.7 -rpm discs.

Lowther Acousta Speaker System
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a single -cone, triple.
element wide -range 7 -inch speaker installed in a 6 -foot folded rear loaded horn enclosure. Impedances 16 ohms. Power rating: 6 watts
continuous, 60 watts peak. Flux density: 17,500 gauss. Total flux:
196,000 Maxwells. Efficiency: 20%. Dimensions: 34 in. high by 181
wide by 17 deep, over -all. Price: $225. DISTRIBUTOR: tectronics,
City Line Center, Philadelphia 31, Pa.

Lowther Manufacturing Company, a British concern, specializes in the design of cone -type loudspeakers intended

radiator, and its over -all sound has that quality which is
immediately recognizable by anyone who is familiar uvith
"the Lowther top." Highs are excellently distributed, and
sound smooth and sweet, with a mildly zippy quality
that reflects a slight rise in output from 7,000 to around
12,000 cycles.
Middles are very cleanly and naturally reproduced, and
bass is full and nicely balanced but rather fluffy. The
useful lower limit of the system was judged to be a little
below 50 cycles, and there was no audible doubling or
tripling at any low frequencies.
The Acousta has much the same sonic flavor as have
other Lowther systems. so it should appeal strongly to
listeners who liked the Brocincr- Lowthcr Model 4 but
were not attracted by its price.- J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The Acousta offers world -famous
"lowther sound" in o modestly sized and modestly priced unit. It is
ideally suited to stereo applications because of its wide high -frequency distribution and its absence of crossover (i.e., phase) distortion,
both of which contribute to its clean and natural sound.
The Acousta's over -all clarity Is the result of its highly efficient
magnet system, its small cone size, and its horn-loaded enclosure. As
the result of 25 years of research, Lowther hos concluded that a small,
light cone produces less breakup and better transient response thon
does o larger, heavy cone. Horn loading reduces bass distortion and
increases efficiency to the point where the system can hondle wide
dynamic range and intense boss signals without overload, and can be
driven to high listening levels by an amplifier of low or moderate
power capability.
Indeed, the Acousta represents a bask improvement on the famous
Brociner -lowther horn -loaded systems that set musical standards of an
earlier doy.

Scott 300 and 330 -C Tuners
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Model 300- AM-FM
tuner. FM sensitivity: 3 pv for 20 db quieting. AM 10 -kc whistle
filter. Controls: function selector (FM, AM NORMAL, AM WIDE, FM,
AC OFF); tuning; output level. Outputs: low impedance to main amplifier; high impedance to tape recorder. Tuning indicator. Dimensions:
151 in. wide by 5 high by 121 deep. Price: 5159.95; $167.95 on
West Coast. Model 330-C- AM -FM stereophonic tuner. FM sensitivity: 2 pv for 20 db quieting. AM 10 -kc whistle filter. Controls: AM
tuning; AM bond -width (WIDE RANGE, broad; NORMAL, medium;
DISTANCE, narrow); tuning meter switch (AM, FM); AC power; FM tuning; AM level; FM level. Outputs: three at low impedance to main amplifier, one for FM or AM (selected by function switch), one for FM only,
one for AM only; one at high impedance to tope recorder. Tuning
meter. Dimensions: 151 in. wide by 5 high by 121 deep. Price:
$224.95; $236.20 on West Coast. MANUFACTURER: H. H. Scott, Inc.,
111 Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass.

The Acousta rear horn-loaded speaker system.

specifically for use in horn enclosures. As such, all Lowther
speakers (all that I have encountered, anyway) have
small, rugged cones, comparatively massive magnets, and
extremely narrow magnet gaps. The very narrow gap
makes precise centering of the cone extremely important,
and for this reason the drivers are equipped with adjustment facilities to enable reccntering of units whose magnet gaps become jarred off -center during shipment.
The Lowther PM -6, which serves as the driver speaker
in the Acousta system, is a 7-inch unit with a handmade
paper cone, a smaller "whizzer" cone at the apex of the
main cone, and a lighter magnet assembly than we are
accustomed to seeing on Lowther speakers. The Acousta
enclosure is a folded rear -loaded horn designed for corner
or flat -wall placement. The speaker is mounted flush with
the front of the enclosure, and acts as a direct radiator at
all frequencies down to about 200 cycles. below which
frequency the folded rear horn takes over.
The Acousta's efficiency is unusually high for a direct
SO

The Model 300 tuner is a straightforward, nongimmicked
A\1 -F \I unit of quite high sensitivity and low distortion.
On F \1, its sensitivity is adequate for all but deep
fringe -area reception. Quieting is excellent, tuning very
sharp, and frequency stability outstanding. Neither the

Scott's Model 300 AM-FM Tuner in its cabinet.

300 nor the 330 -C has automatic frequency control
(AFC), and neither of our sample units gave any indicaContinued on page 82
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,Revere's exclusive

makes the difference

Revere

TAPE RECORDERS

The incomparable high fidelity and rich tonal quality of Revere Tape Recorders

is the direct result
a Revere exclusive, patented feature. "Balanced- Tone" is the control that coordinates amplifier

of

and acoustic system response to emphasize both high and low tones, giving strikingly realistic
HIGH FIDELITY sound reproduction, even on low volume. Compare and you'll choose REVERE!

-

Dual- Speed
Simplified automatic
keyboard controls. Standard tape speed of
3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s. Records up to three hours
per seven inch reel with new longploy lape,
Exclusive index counter. Complete with micro
phone, rodio attachment cord, two reels lone
with tape) and case
$225.00
TR- 800 -D -Same with built -in radio 5275.00
T -700-D

T -1100

T -11 HIGH- FIDELITY CUSTOM MODEL
For professional use and easy insta; alien into any high
fidelity system. Solenoid operated keyboard, push -button

VERTICAL MOUNTING

control. Outstanding Performance.
GUARANTEED SPECS: Freq. Resp. 40- 16,000 ± 3 db.,
S.N. greater than 50 db., WOW -Flutter less than 0.2 %,
Overall -Dist. 0.65%.
FEATURES: I -Volt cathode follower output; Accepts 3,
5,7 and 101/2 reels; Automatic head demagnetization;
Tape counter; 2 -hum balancing controls; Adjustable high
freq. equalization .. , with reel adapters, cords and plugs

Dual -Speed

-

Single

knob control.

Tope speeds of 3.75 and 7.5 i.p.s.; records
up to three heurs with new long-ploy tope.
Durable libre gloss cose; Iwo ocousticolly

matched excursion speokers. Complete with
microphone, rodio attachment cord, two reels
$169.50
(one wills tope) and case
TR -1200-Same with built -in radio $219.50

$284.50
SK -707 Stereophonic Kit-Converts all Revere T-II, T1100 series and keyboard tape recorders to IN LINE High

HORIZONTAL MOUNTING

Fidelity Stereophonic playback and monaural recording.
Simple installation; uses phono amplifier for record channel. Exceptional specifications
$34.50.
REVERE CAMERA CO.

The preference

for Revere by artists of renown

is

' CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

your guide

to recorder selection.

4111ARTUR RUBINSTEIN
npfed pionirt

JULY 1958

MARIAN ANDERSON

ANDRES SEGOVIA

lamed ropruno

foremast guitarist

LINO FRANCESCATTI
billion, pieta',

ROBERT CASADESUS
piano virtuoro

I

LAU RITZ MELCHIOR
great Wagnerian loner
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Recommended stylus force:

2 to 4 grams. Price: $39.50. MANUFACTURER: Electro -Sonic Laboratories, Inc., 35.54 36th St., Long Island
City 6,N.Y.

Continued from page 80
tion of needing it. AM sound from the 300 was as clean
as our local transmissions permitted. Sensitivity Kvas moderately high, and hum on both ANI and Fil was com-

pletely inaudible.
There are two output connections, for a tape recorder
and main amplifier at high and low impedance respectively, and a third output is provided for connection to a
multiplexed stereo attachment.
One of the very few stereophonic tuners available, the
330 -C has separate controls and separate outputs for its
AM and FM channels, as well as a multiplex FM output.
There are four output receptacles, one for feeding a high impedance signal to a tape recorder, and three low-impedance outputs to the main system and to the stereo
system. The main output is coupled to a front -panel
control which, in three of its positions, selects different
A \I bandwidths (for increasing or decreasing selectivity).
In its fourth position, this switch disconnects the AM
tuner from the main output anti connects the FM tuner
to it. Thus, the main channel will serve for FV or :1 \I,
as selected, while the stereo outputs (which are permanently connected to the FM and AM timers) may be
used simultaneously for reception of FM-AM stercophony.
Like its predecessor the 330 -B, Scott's 330 -C is highly
sensitive on both channels, and is capable of producing
one of the cleanest and most transparent FM signals I
have heard for a long time. Its AM sound is quite similar

The 330 -C stereo limner lias separate FM and AM sections.

to that of the 300, which is to say that it is cleaner than
are most AM broadcasts themselves. This timer is a superb
performer in all respects, and is hard to find any fault

with at

all.-J.G,H.

MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Sharp, stable tuning makes it possible
to receive weak stations that are closely adjacent to strong ones
something that it is impossible to do with AFC. All of our tuners include
AGC (Automatic Gain Control) to prevent overload on strong local
stations.
The 330 series tune's were the first successful stereophonic tuners.
The AM on the 330-C is, we believe, the best of any tuner available
and is even better than the 300, although the difference may not be
apparent except on very high -quality AM transmissions.
Incidentally, all of our FM sensitivity ratings are for the standard
300 -ohm antenna input impedance, so these ratings should be divided
by two in order to obtain equivalent 72 -ohm ratings.

-

ESL C -60

Cartridge

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): o moving -coil magnetic
pickup cartridge. Frequency response: ±1 db, 18 to 20,000 cps.
Lateral compliance: 6.8 x 10-" cm /dyne. Output: 10 my
recorded
velocity of 10 cm /sec. Resistive termination: 1,000 to 500,000 ohms.

`

S3

Aside from their excellent performance capabilities, previous ESL pickup models had several characteristics which
vere at once advantageous and disadvantageous to their
use in a typical home music system. Their very low output impedance made them insensitive to the value of resistive loading and permitted their use with very long
interconnecting cables, but their concomitantly low output
voltage was insufficient to drive adequately many control

ESL's C -60 moving coil
cartridge has loto impedance and high output.

preamplifiers. Consequently they often had to be used
with a step -up transformer which was a potential source
of hum and which, according to many users, sacrificed
some of the pickup's inherent quality. Also, the relative
fragility of the better ESL pickups made them unsuitable
for use in record changers.
The new ESL C -60 has retained all of the advantages
of the Concert and Professional cartridges ;including performance specifications, which are identical), but it has
been ruggedized and its higher output -10 millivolts, as
compared with 2 millivolts from the earlier models -is more
than enough to drive an average preamplifier to a noise free operating level without the assistance of an input
transformer. Yet the C -60's output impedance is still low
enough to permit the use of up to about 13 feet of interconnecting cable without audible sonic deterioration.
When installed in a high- quality arm, and tacked at
4 grants of force, the ESL C -60's sound was similar to
that of the Professional cartridge without its transformer,
and noticeably superior to the Professional with its transformer. The C -60 tracked very loudly recorded passages
..ithout it hint of strain and, although its vertical compliance may not be high enough to permit wear-free playing of \Vestrex 45.'45 stereo discs, it is high enough to
reduce needle talk from monaural discs almost to the point
of complete inaudibility.
The C -60's over -all cleanness and balance was very
similar to that from live tapes played on a professional
recorder. except for a slight rise in response between about
7,000 and 12,000 cycles. Its sound, consequently, has
some of the brisk quality of the Professional and Concert
cartridges, although to a markedly lesser degree.
All in all, an excellent cartridge for use with any topquality system which does not in itself exhibit a mildly
rising high- fre(1nency response.- J.C.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The vertical compliance of the ESL
C -60 pickup is 1.5 x 10-" cm /dyne over o distance of .030 in. This vertical
compliance is almost the same as the lateral compliance of one widely sold stereo cartridge. The C -60 can be used on any record without fear
of damage.
Exception must be taken to the last two paragraphs. Discontinuities
in the frequency response curve that are not observed by other re
searchers are almost always traceable to the test record. Also, there
ore very few top -quality wide -range loudspeakers which do not have
a rising high -frequency response, particularly at frequencies above
10,000 cycles. Most good systems come equipped with balancing controls
to equalize properly the high -frequency response of the entire installation.
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Whether you want
Complete Hi Fidelity Systems
or Components to Build -In

4k1

want...

You

ALTEC LANSING
FOR FINEST SOUND

a typical group of quality ALTEC hi fidelity
components, one of many combinations available for
those desiring to build a "custom" system. True hi
fidelity can also be achieved by substituting one of
the famous ALTEC Duplex® or Biflex® speakers for
the two-way system shown. Ideal to round out this
system is the ALTEC 306A tuner shown on the right.

Here is

440C

Components include the ALTEC
306A AM -FM tuner; the 344A "Qua,
tel" power amplifier and preamplifier; and the 833A "Verde- speaker
system. Price: $659.40.
Other complete systems priced from
$300.00 to $1,600.00.

PREAMPLIFIER

This masterfully engineered preamplifier has a
30- 22,000 cycle range; inputs for tuner, phonographs.
microphone, tape and two spares; seven separate
tone, volume, and equalization controls to fit individual tastes in sound; and outputs for amplifier and
tape recorder. Price: $147.00. Matching mahogany,
walnut, or blonde cabinet -$19.95.

tr-

$!'.

350A

This is one of the complete ALTEC component systems
designed for music lovers who prefer high fidelity in outstand
ing furniture cabinets.

'

40-WATT AMPLIFIER

`-'

Because every one of its components is the finest
available and selected for a capacity that far exceeds
demands of the circuit, the ALTEC 350A 40 -watt power
amplifier will provide its full rated performance even
under the poorest conditions of fluctuating line volt.
age and will continue to deliver full performance for
years without any necessity for tube balancing and
replacement. Price: $171.00.

81113
HIGH FREQUENCY
HORN and

802 D

Superbly styled and engineered, this system provides unusual
flexibility of function and faithful sound reproduction. It features 20 watts of power; 20- 22,000 cycles; AMFM tuning; four
separate volume controls for independent functions; inputs
for magnetic phono pickup, microphone, tape deck, radio
tuner, tape reproducer, and spare; four position loudness compensation control, continuously variable wide range bass and
treble controls and three position rumble and scratch filters
for complete flexibility to suit individual reproduction tastes;
and a new ALTEC Duplex speaker consisting of a 15" bass
speaker and a coaxial high frequency driver and horn. Avail
able in beautiful walnut, blonde, or mahogany cabinets.

DRIVER

One of the finest high frequency horns made for home
use, the ALTEC 811B combined with the 8020 high
frequency driver is designed to cover the frequency

range from 800 to 22,000 cycles with amazingly
smooth response. The ALTEC 803A speaker is recommended as the bass component for use with this
horn. Price: 8118 -$30.00; 802D $63.00

-
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ALTEC

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION,

Ï

DEPT. 7H

1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.

Please send me checked Items

803A

Complete high fidelity component catalog

BASS SPEAKER

Brochure on building better loudspeaker cabinets. Complete
with construction plans, comparative performance charts,
phasing, and other vital information

The 15" 803A is used as the bass component in many
of ALTEC's larger theatre speaker systems. The 803A
has a 1600 cycle upper range to assure a smooth
crossover at any frequency up to 800 cycles. This
controlled bass range insures a bass performance far
superior to any loudspeaker designed to operate over
a wider frequency spectrum. The 800E dividing net.
work effects the crossover between the 802D and
803A at 800 cycles. Price: 803A- $66.00; 800E -$46.50

Name of nearest ALTEC dealer
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

-

STATE

:2.24
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Save yourself time and trouble by ordering your
books directly from us. Just fill in the coupon
below and mail it to us with your remittance.

New Biography
ORPHEUS AT EIGHTY
by Vincent Sheean
"An unusually probing biography . . . life suffuses
these pages

... -

The New York Times.

A quick and easy way to find
the reference you want- exactly
when you want it

-

HIGH FIDELITY:
A

searching study of the life, rimes, and personality of
Giuseppe Verdi, viewed retrospectively from the peak of
the composer's fame and wealth in 1893 when Fa/itaff
was produced, and written with polish, honesty, and
understanding. A thoroughly documented review of the
revolutionary period in which Verdi lived and a vivid
recital of musical developments by a lifelong student of
the opera. $5.00
266

Bibliography of Sound Reproduction

A

ARTUR SCHNABEL
By César Saerchinger
This is the story of a dedicated pianist and reacher, his
youth, world success, and the increasing maturity of his
arc. The book contains a tribute by Clifford Curzon, a
list of Schnabel's compositions, a discography, and
seventeen pages of illustrations. $5.00
267

THE

Foreword by G. A. Briggs

This new book, imported in a limited quantity from England
and available in this country only through the publishers of
RICH FIDELITY Magazine, is a volume whose value to everyone seriously interested in high fidelity need nor be outlined.

It contains approximately 2,600 entries that represent the
whole field of published information and research on high
quality sound reproduction, from the subject's very early
clays up to and including June 1957. The world literature on
sound reproduction, which happens to be mainly English and
American, is here cited -with the result that a specialized work
of reference is now available for all who wish to be able to
consult, quickly and easily, what has been published on every
aspect of the subject from Definitions ro Maintenance. Supplements are planned to be published from rime to time. $6.00

JAZZ MAKERS

271

edited by Shapiro and Hentoff

-

-

Here are the men and women who made jazz
their
lives, conflicts, aspirations
written by America's
lest -known authorities and edited by the same men who
produced Hear Me Talkin ro Ya. $4.95
261

High Fidelity Record Annuals
1955 ANNUAL

1956 ANNUAL

-

edited by Roland Gelact
$4.95
201

edited by Roland Gelatt
$4.50
237

RECORDS IN REVIEW

by Joan Grilfichs

- 1957
- edited
$4.95
257

Each of these books, the only ones of their kind,
contains reviews of classical and semiclassical
music, and the spoken word, that appeared in
Hiatt FIDELITY Magazine for the twelve months
-July through June inclusive preceding their
date of publication. The reviews cover the
merits of the performance, the quality of the recording, and make comparative evaluations with
releases of previous years. They arc written by
some of this country's most distinguished critics.

-
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Compiled by K. J. Spencer

Recently published

RECORDED JAZZ: A CRITICAL GUIDE
By Rex Harris and Brian Rust

Though not a comprehensive discography, this new book is a
reasonable cross section of real jazz together with biographical
notes on performers and a critical assessment of the records
listed. The usefulness of the book is extended further by the
care taken CO include both British and American record labels
and numbers. Paper cover, 85e

269

Book Department
HIGH FIDELITY Magazine
Great Barrington, Mass.
1 enclose $
for which please send me, postpaid, the books indicated
by the circled numbers below. (No C.O.D.s or charge orders, please.)
Foreign orders sent at buyer's risk. Add 5Se per book for postage on foreign
orders except Canadian.

Binders 7b $2.95 each
Unmarked binders $2.75 each
HIGH FIDELITY RECORD REVIEW INDEXES -500 each
[_] 1954
1955
iJ 1956

1957

NAME

201

ADDRESS

257

266
267
269

261

271

237
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by J. Gordon Holt

Ttmite

ARE two distinctly different types of amplifiers,
several varieties of each type of amplifier, and a wealth
of ambiguous terminology about amplifiers. Since each
type and subtype has its own important function to perform in a high -fidelity system, the beginning hi -fier is pretty
much obliged to learn some of the ramifications of amplification.
The most important distinction to be made between
these instruments concerns what they amplify. Granted,
they all amplify an audio signal; but some amplify its
voltage aul some amplify its power. We'll consider the
reasons for this subsequently.
Anyone who has shuffled across his living room rug in
winter, and tinkered with his automobile in the summer.
has had adequate opportunity to observe first -hand the
difference between voltage and power. In the dry air of
most homes in winter, shuffling across the carpet can build
up on one's person a charge of static electricity which
may amount to a potential of several hundred volts. Touching a metal light fixture or an innocent bystander will discharge the potential with a bright, crackling spark which
looks a lot more potent than it is. The discharge certainly
can be felt by the person involved, but, since the human
laxly is a very inefficient storage cell, no damage is clone.
The voltage is there but the power is not; consequently,
electric current is only momentary and therefore harmless.
Underneath the hood of an automobile, however, is a
storage battery whose maximum potential may be no more
than 12 volts, but whose ability to do work is quite remarkable. It can rotate a starter motor, light the head lamps
and tail lamps, and run a radio all at once. Yet its voltage
is so low that it cannot even be felt by a hand bridged
across its contacts, because the electrical resistance of the
human body is so high that the current caused by this
voltage is negligible.
Voltage, then, is nothing more than the potential stress
between two contact points; power is the rate at which a
voltage can do work of some kind. Considering the human
body for a moment, very low voltage is harmless no matter how great its power reserve; high voltage at low maximum current can cause an impressively terrifying shock,
but is not normally dangerous; but high voltage at high
power is lethal. That is why children should be taught at
an early age not to stick bobby pins into wall sockets.
What does this have to do with amplifiers? Well, a
phono pickup cartridge or a tape playback head generates
exceedingly small electrical impulses-on the order of 2 to
40 thousandths of a volt. A loudspeaker requires as much
as 10 to 40 volts at power levels up to 50 watts. A tremendous amount of amplification is obviously going to be

needed before the signal from the pickup can drive the
loudspeaker; both the voltage and the power of this signal
need boosting. At the sane time, we should like to have
some provision for controlling the volume and the tonal
balance of the signal, and for selecting the signals from
different program sources -tape, radio. phono, and so on
-and these addenda mean additional amplification, over
and above that needed just to meet the speaker's power
requirements.
The basic amplifying device, be it a tube or transistor,
is nothing more than a gate such as that which controls
the Am of water over a darn. The spillways of a darn
are regulated by a small lever in the central control station, where a human being weighing 140 pounds can
speed up or slow down the flow of thousands of tons of
water. As the operator moves the control lever back and
forth, the rate of water flow will vary accordingly, so that
it becomes a tremendously amplified indication of the motion of the operator's arm. In an amplifying tube (Fig. 1),
a fixed high -voltage power supply (provided by a separate section on the amplifier chassis) is analogous to the
body of water behind the dam. The incoming signal (from
the pickup or the preceding amplifying tube) is the controlling force analogous to the arm of the floodgate operator. There is at all times a flow of current from the high voltage supply through the tube, but the tiny input signal
causes a very large change in the rate of this flow, and this
enlarged and varying current is (ideally) an exact scaled up replica of the original signal.

HIGH. VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

TUBE OR

INPUT

TRANSISTOR
OUTPUT To

CONTROL SIGNAL

NEXT AMPLIfYING
STAGE

Li

y

r

AMPLIFIED

SIGNAL

Fig. 2. An amplifier is an electrical gale in which a small signal
creates large changes in the current passing through the tube.
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There is a fundamental principle that bears reëmphasis
here. So far as our cars are concerned, sound is not simply
air pressure; it is variations in air pressure. The weight
of the air surrounding the earth is such that, at sea level.
it exerts about one ton of force over every square foot of
our bodies.° This is the normal air pressure; what we hear
as sounds are slight and repetitive fluctuations above and
below this normal pressure. Similarly, although there is
always current flowing through an amplifying tube, the
tube will not produce any output signal until this current
is made to fluctuate by the incoming control signal. Its
output is, thus, a variation of the current flowing through
it from its high- voltage supply, and this current variation
produces changes in the voltage developed across the load.
The amount by which the current passing through a
tube is varied by a given amount of controlling input signal
is referred to as the gain of the amplifying stage. The
quantity of eurent that is being varied by this amount
determines the power output of the stage. For example.
a tube which produces 10 volts of output signal in response to an input signal of 1 volt has a voltage gain of
10. If its normal current flow is small. its output signal
will have little power-developing capability and it would
thus be considered a voltage amplifying stage. A tube with
the same voltage gain but with a high normal- current
(low would be able to do substantial work, and %vonld
constitute a power amplifier or power output stage.
Because of the tremendous amounts of gain needed it
is usually necessary to arrange several stages of amplification in tandem, so that stage one boosts the signal as
much as it can, stage two takes this enlarged signal and
boosts it further, stage three gives it an additional kick.
and so on until the original impulses are big enough.
These cascaded amplifying stages can all be voltage amplifiers, since it takes practically no power to control the
current flow through a following tube. The loudspeaker.
however. needs quite a bit of power, and to furnish this
we make the final stage in the amplifying chain a power
amplifier or power output stage.
Now corne the semantic problems. To be meticulously
correct, the term "power amplifier" should be applied only
to that stage in an amplifier which contains the power
output tubes. Popular usage, however, has broadened the
term to encompass all the components sharing the same
chassis as the power output tubes-with reservations. This
is the way it breaks clown: If the high- voltage supply
(more often called the power supply), the output tubes.
and the volume and tone controls are all contained on a
single chassis (Fig. 2), the combination is referred to as
an integrated amplifier or control amplifier. If the chassis
contains the power supply, the output tubes, several voltage
amplifier tubes, but no volume or tone controls (Fig. 3),
it is referred to as a power amplifier or a basic amplifier.
(The controls are then located on a separate "control unit"
or "preamplifier. ") 1f the chassis contains the output tubes
and a couple of voltage amplifiers, but has its power supply
relegated to a separate chassis (Fig. 4), the amplifier is
still a `power" or "basic" type, and the power supply is
The

reason we do not instantly toni to jolly is that air
exerts an espial torce outward, against the atnuixphere.
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within our bodies

I

II

Fig. 4.

:1.

the "power supply." All of this makes sense, really. It's
just confusing by implication.
The relationship between voltage and power is such
that it is quite possible to have low voltage at one point
in a circuit and high voltage at another point and exactly
the saine amount of power available at both points. This
is fortunate because, while a loudspeaker needs high
power at a fairly low voltage, output tubes generate high
power at a high voltage. The transformation from one to
the other takes place in the output transformer, an impedance- matching device which connects between the
output tubes and the loudspeaker.
Impedance is the effective resistance of a device to the
passage of alternating current, and is expressed in ohms.
Nearly all loudspeakers are macle to have a nominal impedance of 4, 8, or 16 ohms, To accommodate these differences output transformers are designed to make 4 -, 8 -,
or 16 -ohm loudspeaker loads appear to the output tubes
like the several thousand ohms they require as a load.
That is, the output transformer "matches" the load to
the tubes.
A common output terminal (usually grounded) is provided, and the choice of load impedances is obtained by
three transformer taps, labeled accordingly. If the loudspeaker's impedance is 8 ohms, then it connects between
the common (0) terminal and the 8 -ohm output tap on
the amplifier (Fig. 5a) If it happens to be 16 ohms,
then the common connection and the 16 -ohm tap are used.
If two loudspeakers carrying the saune part of the audible range are connected in parallel (to double the total
power -handling capacity, for instance) the total impedance
is half of the individual impedances. Thus, if both are
8 -ohm speakers, their coin(Continued on page 94)
.

AMPLIFIER

0
4

0

a

6

J

Fig. 5a. Au 8-ohm loudspeaker should connect to the Common
(0 -ol1111) and 8 -ohm amplifier terminals. Fig. Sb. A 16 -ohm and
8 -ohm speaker in parallel teill match the 8 -ohm and 4 -ohm taps.
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Turntable Rumble
Sue:
1 am having some trouble
with rumble in my phonograph system.
I have a Garrard 301 turntable
mounted as recommended on their
own base, and a Rek -O -Kut 120 arm
with a Fairchild 225 -A cartridge.
This is being fed to a Bogen DB -130
amplifier and a University 6303
speaker in a KarIson 15 -inch enclo-

I find that

sure.

When the motor is running and
the pickup is on its rest, 1 don't hear
this rumble, but as soon as I place
the pickup on the record the rumble
starts. Also, if I tap the motor mounting board while a record is playing.
it makes a microphonic sound. If the
pickup is off the record this disappears.

Herbert Mueller
Clinton, Mass.

The rumble you hear from your system may be caused by several things:
low -frequency instability in your
power amplifier, a bass peak in your
speaker system due to improper baffling or an inadvisable location in
your room, excessive loudness control
action (due perhaps to setting the
level control too high and the loudness control too low), loss of compliance in the pickup due to aging
of the damping material, a defective
or ntisadjustcd turntable drive system, or spurious resonances in your
turntable mounting board.
Have your components checked by
the manufacturers, try moving your
speaker around the room, and try
coating the underside of the upper
turntable mounting board with a
mastic material, such as automobile
undercoating. Finally, try installing
the loudspeaker in an enclosure recommended by its manufacturer for
use with the 6303 speaker.
GE Pickup Loading
Sin:

Recently I purchased the components
for my first really good high -fidelity
system. and included among these is
one of GE's new VR -II pickups, a
Dynakit preamplifier, and a Dynakit
Mark IiI power amplifier.
The preamplifier and amplifier kits
tested out fine when I completed
them, but when I went to use the

VR -II with them I got no highs and
too much bass. I followed GE's installation instructions. and I plugged
the pickup into one of the magnetic
phono inputs on the premnp, but the
system just sounds dreadful. I am
wondering if possibly I might have
misinterpreted someone's instructions,
because CE recommends using a
6,200 -ohm load resistor for RiAA recordings (which most of mine are),
and the Dynakit preamplifier also has
an equalizer setting for RIAA discs.
Could it be that I am getting too
much high -frequency rolloff? Or what
else might be the matter?

o

ALL
STEREO
L ;

Walter Hecht
Chester, Pa.

A 6,200-ohm loan/ resistor connected
across the GE pickup will produce
a close approximation of the R1AA
treble rolloff curve, but if this load
value is used with a preamplifier
which also provides R1AA rolloff, the
result will be a marked loss of highs.
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MADISON FIELDING
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If the preamplifier has its own
equalization provisions, the CE cartridge should be terminated by a load
resistance of 100,000 ohms or (if a
fairly long shielded interconnecting
cable is used) 47.000 ohms.
The 6,200-ohm termination should
he used only when the preamplifier
floes not add anti high-frequency compensation of its own.

Amplifier Versus Speaker Power
Sue:

As a beginning high fidelity enthusiast, I am becoming convinced that

the biggest problem is not so much
learning about this business as it is
trying to figure out whose word on
what is the right word. 1 would
think that high fidelity, as a phenomenon and as a technological field,
would have been around long enough
by now for some of its fundamental
laws to be established, but there is
evidently still a great deal of disagreement among "experts" over practically every phase of the field.
I am not asking you to launch into
a long philosophical discussion over
the relationship between art and engineering in high fidelity, or about the
inevitability of disagreement in a technical field where accomplishment depends to a great extent upon such un-

Continued on page 89

Whatever the choice may be -tape, record, or
good old fashioned AM /FM radio, straight or
multiplexed Madison Fielding is the design
center of any stereo system. Complete control
and amplifier facilities for both monaural and
stereophonic sound are built into the perfectly
matched Series 330 AM /FM Stereophonic Tuner
and Series 320 40-watt Stereophonic Amplifier.

-

Series 330 Tuner:
Two complete ultra-sensitive

tuners on one

compact chassis for either AM or FM reception
individually, or, with a turn of a switch, both
signals can be made available simultaneously.
Multiplexed output is provided for by use of
one adapter.
Series 320 40 -watt Amplifier:
In addition to individual Controls for each
channel, the unit features a Master Volume

Control, which controls both levels simultaneously for stereo. When used monaurally, it will
serve as a complete electronic crossover system to feed separate woofer and tweeter.
For

further information, write to:

Madison Fielding Corp.
5 Lorimer Street
Brooklyn, New York

IIIIII

The center of your stereo system.
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REK -O -KUT

TURNTABLES Absence of vertical rumble was the prime consideration in the selection of Rek -O -Kut
turntables by the \Vestrex Laboratories for their experimental tests and development of their 45/45
stereo system. Present owners of Rek -O -Kut turntables can expect the same superior performance with
stereo records as they did with monaural records. No modification or changes to turntables are necessary. Rek -O -Kut Rondine Turntables from $59.95.
TONEARMS *

-

Stereo record reproduction requires a lower resonance point than monaural. The
and A-I60 arms have been redesigned to meet this requirement: Additional weight has been
scientifically distributed to increase the mass, thereby lowering arm resonance. Now equipped with
4 -wire conductor to accommodate three -and -four-terminal stereo cartridges. Arm wires are soldered
to a terminal strip for easy installation. No soldering necessary. Rek -O -Kut Professional Stereo -Monaural
Tonearm Model A-120 12" $27.95 Model A-160 16" $30.95.
A-120

-

*Owners of

A 120

and

A

160 arms who wish to convert to stereo

- write factory for details. Send for free catalog and strobe disc.

REK-O-KUT
HIGH FIDELITY TURNTABLES

TURNTABLE ARMS

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.

Y.

13, N. Y.

ENGINEERED FOR THE STUDIO
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38.19 108TH STREET, CORONA 68, NEW YORK

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp. 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto 10, Ontario

... DESIGNED

FOR THE HOME
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Continued from page 87

INTEGRITY
IN MUSIC
"There is nothing finer
than a Stromberg- Carlson"
Amplifiers, pre -amplifiers, tuners, speakers, housings, cabinets
-whatever your need, be sure to
see and hear the StrombergCarlson line. No other line offers
deeper experience, more modern
design, such flawless performance.

Your dealer is listed in
your local "Yellow Pages."

5C
STROMBERG-CARLSON
A

DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

1419

N.

Goodman Street

Rochester 3, N.

Y.

NORELCO presents
the world's

finest*
pickup cartridge

controllable factors as room acoustics
and the vagaries of individual hearing characteristics. \Vhat I am asking
is that you clarify for me as best you
can the relationship between amplifier
power and home listening conditions,
with some additional comments about
the safety or peril of using under powered speakers with high -powered
iunplifiers.
J. L. Larkin
Des Moines, Iowa

a

MAGNETO DYNAMIC
design by
Philips of the Netherlands
to find out which pickup cartridge

is the

world's finest and why

the NORELCO is the world's

second

dream

trip
for
two

All right; no philosophy.

The amplifier power required for
given high -fidelity installation depends on several things, so it is impossible to make hard- and-fast rules
about this. For a ,given listening
volume, the larger the room and the
less efficient the speaker, the more
amplifier power is needed. Then
again, for a speaker of given efficiency, a room of given size, and a
given listening volume, listening quality and reproduction of detail will
improve .slightly but audibly as amplifier power is increased. This is not
to say that a 50 -watt amplifier is
needed for use with a high-efficiency
speaker, but it will often provide better quality than will an equivalent
lower-powered amplifier.
Generally .speaking, the relation between the amplifier power rating and
the power capacity of the loudspeaker
need not be taken into consideration
when purchasing components, except
when there is a discrepancy between
them amounting to 100% in favor of
the amplifier. It is perfectly all right
to use a speaker whose power capacity is higher than the amplifier's
rating, and it is fairly safe to use an
unprotected speaker rated at % the
amplifier's
s power. A speaker having
less than the amplifier's. rated power
.should not be used unless protected
by fuses or unless special precautions
are taken at all times to avoid sending loud clicks or pops through the
system, and to avoid driving the amplifier into overload (by inadvertently
unplugging an input while the amplifier is turned on). If played too
loudly, normal program material twill
usually cause audible speaker overload for some time before lire speaker
suffers damage.
rr
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win a

Phono Input Hum

----^_
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win other exciting prizes...
in the big, new Rek -O -Kut contest!
Rek- OKut's

excitirg, new contest

is a

music- lover's delight! You can win

a

trip for two to the Brussels World's Fair
via Sabena Belgian World Airlines...
magnificent Rondine turntables... and
turntable arms... just by listening to
a

Rek-O-Kut demonstration.

Simply

stop in at your high fidelity dealer, ask
him to demonstrate high fidelity repro-

duction on a Rondine turntable. and
fill out an entry blank. There are no
puzzles to solve- no jingles to write

-

no coupons to

clip- nothing

to buy,

You'll be eligible for one of the big contest prizes... and you'll have enjoyed
music reproduction at its finest -on
a Rondine! Prices from $59.95.
Selected for display at the American
Pavilion. Brussels World's Fair!

I am having hum problems with my
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Vtr+PF

i
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BRUSSELS
WORLD'S FAIR!

Slit:

High Fidelity Produert Division, Dept. 287
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., ti. Y

Io

to
the

finest

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO.,INC.

..

Heathkit WA -P2 preamplifier.
Continued on next page
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For

the high

fidelity dealer nearest you, write,

REK -O -KUT COMPANY, INC.
38-19100th Street, Corona 68, New York
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THE GENIUS

of

icitctin.
LECTRONICS announces its ap-

pointment as American agent for
the QUAD ELECTROSTATIC Loudspeaker -the

first

full

proven

range electrostatic speaker (its
response

is

flat from 40 to 18,000

cycles).
The QUAD ELECTROSTATIC,

fully

tested by use in hundreds

of

British homes for more than a

year, furnishes superb, integrated musical sound, when driven

by the QUAD

II

amplifier, and

association with the QUAD

in

Low Distortion FM Tuner.
The QUAD ELECTROSTATIC and

the

English

LOWTHER

HORN

Systems (wall and corner) are

undoubtedly the finest music reproducers

currently

available.

Both have a

quality of musical

integrity that

is

definitive in the

art, and you may choose from

either range, depending on your
inclination and taste in sound.
Direct your inquiries to the personal attention of L,M. Fried. Fur-

ther technical and performance
data available.

LECTRON ICS
of City Line Center, Inc.
7644 City Line Ave.

Philadelphia 31, Pa.
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hum is evidently originating in the
preamplifier stage, since it is present
only when the input selector is set
for the magnetic phono channel. I
bave tried adjusting the hum balance
potentiometer, and have tried other
preamp tubes, but to no avail.
The hum does not vary when I
swing the pickup arm across the record, so I am fairly certain the trouble
is not inductive pickup from the
phono motor or a power transformer,
but I have noticed that when I disconnect the phono plug from the
preamp the hum disappears.
Can you suggest what might be the
matter?
D. L. Fessendon
Sacramento, Calif.
Excessive phono hum in Heath WAP2 preamplifiers is often caused by
a poor ground connection between
the outer shell of the phono input
.socket and the preamplifier chassis.
Remove the preamp's cover, inspect
the rear of the phono input socket,
and note whether the soldered connection between the shield spring and
the solder lug (under one of the
socket mounting nuts) is electrically
sound. If in doubt about this, resolder
the connection. Now tighten the nut
and bolt that fasten the solder lug to
the chassis. Make this as tight as possible without breaking the receptacle
mounting flange.
If this does not clear up your hum
problem, look for poorly soldered
connections at the pickup cable plug
and at the player itself.

Ignition Interference

Automobile ignition interference is
usually picked up in the lead -in cable between the antenna and the tuner. Try the following things:
Install a 300-ohm to 72 -ohm antenna matching transformer at your
antenna and run a 72-ohm coaxial
lead -in cable from the transformer to
the tuner. Then use a 72 -ohm to 300 ohm transformer to rematch the antenna to the tuner (if the tuner does
not have a 72-ohm input)
Move the antenna itself to the rear
of your roof.
Finally, install an antenna-mounting
FM booster between your antenna
and the lead -in cable.
.

Record Storage
SIR:

What is the best way to store LP records?
Should they be laid flat, inclined,
or upright? Or is there another, better
method?
Elwood N. Hathaway, M.D.
Yuba City, Calif.
Radio stations and private collectors
have generally come to the conclusion

that vertical storage of LPs (with the
discs standing on edge) in compartmented record shelves produces the
least warpage, and leaves the records
most readily accessible.
Record cabinets are available with
dividers at intervals of six inches or
so along each shelf. These dividers
prevent the discs from flopping over
on their sides if a shelf is not completely full, and in almost -full shelves
they prevent the weight of the records
at one end from pressing against the
records at the other end, making them
difficult to remove from the shelf.

SIR:

I am troubled by automobile ignition
noise interference on FM, and was
wondering if you could suggest a
remedy for it. The noise is not very
loud, but is very annoying because
the street in front of my house is
heavily traveled at all times.
I have my antenna installed at the
end of the roof nearest the street,
mainly because my living room
(where the tuner is) is at the front
of the house and I wanted to keep the
lead -in as short as possible. Is there
anything I em do to minimize this
noise, without having to climb up on
the roof and fiddle with the antenna?
I have tried an FM antenna noise
filter, and I have tried lining the
timer cabinet with aluminum foil, but
to no avail.
Norbert R. Pawelee
Buffalo, N. Y.

Stylus Force
SIR:

There seems to be some disagreement
between the manufacturers of my
pickup cartridge and my arm, so I
thought possibly you might be able
to solve my dilemma.
The instructions supplied with my
cartridge recommend a range of tracking forces of from 2 to 4 grams; the
pickup arm's instructions say to adjust for between 4 and 8 grams.
Should I compromise, and set the
force at 4 grams, or should I set
tracking force according to the cartridge's instructions or the arm's instructions?
Stephen Palmer
Madison, Wisc.

-

The compromise setting -4 grams
would probably be best in this case.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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The minimum tracking force of a
pickup cartridge is determined by its
lateral and vertical compliance, the
effective mass at its stylus tip, and the
size of its stylus. Since a pickup arm
inevitably has some resonances and
some bearing friction, it is usually necessary to track the cartridge at slightly
above its minintun force, and the necessary increase in force will be determined by the characteristics of the
arm in which the cartridge is used.
The range of tracking forces recommended by a cartridge manufacturer
is for that cartridge mounted in
average high -quality pickup arms.
The lowest force value is for a very
fine transcription arm or for the cartridge manufacturer's own pickup
arm; the highest value is generally for
an inexpensive transcription arm or
the arm in a good record changer.
Arm manufacturers will usually not
recommend a range of tracking forces
unless some characteristic of their
product dictates using a higher force
than is customary. If both the cartridge and arm have different ranges
of recommended tracking force, use
the lowest value within the higher
force range. If an integrated arm -cartridge system has a recoinmended
range of forces, use that value within
the range which produces acceptably
clean sound.

Continued from page .37
companying his distinguished interpreter, Pierre Bernac, in Lieder recitals. In his musical interpretations
of the poets whom Poulenc has particularly favored, namely Guillaume
Apollinaire, Max Jacob, and Paul
Eluard, the ironist and the lyricist
are kept severely apart. True enough,
in each sphere there are many variations and gradations. Guillaume Apollinaire and Max Jacob are poets for
banter; Paul Eluard for the numerous
songs where -the cliché has here its
real meaning -the composer simply
writes with his heart.
The choice is abundant in both
categories. My own preference goes,
in the first, to Dens le jardin d'Annaa hilarious piece in Poulenc's best
mock-sentimental style; and in the
second to Tu vois le feu du soir and
Une herbe pauvre, an affecting vision
of a snowscape that has made me
wonder whether this French song
writer, in this almost Schubertian vein
of his, might not one clay go to the
poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke- particularly to that religious poem, not unlike
the Eluard text of this particular song,
Continued on next page

foundation for
the world's
finest high fidelity
systems

* Marantz

co ponents hove
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Icble. Truly

achieved reco
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equipment av
worth the diff

*Marantz

rente.
up to

liv

specifications y a wide margin
whether you j dge by your
ears, by test equipment, by
looking at the "innards" or,
we hope, by a I three. With
Marantz you d o get what you
are paying for

*Servicing problems ore

For the stereo perfectionist

The new ESL GYRO /JEWEL
No longer rued perfectionists compromise with inferior or makeshift stereo
pickups. Front the distinguished laboratories which achieved the worldfamed ESL Concert Series and C -6o Series cartridges comes n new milestone

almost non -ex stentl 100%
inspection and testing of every
unit, coupled vith superior
construction te chniques and
rugged, conse rvotively rated
component pa its will ensure
trouble -free o erotion. A
full one -year 4varranty

accompanies 611
Marantz Prod cts.

in audio progress: the ESL GYRO /JEWEL, the stereo cartridge of tomorrow.

Ifyouaretechnicallyndnded ,youwfllbepleasedto learn that the triumphant design
of the ESL GYRO /JEWEL is based upon two of ESL's patented, subminiature
D'Arsouval mnovements, coupled to the stylus shoe byESL's uniquenew Gyro' jewel.

0

You will be pleased, also, to learn that the ESL GYRO /JEWEL excels fit vertical
compliance (S x r o -F cut /dyne), lateral compliance (S x I o au /dyne), dynamic

mass (.00 3 guts), channel separation (.20 to 25 db), and frequency response
( ±3 db from 3o to t 5,000 cps, with response extending well beyond zo kc).
But only through actual listening can you realize the vast superiority of the
ESL GYRO /JEWEL. Compare it at your audio dealer's, and you'll want to own
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Slightly higher

this stereo cartridge that's years ahead. Only SS 5; write for details.
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write for literature

mara>nIz company
25 -14 Broadway,
Long Island City 6, N.
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Stereo Preamplifier

SP -210

$89.50

less power supply
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Basic Stereo Amplifier

SA -232

Total Power Output:
64 watts peak
Has power tap -off for SP-210
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Basic Stereo Amplifier

SA -260

Total Power Output:
120 watts peak
Has power tap-off for SP-210

$119.50
panes Slightly higher in `Nest

mot

BD -7

Radio Corporation

37-0636th St.,

L. I. C. 1, New

York

Please send literature covering
Pilot Stereo Components.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

20NE- STATE_
Electronics manufacturer
for over 39 years.
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where Rilke, seized by the sight of the
loveliest of wild flowers growing out
of stones between deserted railway
tracks, suddenly understands what is
meant by the Poverty of Cod.
It is sometimes said of Poulenc that
his musical language is outmoded. I
do not feel this to be a valid criticism.
It is true that his allegiance to nineteenth- century harmony would seem
to remove his art from the contemporary scene and suggest some kind of
offshoot of Tchaikovsky and Massenet.
I do not think there is any doubt that
the element most admired by Poulenc
in the work of Debussy, for instance,
is just the unmistakable strain, in this
composer, of Massenet. The introspective aspects of Debussy's Nocturnes
and Images hardly touch Poulenc's
much more concrete world. Nor has
he the slightest sympathy with the
similarly inturned mind of Fauré ( "I
cannot bear to listen to his Requiem;
it is one of the few things in music I
really detest.. "). The exuberant Richard Strauss, on the other hand, is a
composer after the lyrical Poulenc's
heart.
The truth is that nowadays all music
prides itself on being more or less derivative. Certain of the later works of
Stravinsky are said to derive from
Bach; analysts of Schoenberg trace
his procedures to \lozart. The common pastime, among connoisseurs of
modern music. is to spot resemblances.
Our desperate eclecticism has almost
obliterated our once cherished notions of style. Voltaire's prophecy in
Candide of a standardized taste and
of a merging of the rival claims of all
schools has come t-ne.

"All styles are

good," Voltaire ironically declared,
except the boring style."
When, however. as happens very
rarely. the model is lyrical melody of
the diatonic composers, this is quaintly considered altogether beyond the
pale. The reason for this is surely that
diatonic melody, the most beautiful of
all musical gifts, is also the most inimitable. It was, moreover, possessed
by only a few of the Romantic composers: besides Schubert they were
Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Strauss, and, I
should add, Prokofiev. These are precisely the composers who have nurtured the outstanding lyrical gifts of
Poulenc. No composer of our time has
so consistently worked in the purest
Forms of diatonic harmony -a means of
expression long considered outworn

Lion, uncluttered by wrong

notes, can

sometimes even today make an effect
as poignant as in Schubert himself.
It is this rare though natural melodic inspiration in Poulenc that triumphs in The Carmelites, the opera of
devout Roman Catholic inspiration illustrating the manifestation of Grace
and having as its principal theme the
wrestlings of an ingenuous soul with
fear. I do not wish to underrate the
size of this musical victory which is
also a moral victory. It uncovers unsuspected depths in the heart of this
master ironist, and at the least it must
enable us to review the whole of Poulenc's work in the spirit of the heroine

in Max Beerbohm's Happy Hypocrite
who finally sees her lover, the hypocrite, unmasked: " 'Surely,' said Jenny,
`your Face is even dearer to me, even
fairer than the semblance that hid it
look
and deceived me.
. Let me
always at your own face. Let the time
of my probation be over. Kiss me with
your own lips.' So he took her in his
arms. as though she had been a little
child, and kissed her with his own
lips. She put her arms round his neck,
and he was happier than he had ever
been. They were alone in the Carden
now. Nor lay the mask any longer on
the lawn, for the sun had melted it."
Here, I feel, in this delicate psychological evaluation is the key to Poulenc's intriguing double personality.
Here, surely, is the key to the success
of The Carmelites. In this latest major
work the natural and abundant flow
of melody does at last seem "clearer
and fairer," as Beerbohm has it. than
the many semblances that had been
calculated merely to deceive us.
Since its first performance at La
Scala two years ago, The Carmelites
has been variously evaluated in several countries. But I am not sure that
its peculiar significance has yet been
grasped. My conviction is that this
work of Francis Poulenc solves the
riddle of the enigmatic composer and.
in the golden decline of our musical
civilization, marks out this thoroughly
traditional French figure as an exquisite survival.

(as indeed, Stravinsky has stated, are

all other forms of harmony). And
Poulenc has shown that the special
magic of diatonic harmony, modulaHICH FIDCI-rlN MAGAZINE
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Continued from page 34
turn a peacock, a cricket, a swan, a
kingfisher, and a guinea hen, with
marked realism in the vocal part. The
public vas incensed that a work on
such a subject should be performed
in a concert hall: "How could he dare
to use the art of Beethoven and Mozart for a display of such impishness!"
Pandemonium broke loose in the hall
and later in the press, and another
affaire Ravel was off in high gear.
A delightful American example that
doesn't seem to get played as much
as it used to is John Alden Carpenter's
Adventures in a Perambulator, a
baby's- eye-view of life as seen from
his carriage as he is pushed through
the park by his nurse -en voiture, the
Big Blue Policeman, etc. In this category, too. are Dohnaínyi's Variations
on a Nursery Theme, dedicated "to
the enjoyment of lovers of humor and
the annoyance of others," and Elgar's
Nursery Suite, a caprice with gaiety
and charm that ought to induce at
least one record company to make it
available.
Then there are linkings of music
with picture painting and literary
conceits, often of a recondite, tongue in -cheek character. Mussorgsky's Pictures from an exhibition, a work for
two pianos that has undergone no less
than six different orchestrations, is of
this order, as arc Elgar's Enigma Variations and Thomson's Portraits. In
both of the latter the composers are
delineating friends, but in the Elgar
gallery the friends were identified
originally only by initials and the
secret of the enigma theme went with
the composer to the grave; in the
Thomson you know who the friends
are, but you can't be sure whether the
portraits are caricatures since you
never know when this canny Missourian is pulling your leg.
Erik Satie's Three pieces in the
shape of a pear doesn't really count;
the pieces aren't in the shape of a
pear at all, and Satie slapped on that
title merely to amuse his friends and
further enrage his enemies, But William \Valton's Façade and Thomson's
Capitals, Capitals are brilliant specimens. Written to verses by Edith Sitwell (verses considered by some insensible people to be nonsense), Façade is a masterpiece of incisive sal
Atticus and delicate, but devastating,
parody. It is one of those rare feats
of joint creativity of which one can
confidently say, it could not have
been better done.
Capitals, Capitals, again a setting

Continued on next page
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FAIRCHILD
WORLD'S
FINEST
PHONO
CARTRIDGES

Ask your dealer to demonstrate
the incomparable listening quality
of these cartridges -all expertly engineered,
carefully made, and
unequivocably guaranteed:

1

The world famous 225 MICRADIUST CAR-

Constantly improved since its introduction in 1955, today'; 225A is actually
newer than many new models. The substitution of a 225 will do more to improve the
sound of most systems than any other one
change. It will operate perfectly in record
changers, as well as in transcription arms.
TRIDGE.

$37.50 net

2.

NEW -The 230 MICRO -7 -based on the
wildly successful XP -3 design. This is a premium cartridge, recommended for transcription arms and for microgroove only. The
perfect pickup for the man who owns the
best and wants to keep it that way. $49.50 net
.

3.
know,

NEW XP -4 STEREO PICKUP. As yosi
FAIRCHILD has led the field in the

development of pickups for stereo disks. A'
FAIRCHILD 603 Stereo Pickup was used at
the fast stereo disk demonstration open to
the general public (in New York City, December 13, 1957). The XP-4 is a stereo cartridge
for advanced enthusiasts who want the latest
and best. Designed for the 45/45 system, this
pickup features the exceptional performance
today's audiophiles have come to rake for
granted from FAIRCHILD. Fits all standard
arms. Supplied complete with adapter including extra leads foi second channel, for use in
conventional arms. Works with conventional
preamps.
$79.50 net
Writs for farther information:
Also ask about FAIRCHILD XP POLICY bookie!.

FAIRCHILD

RECORDING EQUIPMENT CO.
10.40 45th Avenue, DEPT. HFA.
Long Island City I, N.Y.
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STATIONS

of words -this time by Gertrude Stein
-alleged in some quarters to be nonsense, has a different kind of musico-

UP -TO -DATE
Here, in convenient booklet
form, is a complete geographical listing of FM stations in the United Stares
and Canada, accurate to January 2, 1958. The list was
compiled directly from FCC
records, and originally appeared in Auntocanr-r Magazine.
Only a limited number of
copies of FM Stations Up-toDate are available, so, to be
sure of getting one, place
your order soon. The price
is only 500.

start with a
General Electric
cartridge
You 'll hear your records as if for
when you
the very first time
add G.E.'s magnificent new VR tt
magnetic cartridge to your Hi -Fi
system. See your dealer for a dem-

...

HIGH FIDELITY Magazine
Great Barrington, Massachusetts
I enclose S
for which please send
me
copies of FM STATIONS
UP -TO -DATE.

onstration soon.
General Electric Co., Specialty
Electronic Components Dept., W.
Genesee St., Auburn, N. Y.
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Unless hearing your favorite composer in stereophonic sound
releases a deliriously marvelous feeling within you ... unless
unless it
it conjures up vivid pictures in your mind's eye
penetrates your "inner" being . . then you are not getting
the full impact of stereo!
To feel the gigantic realism of stereo, you must hear it on the finest equipment possible...for stereo demands the finest. Are your
stereo tapes played on the erro ra

...

literary nicety and impact. To get
some idea of what goes on here, consider the following passage for tenor,
in high monotone -and on one breath:
"If they are good if they are good to
me if I can see that they are good if
I can see that they are good to me, if
I would if I could I could say that
they are good if I would say that they
are gtxxl to me, if I could if I would;
if they could be good if they would be
good if they are good, are they good
are they good to me do you say that
they could be good did they hear me
say that they could be good, that they
are good that I say that they are good
to me." I don't believe for a minute
that either Thomson or Stein ever
considered this funny, but you arc
free to draw your own conclusions.
Enough that it is done with stunning
originality and skill.
The kind of humor intended for,
and understood only by musicians
would, I'tn afraid, leave the average
layman unmoved. It has to do mostly
with peculiarities of composition or
execution, such as Rimsky- Korsakov's
tvriting notes For French horn that
are unplayable on that instrument
(which he didn't, of course), double
stops that would require either a fifth
string or a sixth finger, or a plagal
cadence ending on the mediant -the
sane sort of shop humor that sends
lawyers into gales of laughter over a
miscalled tort and gives physicians a
professional chuckle over a vermiform
appendix occurring in the duodenum.
I don't think we will go into it.

.

Tape Recorder, considered the world's best by
many professionals? And the new stereo disc

system* demands the very highest qual-

ity turntable available ... the easegOLQ4eci1
'
of course . . to breathe its music through
VITA VOX DU120 Duplex Coaxial Loudspeakers for a smooth extended frequencyresponse
and broad even acoustic distribution. Yes, for the
brilliance of stereo you need good equipment!
,

.

.watch for announcement of Connoisseur stereo cartridge

ERCONA CORPORATION
1G

(Electronic Division)
Hest 46 St., Dept. 71, New York 36, N. Y.

In Canada, write Astral Electric Company Limited,

}(

L4

Danforth Pond, Toronto
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Continued from page 86

bined impedance will be 4 ohms, and
they will require connection to a 4ohm source. Similarly, a 16 -ohm and
an 8 -ohm speaker used at the same
time should be connected to the Band 4 -ohm taps respectively, as
shown in Fig. 5b.
Series connection of loudspeakers
differing in impedance is not recommended because the total impedance
will be an odd value that is difficult
to match, and because the amplifier's power will not be evenly divided
between the speakers.
It must be emphasized that these
rules ahont loudspeaker impedance
matching apply only when the speakers in question are operative over the
HIGH FIDELITY \-I.ecAztxt:

same frequency range. If they are
carrying different frequency bands
(as in a multi -way speaker system
with a dividing network), then the
impedance throughout each range
will be the same as that of the individual speaker carrying that range.
A mismatch between an amplifier
and a loudspeaker increases distortion, limits the maximum power that
is available from the amplifier, and
may cause deviations in frequency
response. The degree to which performance is degraded by an impedance mismatch depends a great deal
on the individual characteristics of
the power amplifier-its stability,
clamping factor, power response, etc.
-and since the impedance of every
loudspeaker varies to some extent
with frequency, these amplifier characteristics can affect the over -all
sound of even a properly matched
loudspeaker.
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by 8 db, a quite substantial reduction.
Here are their figures, comparing
the spurious print of standard professional- grade tape (Audiotape and others) with that of Master Audiotape.

nine

is measured after the moment of
recording (the last two items by extrapolation) and the db figures indicate the ratio between the bias- recorded signal and the print:

NI

Master
Audiotape
60 <lb

58.5
56.5
54.0
52.5

VITA
VO X
DUI 20 FULL RANGE

ittm(lper

Write for free catalog
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DYNAKIT
AMPLIFIER KITS
great amplifier circuit of superb listening quality in money- saving kit
A

MARK III

60

watts

7995*
net

The new Mark III includes all the sensational attributes of the popular \lark
lI plus these outstanding deluxe features

*

form!

*

have been assured that Master
Audiotape, aside from its low -print
character, is completely interchangeable otherwise with standard tape.
The Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company claims that its Scotch
brand No. 131 Low -Print tape provides better high- frequency response
better than standard tape by 2 db. In
any event, print -through can now be
reduced to the point where preprints
and postprints are not noticeable, even
on top grade tape recorders with very
low noise levels. This is a decided improvement in the recording art and
should result in the increasing use of
magnetic tape as a storage medium
For sound. From now on, one hopes,
we shall not be dismayed, on playing
a tape or a disc, to hear "coming
events cast their shadows before."

*

60 walls nt less than 1% distortion. Instan-

taneous leak power n1 140 watts. 1M less
than .0.5 at average listening levels.
Choke filtering and low noise circuitry reduce hunt and noise to 0G db below 60
watts.
New rugged KT -88 tubes and other heavy
duty parts used conservatively.

MARK II

so waits

6915*
net

The Mark II is the best buy in hieh
power high fidelity kits

-
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STILL SMALL VOICE

Standard
Time
Tape
1 week
52 db
1 month
50.5
1 year
48.5
10 years
46.0
100 years
44.5

i

*
*
Available /ram leading Iii-Pi dealers. teemwhere. Deseriptive brochure available on
request.

NEW !I

D

CONTROL

*

KIT

Ease of assemhly due to uniquely simple
circuitry and printed circuit construction
with factory-mounted pans.
Highest stability using patented stabilizing
networks with mi
number of phase
shifting stages. Suitable for all loudspeaker
systems including electrostatic.
Dynn ni :rset (patent pending) for simplified adjustment and complete freedom from
effects of unbalanced components. No balancing adjustments required lu meet pub-

lished Specifications.

*

Dynaco Super -Fidelity output transformer
ADDS COMPLETE
still, patented porn -coupled windings. This
ERornlr12.95
STEEO
is the finest available transformer of its
TORIWOOA RMDL1fFUNCTIONS
ON REQUEST
AVAILABLE
type for the most critical audio uses.
DMA SHEET
"Slightly higher in West
Espnrt Division:
617 N. 41st St., Phila. 4,r Pa. o \wanes St. Ncw York 7, N. Y.

DYNACO INC.

95

WELL -TENDED RECORDER

TRADER'S MARKETPLACE

Continued from page 40
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saves you more
Here are just a few examples of
our big savings on Hi -Fi Systems
STEREO DISC

Bell

#202

-

STEREO TAPE

Tape Transport

$133.95

Bell #200 Carrying Case
29.95
Bell #RP 120 Pre -amplifier
59.95
Bell #3030 Stereo Amplifier
169.95
Two Stephens #812's (contains
80 FR Speaker) at $87.50 each
175.00
Garrard #RC 88 Record Changer
54.50'
Electro -Voice #EV 21D Stereo Cart. 19.50
Bell P 100 Pre -amplifier
39.95

$682.75

Our Price, Only $510.25
STEREO DISC PACKAGE

Bell

#3030 Stereo Amplifier
#812's (contains

$169.95

Two Stephens

80 FR Speaker) at $87.50 each
Garrard #RC 88 Record Changer
Electro -Voice # EV 2ID Stereo
Cartridge.

175.00
54.50

19.50
$418.95

Our Price, Only $331.19

Weathers Turn Table Kit #KLI
Audax Arm #1(T -12
Grommes Amplifier #20PG8K
Electro -voice Aristocrat
Enclosure Kit #KD -6
Electro -Voice #SP 12B 12 inch
radax coaxial speaker
G.E.

#VR IID /S Cartridge

$ 34.50

15.50

59.50
39.00
35.00
19.97
$203.47

Our Price, Only $162.99

AUDIO
CUSTOM
Division of Discount Records, Inc.
Visit any of our convenient showrooms
no
for an expert demonstration
obligation, of course:

...

Cleveland

Detroit

Chicago

96

848 Huron Road
Corner East 9th
Main 1 -2816
202 Michigan Avenue
In Sheraton Cadillac Hotel
'Woodward 1 -2707
201 North La Salle
Corner of Lake
Central 6 -2165

of operation desired, whether using
the machine as a recorder or for
playback. Be certain that tape
threading is correct. Finally, examine the tape head and guides for
dust, dirt, and grit, cleaning if necessary. A regular cleaning program is
desirable, of course, regardless of onthe- spot checks. We'll discuss cleaning
and maintenance procedures in another article.
Always adhere to the standard operating procedure for your machine.
While a show -off may \vallt to demonstrate the "superior qualities" of his
recorder by subjecting it to unusual
stresses- starting, stopping, and reversing the machine suddenly and repeatedly, for example -a more careful
operator will not take such risks.
Don't operate your machine in a
continuous state of overload. The peak
indicator (a neon lamp may be used
for this in some machines) should
flash only on peak signals, not continuously. If the indicator flashes continuously, a good portion of the recording may be distorted.
On rare occasions, you may find
that a control will jam. If this happens, don't grab the nearest pliers or
wrench, nor attempt to force the control by using a lever or other tool. Instead, locate the cause of jamming and
correct it.

If you've reached this point, chances
are you aren't an advocate of the
Theory of Rapid Obsolescence and
that you take some pride in your tape
machine. But even the most conscientious of us play, on occasion, be forced
to use a recorder tinder conditions that
aren't ideal. When this is necessary,
special steps should be taken to avoid
damage to the machine.
For example, if you find it necessary
to operate your tape machine in a
dusty ahnosphcre, you should install
an inexpensive filter over the air intake
openings. Obtain one of the "universal" air conditioner filters available at
hardware stores. Cut a section of the
filter to size with ordinary household
scissors, securing it in place with short
pieces of pressure- sensitive tape. Painter's masking tape is especially good
for this job, since it is easily removed
after use and does not leave a sticky
residue.
Should you find it necessary to operate your tape machine under conditions of high humidity and moderate
temperatures, turn the unit on for an
hour or two before use. The heat developed by vacuum tubes and other

Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell used
audio equipment and records. Rates are
only 40C a word ( no charge for naine and
address) and your advertisement will
reach more than 100,000 music listeners.
Remittance must accompany copy and

insertion instructions.
Will swap copies of my monaural /Stereo
tapes. Ampex equipment used. Jean Simard, 28 Ave.
Viex Moulin, Giffard, Quebec 5, Canada.
TAPE:

SACRIFICE, stereorecorded tapes, broadcast performances, New York Philharmonic, Boston Symphonies,
Operas. Philip Weiss, c/o Hillman Pharmacy, SOC
Grand St., New York 2, N. Y.

last model, perfect. forced
to sell 5250. M. Destroy, 211/2 Inman St., Cambridge,
Mass.
REL PRECEDENT TUNER,

CONCERTONE Model 22ST, with
cost 5804.00. Used 10 hours, 5600.00. Robert
Emds. 1625 N. 52nd St., Milwaukee 8, Wis.
STEREO

J.

WANTED: TS-222 remote control foot switch for
DeJur DK-820 tape recorder. I. Jenowitch, 248 W.
Market St., Long Beach, N. Y. GE 1.0143.

KITWIRING. All kinds, fair price. Paul Schub. 8905
Lyman St., Queens Village 27, N. Y. SP 6.0937.

WANTED: Elecno -Voice A -20-C amplifier. Donald H.
Perry, 346 W. 56th St., New York 19, N. Y.

FIDELITY -thru No. 45 except No. 2 -521.
J. R. Yoder, 345 Wilton Road, Westport, Conn.

HIGH

Symmetrical Corner Horn, Fig. 5, page
114, May HIGH FIDELITY. S45. T. A. Brown, 23050
FOR SALE:

Capistrano Way, Los Altos, California.

d Dynakits, Mark
precision wired and t
$86.00, Mark II's 576.00. Stuart Quint, 3 Grand.
view Ave., Peabody, Mass.

NEW

Ill's

JensZon 1.30 elecsrostatic tweeter,
SALE:
blonde cabinet, in new operating condition, S120.
Goodmans 8.1200 bass-reflex with Acoustical Resistance Unit-damped port, walnut finish, 530. Tech.
Master Model 19 60 -watt control amplifier, 580.
Pickering Fluxvelve- Unipoise pickup and arm, .001
diamond stylus, new condition, $40. Box JWH, HIGH
FIDELITY, Great Barrington, Mass.
FOR

d RC88 changer;
CR approved: G
Ratenton 500 S.D stylus; Beak B -207A speaker;
Cabinart #27 enclosure. Best offer. Frank H. Scort,
62 Kirkland Street, Cambridge, Mass.
PERFECT,

H1cn FIDELITY MAGAZINE

components should help dry out the
motor mechanism. Visible condensation on the instrument should be
wiped away with a soft, lint -free cloth.
In some instances, you may find it advisable to install a small bag of moisture- absorbing agent. De -moist or
some similar chemical may be used for
this application; it is available through
most hardware stores. A small cloth
bag of the chemical is fixed inside the
machine's cabinet in such a way that
it does not rest directly against any
metal, mechanical, or electrical components.
Excessive heat may damage electrical components, insulation, and rubber and fiber parts, and may cause
lubricating oils and greases to become
rnny, fouling up the machine. If you
find it necessary to operate your tape
machine under high ambient temperatures, turn the machine on only while
it is in actual use, and off between
playback and recording sessions. Iu
some cases, cooling efficiency can be
improved by placing an electric fan
near the machine, directing an air
stream over the instrument and towards air intake openings.
At the other extreme, low temperatures may cause oil and grease to congeal, slowing machine operation.
When you find it necessary to operate
your tape machine at relatively low
temperatures, turn the machine on
well in advance and allow plenty of
time for warm -up before attempting
operation. If ambient temperatures are
extremely low, you can hasten warming by momentarily blocking air intake openings or by putting a cardboard box over the instrment.
Summing up; your tape machine will
give you more satisfactory performance and a longer useful life if you use
common -sense operational procedures;
if you avoid subjecting it to unusual
stresses; if you exercise care in transportation and installation; and if you
follow the manufacturer's suggested
operating techniques at all times.
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YOU'LL
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and Replica libraries
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plus

STEREO
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FREE

maximum

KLY ELECTRONICS CO.
130 Liborfy SI.
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STEREOPHONIC

303 Grand Ave., Palisades Park, N. J.

EVergreen
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PENNSYLVANIA
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FOR THE TOPS IN VALUE
BEST TRADE -IN

ON
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Check with Arrow!

ARROW

.

-

MUSIC SOCIETY, INC.

AND THE
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When you receive our
reply. Write us your hifi requirements now
yov'll be glad you did.

savings on all Ste eo
Tapes from most
complote sock
anywhere) All for $9
full year membership

TAPES

BE

SLIGHTLY

ELECTRONICS INC

65 Cenland, 5t., New York 7, N. Y.
Olgby 9 -4730
525 Jericho Turnpike. Mineola, N. Y.
Pioneer 6.8666

91411.0" RADIO CO.
SERVING THE ENTIRE DELAWARE VALLEY AREA

913 ARCH ST., PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.
1133.37 HADDON AV., CAMDEN, N.J.
201 CALHOUN ST., TRENTON, N.J.
4401 VENTHOR AV., ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
1122 FRENCH ST., WILMINGTON, DEL.
SSO MARXLEY ST., NIORRISTOWN, PA.

317 PARK HEIGHTS AY., SALISBURY, MD.

EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT
for

Stereophonic Tapes
Save Time and Money
Al! Brands over 800 Title,
1200 ft. Plastic Recording Tape $1.59
Write for complete catalog and prices
We moil everywhere

Write for our
free catalog and
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Hi Fidelity Electronic Sound Corp.
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PECNS'S
FOR HIGH FIDELITY
All the better Lir;h fidelit' components

TAPE RECORDERS

HI -FI COMPONENTS
NATIONAL BRANDS

TREVOR PECK CO. LIMITED
1498 Sherbrooke St. West, Montreal, Qua.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

CARSTON

NEWS YORK 21), N. Y.

PUERTO RICO

MAGNETIC TAPE

600 Ft.
900 Ft.

1200 Ft.
1800 Ft.

2400

lit.

ROCK- UOTPOM PRICES
10 -15000 CPS- HI- Fldellte
Guaranteed Highest Quality
PLASTIC RASE
S' Reel
t for á 2.85
5" Reel
J for S ..46
7" Reel
.1 for S 3,95
7" Reel
t fors 525
10' Red
J for 516.95
1t1YLAR BASE

S' Reet
.t for S 4.20
7" Reel
J for S 6.95
Ft. 7` Reel
.1 for
510.60
4800 Ft. 10' Reel
SM. 40
FAR \lunlinnm U4 -- Tune Splicer
S 6.50
Satisfaction al'S.lntely guaranteed or your money
refunded. A4.1 Ise per reel for Doriagr.
FLORMAN A Il. \Im, INC.
900 Ft.

at.

net prives. Also s wide selection of Equipment Cabinets and Speaker Enclosures.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

1800 Ft.
24íR1

THE

Tangential Tracking

$22.50
POST PAID

CASH

WITH
ORDER
Only obtoinlhlc from

.

68 W. 45111S

ORIGINAL B. J. ARM

HIGH FIDELITY INC.
Box 767

Ponca, Puerto Rico

CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
Sound Reinforcement IL Television Systems
for tho discriminating

Featuring
HOME
PROFESSIONAL

¡¡iv

A
a.c rnr

SALES

RENTALS
SERVICE

ss.c.scues

Specialized equipment built to order
AKG Microphones
ALTEC Consoles
OPEN EVENINGS

-
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matching Electro -Voice and all other high quality systems
Now, for the first time, you don't need two full -range
speakers to enjoy the added third dimension of stereo phonic sound ... thanks to a new application by ElectroVoice engineers of a basic principle of acoustics. As early
as 1934 it was verified that bass tones below 300 cps do
not indicate the location of the sound source
therefore,
these tones contribute no stereo effect. This is because

...

the ear lacks the ability to qualify direction when sound
wave -lengths reach 21/2 feet or more between their pressure
crests. The entire stereo effect relies upon the directional
placement of sounds above this point. The second sound

source in stereo, therefore, need only be a system designed
specifically to reproduce that directional part of the audio
spectrum above 300 cps. Based upon this ;act, Electro -Voice
engineers developed the STEREON, an uncompromised
second channel loudspeaker to match even the largest
bass producer ... a compact, functional furniture piece
allowing greatest placement flexibility for optimum stereo.
The STEREON is designed to complement any full -range
speaker by reproducing only those frequencies required for
stereo, thus eliminating your need for a second expensive
bulky enclosure.
rooms, by the way, when you'll want stereo
a scope
and magnitude of the latest movie processes
r
you add -on two additional STEREONS, placing
them inconspicuously around the room. The two central
STEREONS simply parallel east of the channels and are
adjusted to a slightly lower level to make a smooth sound
picture ... providing directionality and full depth . the
ultimate in stereo.)
Hear the remarkably versatile Elnctro -Voice STEREONS
demonstrated at your Electro-Voice show room. After one
listening you'll agree that STEREONS are THE answer
lto stereo in your home.

with

Low bass frequencies from both stereo channels are prop-

erly phased through the XX3 STEREON Control Filter
and channeled into your present full -range speaker to
utilize its full -bass reproduction capabilities: the mid -bass.
treble and very high tones are fed, one channel to your
full -range speaker, the other channel to the STEREON
to give you full dimensional etereo ... inexpensively,,
compactly.
Stereo the Electro -Voice STEREON way gives the impact and true -to -life spaciousness of the original perform.:
untie ....puts you in the beat_acat in the house.
.

-the

, .

STEREON 111 -Slereon 3woy system for use with high efficiency systems. Employs M730
boss coaxial assembly end T35 VHF driver, built into integral 200 opt toper rate horn.

mid

.

system.

STEREONS available in lodrout tropical mohogony, walnut, and limed
ok. Size: 75` high,
17%" deep, 71/," wide. Cabinet form, extended horn mouth of MT30 reentrant assembly

GO -ON TO STEREON .. FOR
_

37 lbs.

Nel

Integral crossover notwork limits overall input of the Slereon to signals above 300 cos crones
over electdcolly of 3500 cps to Model T35 VHF driver. Flat response
2 db 300 cot to 19,000
cot, Sensitivity it regulated by Iwo ÁT37 level controls at rear to provide overall level match
to full congo sneaker system. Quality
ality match assured by indi duel rant,' of `Presence' and
"Brilliance range stereo channeling through XX3 Slereon Control Filler which mull be used
rn

Welling 63" of path length for lull mid.bas, propogolion. Shipping weight:

IA- Identical

1179.50

use with normal offlciency systems, Wet M7308 and
$99.50
T358 driver components. Shipping weight: 33 Ibt. Net
XX3 STEREON CONTROL FILTER -far use with ElocvoVoico Stereons. User matching Irons.
former and crottouer network components to combine 2 esonnelq oll signet of lit channel
above 300 cot feeds Slereon: all signol below 300 cps from thin channel combined with lull
ronge output Iron, second channel utilising lull bat, reproduction capabilities of a single lull
of space sowing Electro -Voice Slereon system for second Stereo
ronge system; permit
channel. Input impedance from both amplifiers 8 ohms, output impedance 16 ohms nominal.
530.00
Site: Sys" high, dy " wide, Syv" deco. Shipping weighs: 8 Ibs Nel

SIEREON

to

Sierren III, for

SUPERLATIVE STEREO NOW...

For marl t,'nlplet.e information on the Stereon and other Electro -Voice ways to go Stereo, write for free booklet on choosing stereo equipment.

0
STEREO'S STANDARD

Foremost In Electro- Acoustics

o1CLe

ELECTRO- VOICE, Inc.
Buchanan. Michigan

- High Fidelity

Loudspeakers and Enclosures for STEREO. Microphone.;, PhonoCartridges and Public Address Speakers, Morino Instruments, EV1 Professional Electronic Instruments and Military Material.

STEREO begins with the E -V totally compatible STEREO Cartridge already the accepted standard.

Even

YOU CAN
CONVERT
TO STEREO

There's stereo in your future if you own a Bogen
system (or plan to buy one). In fact, stereo conversion can be made right now on any Bogen
high -fidelity system made since 1940 Not just
an added second channel, but completely integrated, balanced-sound stereo. You pre -set tone
and volume controls only once, from then on
regulate volume of both channels simultaneously
from a single volume control. That's the right
way to convert to stereo. Here's how :
!

T;

You"

YOUR PRESENT

PRESENT
RECEIVER

RECEIVER OR

AMPLIFIER

SPEAKER

;STEREO
;

t

Bogen systems

SINGLE -KNOB VOLUME CONTROL

THE RIGHT WAY
.RIGHT NOW!
A

18 -year -old
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You can convert to single volume control and easily balance your
system with the Bogen STAI Stereo Adapter if you own any of
these Bogen or Challenger high- fidelity amplifiers: AC10', DB10,
DB114, DB125, DB130, PR100, PRIOOA, PX10, PX15. Simply add the
STAI, your choice of speaker and a DB130, DB125. DB114 or ACIO'.
own either the ßogcn RB115' or the Bogen RB140. you
B I[canyouconvert
with the Bogen STA1 Stereo Adapter and the neces-

sary second -channel components, including
or AC10' amplifier.

a

DB130. DB125, DB114,

If you own any

Bogen or Challenger high -fidelity amplifier manu[nctured since 1940 or a Bogen high -fidelity receiver, you can
convert with the Bogen ST1O -A Stereo Adapter- Amplifier and a
second speaker system.
Ce

8erlea B or later
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EASY AM -FM STEREO CONVERSION: To receive stereo broadcasts from simultaneous AM -FM transmission with your present
tuner, add the following Bogen tuners: with any AM tuner, the new
Bogen FM51; with any FM tuner, the new Bogen AM91. With any
Bogen AM -FM tuner or receiver, add either the AM91 or FMó1.
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Your Bogen Healer is ready now

with complete information on hots
to conrert your system to

111ä49e1

stereo. Bee him today!

...because it solnirls better
David Bogen Co.. P.U. Box

COO,

Paramus, New Jersey

A Division of

The Siegler Corporation

Manufacturers of Jligh- Fidc1ify Components, Public Address Equipment and Intercommunication Systems.

